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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We envision North Lawndale as a healthy, vibrant community with a diversified and
innovative economy, competitive work force, engaged citizens and infrastructure that supports
long term, sustainable growth. Our neighborhood will be vibrant, healthy, green and safe—
a place where children can grow and families can put down roots.
Our Quality-of-Life Plan is built on all the assets
that our community offers. From a hub of industry
to a base for the northern civil rights movement,
North Lawndale is a culturally rich neighborhood
with unique architectural character and historic
significance. We have a strong sense of community
and an abundance of local leaders.
This is a primarily African-American neighborhood,
and it has been since the 1960s, when families
relocated to North Lawndale during the Great
Migration. Racially discriminatory real estate
practices during that era and since constrained
the community, and disinvestment has taken a toll.
The population is about a third of where it was at
the height, and storefronts and homes have been
demolished or abandoned. The city has shuttered
several of the neighborhood’s schools, and too
many families live in poverty or are affected by
violence and crime.

Yet North Lawndale offers so much. We have
beautiful greystones and other historic buildings,
wide boulevards and the 218-acre Douglas Park.
Once an industrial hub, manufacturing businesses
still provide 19 percent of jobs in the community,
and close proximity to the Loop, University of
Illinois at Chicago, and the Illinois Medical District
give North Lawndale an enviable location in the
city. We have excellent access to transit and
the Eisenhower Expressway. Since 2000, North
Lawndale has seen several new residential,
commercial, and industrial developments, including
the addition of nearly
800 new housing units.

The process to create this Quality-of-Life Plan
reflects our energy and dedication. The first
Community Planning Conference, held by the
North Lawndale Community Coordinating
Council (NLCCC) in partnership with the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP), brought
out more than 300 stakeholders, including
residents, clergy, community-based organizations,
high school students, elected officials, and local
business owners. Over two years, we created
committees to address specific issues in the
community, held face-to-face public workshops
and key stakeholder interviews, and offered an
interactive online survey.

None of these assets are more important than
our people. Our neighborhood is home to
passionate activists, community gardeners, hardworking families, committed block clubs, and
focused nonprofits. We are longtime residents
who have never given up on North Lawndale, and
young people who are invested in building its
bright future.

This plan is the result of that work. North Lawndale
has a rich history. We are writing the next chapter.

For a full summary of data on North Lawndale,
please refer to the Existing Conditions Report, and
full description of the planning process here.
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ISSUE AREA I

HOUSING

We will invest in our community by promoting homeownership, empowering
homeowners, preserving historic architecture, tackling blight, and providing safe
and affordable apartments.
STRATEGY 1

Activate homeowners and promote homeownership.
• E stablish a North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association
to advocate for improvements to
the community and to promote homeownership.
• Inventory existing financial resources to finance the
purchase or rehabilitation of homes in North Lawndale
and establish a “quarterback” to help stakeholders
navigate these various programs.
• E stablish a program that helps residents in North
Lawndale and the West Side to establish the financial
requirements for homeownership.

• Stabilize and enhance the attractiveness of
blocks in high-vacancy areas with near- and
middle-term creative uses, such as community
gardens or event spaces.
• Create and preserve affordable housing, especially
in multifamily focus areas close to transit and other
amenities.
Champions: DPD, NHS, NLCCC, NLHOA, 24th Ward Alderman’s
Office, IDHA, Affordable Housing Developers, Agricultural Groups

STRATEGY 3

Preserve and improve the built environment.
• Perform a new greystone and building condition
inventory.

STRATEGY 2

• Pursue a targeted historic resources inventory to
explore increasing the number of properties protected
by historic preservation rules.

• Prioritize rehab and homeownership opportunities in
zones in the community with lower vacancy rates.
• Maximize the investment in infill development by
building in transitional blocks near areas of strength.

• Seek and deploy resources for facade improvements.
• Explore the creation of a North Lawndale Land
Use Committee to advise aldermen on key
development decisions.
Champions: NLCCC, NHS, DPD, NLHOA, K-Town Historic District,
Architects and Historic Preservation Advocates, 24th Ward
Alderman’s Office
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Initiate a marketing campaign to attract investment.
• Tell the “North Lawndale story” about our many
assets, ranging from rich history to great transit access
to a thick local cultural fabric.
• Seek funding to retain a marketing agency to
create a targeted campaign to raise the
community’s profile and attract potential buyers.
Champions: NLCCC, NLHOA, Philanthropies

Champions: NLCCC, NLHOA, Local Banks and Credit Unions, LCDC,
NHS, CHA

Use housing resources efficiently.

STRATEGY 4

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

24%

1. Creation of a North Lawndale
Homeowners Association
2. Increased number of owner
occupants
3. Visible façade, neighborhood
improvements, and fewer
demolitions, especially among
greystones

ONLY 24% OF
THE HOMES IN
NORTH LAWNDALE
ARE OWNEROCCUPIED

76%

Approximately 35,000 people live
in North Lawndale today, a drastic
reduction from 125,000 in 1960
125,000

1960
2018

35,000

Of these owners,
more than a third are 65
or older

4. Establishment of a targeted
marketing campaign
5. Rise in median home value

More than 5,000 renter households in
our community struggle to pay for rent and
utilities each month

North Lawndale is known
for both its greystones
and the K-Town Historic
District
Housing
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Housing

Key Findings
High rates of vacancy and long-term population decline are both a challenge and an
opportunity.

C A L I FO R N I A AV E

S ACR A M EN TO B LV D

K EDZ I E AV E

H O M A N AV E

CEN T R A L PA R K AV E

I N D EP EN D EN CE B LV D

R O OS E V ELT R D

P U L A S K I AV E

KOST N ER AV E

Vacancy Hot Spots

16 T H ST

Confidence Level

CER M A K R D

99% - 95% - 90%

OG

DEN

significant
clusters of
low vacancy

AV E

90% - 95% - 99%
significant
clusters of
high vacancy

There are several blocks in North Lawndale where vacant lots are prevalent and fewer
homes remain. We want to leverage initiatives such as the City of Chicago’s Large Lot
Program so that these areas can represent opportunities for existing home owners to
expand their properties and make use of underutilized assets.

4
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North Lawndale hit its peak population in 1960 at about 125,000. In the intervening
sixty years, the community lost almost 75 percent of that population to reach the
approximately 35,000 people who live here today. One key consequence of the
shrinking size of our community is the high rate of vacant residential lots and units.
In terms of structures that are still standing and habitable, 27 percent (3,922 housing
units) were vacant in 2014. In addition to vacant units, North Lawndale also has about
1,800 empty lots where homes have been removed. These lots represent about a
quarter of all the residential land in North Lawndale. Taken together, we now know that
at least 1 out of every 3 homes that was once occupied in our community has either
been torn down or has no one living in it.
A smaller population and high current vacancy rates are both a challenge and an
opportunity. On the one hand, large amounts of vacant property can damage our
quality of life by weakening our property values and creating opportunities for crime.
On the other hand, vacancy and population decline mean that there is room—both
in terms of open land and within existing properties—for our community to grow by
attracting and accommodating new residents in the future.

Poor building condition threatens North Lawndale’s
built environment and architectural heritage.
North Lawndale is home to some of Chicago’s best
architecture. Our community—sometimes called “the
buckle in the greystone belt”—is especially notable
for both its greystone stock and the K-Town Historic
District, which was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 2014. Nonetheless, many North
Lawndale properties have serious building condition
issues, netting more building violations per structure
from 2015 to 2016 than either the wider Westside or the
City of Chicago as a whole. Poor building condition can
limit the options of residents to purchase or improve
properties because of the considerable costs associated
with bringing some buildings—especially large, historic
structures—up to code. Substantial grants and other
financial resources are needed to make the preservation
of these buildings realistic considering local market
conditions.
When building condition issues are not addressed,
buildings can become a threat to the health and safety
of the community. When this occurs and the needed
improvements cannot be made, the City of Chicago
demolishes structures to protect the public. From
2010 to 2015, 208 structures in North Lawndale were
demolished.

Housing
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Subregional Displacement Pressures (IHS)
North Lawndale is an affordable option for
homeowners today but may be at risk for rising
prices.

6
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High-Cost
High-Risk

East
Garfield
Park

West
Loop
Moderate-Cost
Moderate-Risk

Nonetheless, North Lawndale’s prime location near the
Chicago Loop, high-quality transit assets, and wealth of
historic architecture could make it appealing for higherend redevelopment in the future. As market pressures
move further out into communities west of downtown,
prices have the potential to rise in some areas—
especially those nearby CTA stations. While rising prices
could benefit some existing owners by increasing the
equity in their homes, they would also close the door to
ownership for many and deliver correspondingly higher
property tax bills to residents who may have a limited
ability to absorb a cost increase. Affordability and
community control in development decisions are very
important to us when looking at the future where prices
could rise.

West
Garfield
Park

NORTH
LAWNDALE

Pilsen

Little
Village

Low-Cost
Low-Risk

Today in North Lawndale, owners at almost every
income level are better able to afford the cost of
their mortgage, utilities, and insurance than in most
neighborhoods across Chicago. Our community’s
relative affordability—shaped in many ways by the lower
purchase price of homes—creates opportunities for
both local renters and working families from outside
the neighborhood to become homeowners in North
Lawndale. At this time, families making the citywide
median income ($47, 850) can generally afford to own a
home in our community.

Significantly
rising prices
Rising prices
Stable
high-cost

Significantly
rising prices
Rising prices
Stable
mod-cost

Significantly
rising prices
Rising prices
Stable
low-cost

The DePaul Institute for Housing Studies (IHS) measures resident displacement risk due to real estate pressures. IHS
estimates that the eastern portion of North Lawndale is at moderate risk of resident displacement dues to rising housing
costs, and that the remainder is at a low, but present, risk of the same because of currently low prices and incomes, as
well as its proximity to the hot West Loop and Pilsen markets.

Most renters cannot afford their current housing costs.
Three out of four households in North Lawndale live
in rented apartments. Of these, most are low-income,
with 30 percent making less than $10,000 per year.
Despite the presence of significant subsidized housing
resources, more than 5,000 renter households in our
community still struggle to meet their rent and utility
bills each month. The challenge of meeting these costs
prevents many families and individuals from investing
in other things—like their own health, education, or
business ideas—in a way that is a loss for the community
as a whole. Along with economic development and
financial empowerment programs, more subsidized
housing resources are needed to support our lowincome families, seniors, and people with disabilities.
Preservation and renovation of existing affordable
housing assets is just as important to us as new projects
for families and individuals.
Cost-burdened Renters by Income, 2014
4,000
North Lawndale All
Renters
North Lawndale Cost
Burdened Renters

3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500

3,227

1,000

1,714

500
63

0

$50 - $74.9

$75+

< $20

$20 - $49.9

Housing
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Residential Land Use Framework
While the residents of North Lawndale share a unique
community identity and culture, the issues of population
loss and housing condition have impacted portions of
our neighborhood in different ways. Some areas of the
community have been strengthened by the presence of
institutional anchors like Lawndale Christian, the Homan
Square Foundation, and Mount Sinai and St. Anthony
Hospitals. In these areas, the housing stock remains
largely intact. Other areas have changed drastically
since the neighborhood’s population peak in the 1960s.
The Residential Land Use Framework was developed
to reflect the varied conditions throughout North
Lawndale, and embody the housing priorities of the
community as expressed through the planning process.
The framework breaks the residential areas in North
Lawndale into three zones based on community
feedback and data findings. The residential zones
provide the geographic specificity needed to vary the
application of the housing strategies discussed based on
location within the community. Regardless of zone, the
long-term desired uses and character of development is
the same.

8
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Residential Framework Zones, 2018?

CER M A K R D

Multifamily Focus Areas - These areas highlight blocks
where more intense multifamily development would
be an appropriate complement to transit station areas,
traditional neighborhood development, or commercial
areas. Several of these zones are placed in close
A V E are meant to contribute
proximity to Pink Line stopsG Dand
EN
O
to dense, walkable Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
near the Kedzie, Central Park, and Pulaski Pink Line
station areas.

C A L I FO R N I A AV E

S ACR A M EN TO B LV D

K EDZ I E AV E

H O M A N AV E

C A L I FO R N I A AV E

S ACR A M EN TO B LV D

K EDZ I E AV E

H O M A N AV E

CEN T R A L PA R K AV E

R O OS E V ELT R D

I N D EP EN D EN CE B LV D

P U L A S K I AV E

Homan Square Park

Zone 2 - These are currently mixed-vacancy areas.
Values vary, and rehab is needed for many properties.
16 T H ST
The majority of the community
is located in this zone, so
a mix of strategies will be pursued.
Zone 3 - These are the highest-vacancy portions of the
community. Values are generally lower and foreclosure
and demolitions have had a significant impact. These
are areas where policies and strategies will seek to
stabilize over the near-term. They may include side lot
and alternative use approaches, or are potential areas
for large-scale redevelopment.

CEN T R A L PA R K AV E

I N D EP EN D EN CE B LV D

Residential Framework Zones, 2018?

Residential Land Use Framework

KOST N ER AV E

Zone 1 - These are the lowest-vacancy areas in
OS E V ELT R D
the community. Values areR Osteady
and strong
institutional presences can serve as a catalyst for
future development. These are areas where policies
and strategies can help build on current assets and
strengths, as well as preserve and build wealth while
maintaining affordability for current and future
Franklin
generations of residents.
Park

P U L A S K I AV E

KOST N ER AV E

Homan Square Park

Franklin
Park

Douglas Park
16 T H ST

Douglas Park

CER M A K R D

n Zone 1 - Owernship & Rehab Target

n Zone 1 - Owernship & Rehab Target
n Zone 2 - Infill Target

n Zone 2 -nInfill
Zone 3Target
- Stabilize & Enhance Target
Multi-Family& Enhance Target
n Zone 3 -nStabilize
OG

DEN

AV E

n Multi-Family

Housing
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Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Activate Homeowners and Promote Homeownership.
Homeownership provides many benefits, including the
opportunity to develop wealth. Since the cost of owning
a home in North Lawndale is still relatively low, now is
the perfect time to help and encourage our local renters
and working Chicagoans to invest in the community.
North Lawndale has room for more than 100,000
additional people. NLCCC will be a part of attracting
new residents to North Lawndale while also creating
opportunities for longtime resident to thrive as a part of
the development of the neighborhood.
1.1 Establish a North Lawndale Homeowner’s
Association.
NLCCC will establish a North Lawndale Homeowner’s
Association (NLHA) to serve as a vehicle for organizing
owners to advocate for improvements to the community
and promoting homeownership among longtime
residents and potential transplants alike. The NLHA
will be most effective as a dues-paying organization
that unites homebuyers, actively develops a pipeline
of potential buyers, holds poor neighborhood actors
accountable, promotes excellent city services, and
encourages neighborliness and community pride.

10
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1.2 Inventory existing financial resources and create a
neighborhood development quarterback.

This program could also play a special role in supporting
our Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) tenants. CHA
offers two programs for public housing and Housing
Choice Voucher tenants to become homeowners:
Choose to Own, which gives tenants the option to use
their public housing subsidies for mortgage payments,
and Family Self Sufficiency, which escrows funds on
behalf of tenants successfully participating in CHA’s
asset building initiative. The NLHA and NLCCC will
leverage these programs to help voucher families
and public housing tenants become owners in our
community.

To support the actions of the NLHA and broader
neighborhood development, NLCCC and partners will
inventory all existing financial resources (e.g., grants,
low-cost loans, tax abatements, mortgage certificates)
available for financing the purchase or rehabilitation
of homes in North Lawndale. Inventorying the existing
sources will help ensure that residents take full
advantage of the range of programs offered by the City
of Chicago, Illinois Housing Development Authority, and
others to promote ownership and rehabilitation in our
community.
However, there is a very high level of administrative
complexity associated with sequencing available
housing programs for maximum impact. North
Lawndale would benefit greatly from sustained funding
for a neighborhood development “quarterback”: a
highly experienced person to help owners, potential
owners, and smaller-scale developers navigate the
parameters of various programs, interface with City
departments, and research property for purchase. This
person could be a consultant, or a new staff at one of
NLCCC’s member organizations or close partners.

1.3 Coordinate partners to establish a financial
empowerment to homeownership program tailored to
the needs of North Lawndale residents.
While lower prices create opportunities for residents to
become homeowners in North Lawndale, many renters
need to be prepared financially to both qualify for a
mortgage and manage the responsibility of ownership.
The NLHA, with NLCCC and other partners, will establish
a financial empowerment program tailored specifically
to the needs of residents on the Westside of Chicago
and North Lawndale specifically. This program could
include credit rescue, budgeting, and counseling
on the rights and requirements of ownership. The
empowerment initiative could also provide continuing
education for existing owners facing the many
difficulties of ownership—for instance, on how to apply
for a property tax appeal—as a community building and
foreclosure prevention strategy. This program could be
built out from NLCCC’s existing “UCan Own a Home in
North Lawndale” series.

STRATEGY 2
Use Housing Resources Efficiently
The need for grants and other funds to help residents
purchase or rehabilitate properties in North Lawndale
is extremely high. Acknowledging this need, along
with limits on the availability of funds, we must think
strategically about how to make the best use of the
resources available. Our future land use vision (as
highlighted in the Residential Land Use Framework)
expresses North Lawndale’s development priorities
and community decisions about how to move forward
strategically. Our goal is that, over the long-term, all
areas of the neighborhood will thrive. We believe this
vision will be most effective by focusing on stronger
portions of the neighborhood first and building
neighborhood development outward.

Housing
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2.1 Promote rehab and homeownership opportunities
in lower vacancy zones first.
Our future land use framework identifies stronger
areas in the community where vacancy is lower,
institutions are powerful presences, and ownership
and property values are higher. These areas (zone 1)
should be prioritized for programs and resources to
promote homeownership and rehabilitation. There are
three main nodes covered by zone 1: K-Town and the
LCDC service area, east of Douglas Park by Mount Sinai
and Cinespace, and around Homan Square. Focusing
intensely on these areas, we can build on our areas of
strength.
2.2 Promote infill development in transitional blocks
near areas of strength.
Many developers seeking to build new single family or
smaller-scale apartment buildings in North Lawndale
will seek public support for these projects. Although
many of our strongest blocks (zone 1) have little room
for new development, there are frequently less-strong
blocks nearby in zone 2 that are prime for this type of
development. NLCCC will work with the alderman and
City to ensure that when public investments are made
in new housing in our community—such as through City
Lots for Working Families or Chicago Neighborhood
Rebuild—those investments are made in zone 2 areas
close to zone 1 in accordance with our Residential Land
Use Framework, and that they are adding new housing
that is affordable to residents and consistent with
neighborhood character. In this way, we can deploy
these resources strategically to maximize their impact.
12
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2.3 Stabilize and enhance the attractiveness of blocks
in high-vacancy areas with near- and middle-term
creative uses.
Other areas of our community have been seriously
impacted by vacancy and require different short- and
medium-term approaches for improvement. Blocks
within zone 3 need to be stabilized to improve the
quality of life of community members living there
today. Good stabilization approaches should increase
attractiveness, safety, and livability and may include
expanded side lot use, community gardens or urban
agriculture, temporary sports and recreation uses,
and any other creative or alternative uses that can be
replaced by housing at a time in the future when the
market is sufficiently improved to support it.
2.4 Create and preserve affordable housing,
especially in multifamily focus areas.
Although North Lawndale has many affordable housing
resources today in developments like MLK Legacy
Apartments, Sterling Park Apartments, and Montclare
Senior Residences, the available resources are not
adequate to meet the needs of our community,

particularly our low-income families and people with
disabilities. We strongly support projects that preserve
our existing affordable housing assets, such as Lazarus
Apartments, as well as those that seek to develop new
affordable housing meet the needs of these neighbors.
While we are especially concerned about housing
for our homeless youth, single mothers, and elders
on fixed incomes, proposed developments should
be coordinated so that they are sensitive to other
neighborhood needs. It is important that larger projects
are not airdropped into the community, but rather
can be proposed and revised to best complement
neighborhood context. For example, where new
affordable housing is created, it should be targeted
when possible within our future land use vision’s
multifamily focus areas to take advantage of access to
transit and other amenities that can especially benefit
low-income residents.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IN NORTH LAWNDALE
When considering development proposals and incentive programs, it is important to consider what residents can
typically afford and tailor investments to meet that need. For instance, in 2014, the average home loan for a new
owner occupant in North Lawndale was $119,644 and the average borrower made about $52,000 per year. We
strongly support investments that facilitate affordable ownership opportunities in North Lawndale for moderate
income Chicagoans.

C A L I FO R N I A AV E

S ACR A M EN TO B LV D

K EDZ I E AV E

H O M A N AV E

CEN T R A L PA R K AV E

I N D EP EN D EN CE B LV D

R O OS E V ELT R D

P U L A S K I AV E

North Lawndale’s historic architecture is a major point
of community pride. Our community is home to some
of the finest architecture in Chicago, a National Register
historic district, and many landmarks significant to the
Civil Rights movement. Yet, many buildings have been
torn down and many that remain are in poor condition.
The size and age of many of these buildings can make
the cost of rehabilitation very challenging, considering
the sale price for buildings in good repair and the rents
landlords can realistically expect to collect. We need
more support and financial resources so that more
buildings can become someone’s new home and we can
be good stewards of this important asset.

Historic Resources & 2006 Greystone Inventory

KOST N ER AV E

STRATEGY 3
Preserve and Improve the Built Environment

16 T H ST

3.1 Perform a new greystone and building condition
inventory.
Building on our greystone and building condition
inventory, NLCCC will work with historic preservation
experts to identify areas of the community ripe for
formal historic preservation surveys. By identifying
areas of the community with higher concentrations of
historically valuable buildings, NLCCC will work with
historic preservation advocates, the Alderman, and the
City to advance the preservation of key buildings—or
groups of buildings—through the available preservation
programs deemed most appropriate based on
inventory findings.

CER M A K R D

Chicago Landmark
Chicago Historic Resources Survey
Greystones (2005)

OG

DEN

AV E

National Register of
Historic Places

Housing
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3.2 Pursue a targeted historic resources inventory
to explore increasing the number of properties
protected by historic preservation rules.
Building on our greystone and building condition
inventory, NLCCC will work with historic preservation
experts to identify areas of the community ripe for
formal historic preservation surveys. By identifying
areas of the community with higher concentrations of
historically valuable buildings, NLCCC can work with
historic preservation advocates, the Alderman, and the
City to advance the preservation of key buildings—or
groups of buildings—through the available preservation
programs deemed most appropriate based on
inventory findings.
3.3 Seek and deploy resources for façade
improvements.
On top of resources for home purchase and
rehabilitation, many of our residential blocks would
also benefit from façade improvements. Combined
with public investments in streetscape and lighting
improvements and augmented by our volunteer-based
neighborhood cleanup and beautification efforts,
façade improvements can improve the privately
owned portions of residential streets. For façade
improvements, properties within the Midwest or
Ogden/Pulaski Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts
can apply to Neighborhood Housing Services for TIF
Neighborhood Improvement Program (TIF-NIP) grants
(should funds be available in those related TIF accounts).

14
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These grants provide up to $30,050 to help owners of
1-4 unit properties make exterior repairs, limited interior
improvements, and select energy efficiency upgrades.
NLCCC and the NLHA will encourage local property
owners to make use of TIF-NIP grants as they undertake
renovation and beautification projects.
For additional discussion on streetscape and lighting
improvements, refer to Chapter 3. Transportation,
Infrastructure and Technology and Chapter 4.
Greening and Arts.

development committee could also identify projects
that may benefit from broader public engagement.
In nearby Pilsen, for instance, a land use committee
has played a role in advising the alderman to require
developers to provide affordable housing in accordance
with community plans. We also believe that such a
group should consist of members from the broader
North Lawndale community who have a sincere interest
in the success of the neighborhood as a whole and not
just those already close to the development process.

3.4 Explore the creation of a North Lawndale
Development Committee.

STRATEGY 4
Initiate a Marketing Campaign to Attract Investment

Many neighborhood development decisions depend on
approval of the local alderman to move forward. Other
communities in Chicago have harnessed the approval
process to create formal or informal committees that
advise aldermen on key development decisions. As
a follow-on to this planning process, we will explore
options for creating such a committee in our community
to help implement plan goals. Such a group will be
especially important if the market begins to heat up.
In addition to weighing in on general proposals, the

Throughout the planning process, telling “the North
Lawndale story” emerged as an important theme in
many discussions. We know that our community has
many assets, ranging from rich history, proximity to
downtown, and great transit access to a thick cultural
fabric of churches, non-profits, and artists. However, our
community is more known elsewhere for its problems
than its assets. We need to challenge the prevailing
narrative and begin telling our own story so that more
people know North Lawndale is a great place to own a

home, raise a family, and start a business.
4.1 Seek funding to retain a marketing agency to
create a targeted campaign to raise the community’s
profile and attract potential buyers.
In order to tell our own story effectively, NLCCC and
allies will look at options for retaining a professional
marketing agency to develop targeted messaging
around North Lawndale’s assets. This campaign
will focus on narrow bands of potential residents,
maximizing the genuine appeal of our community’s
assets today. The highlighted assets may include
realistic benefits like affordability, proximity to
downtown, transit access, historic architecture, and
high quality views. We also need to acknowledge
that affirmative marketing is a long-term community
economic development strategy, and that it may take
many years of work before we start to see benefits
from a “Try North Lawndale” or “Buy North Lawndale”
campaign.
For additional discussion on the concept of a marketing
campaign, refer to Chapter 2. Economic and Workforce
Development.

Housing
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ALTERNATIVE USES AND STABILIZATION IN
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS.
While robust redevelopment is desired in all zones over
the long term, in the interim there are several strategies
for repurposing vacant residential lots for uses other
than new housing. Strategies in the Residential Land
Use Framework (p.9) can improve quality of life while
helping improve the local market and feasibility of future
development. Examples for the reuse of currently vacant
plots include:
• Urban agriculture (gardens, apiary) & community
gardens (Zones 2, 3)
• Community gathering & event spaces (Zones 1, 2)
• Expanded side lots for existing homes (Zone 1)
• Temporary sports lots & play spaces (Zones 1, 2)
• Green infrastructure for stormwater management
(Zones 2, 3)
• Public art (Zone 2)
The following pages depict how projects may be
implemented in the future.

16
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Infill & Vacant Lot Reuse Strategies - Zone 1

Housing Reinvestment

Neighborhood Park / Tot Lot
Infill Development

Lot Expansion

Infill Development

Infill Development
Community Gathering
Housing Reinvestment

Housing
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT

FUTURE
PRESENT

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK / TOT LOT

FUTURE
PRESENT
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COMMUNITY GATHERING

FUTURE

PRESENT
Housing
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Housing

Infill & Vacant Lot Reuse Strategies - Zone 2

Infill Development

Infill Development
Community Garden

Lot Expansion

Community Garden
& Public Art
Infill Development

Infill Development
Lot Expansion

20
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COMMUNITY CENTER LOT EXPANSION

FUTURE
PRESENT

COMMUNITY GARDEN & PUBLIC ART

FUTURE
PRESENT
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RESIDENTIAL LARGE LOT EXPANSION

PRESENT
22
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FUTURE

Infill & Vacant Lot Reuse Strategies - Zone 3

Hoophouses & Upick Berry Farming

Institutional Infill

Orchards & Walking Paths

Orchards & Walking Paths
Apiary

Housing
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HOOPHOUSES & UPICK BERRY FARMING

FUTURE
Present
PRESENT

FUTURE
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ORCHARDS & WALKING PATHS

FUTURE

PRESENT
Housing
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

1.1 Establish a North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association.

NLCCC, LCDC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association

Short-term

1.2 Inventory existing financial resources and create a neighborhood development quarterback.

NLCCC, NHS, CMAP, Philanthropies

Mid-term

1.3 C
 oordinate partners to establish a financial empowerment to homeownership program tailored to
the needs of North Lawndale residents.

NLCCC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association, Non-Profits, CHA,
Local Banks and Credit Unions

Long-term

2.1 P
 romote rehab and homeownership opportunities in lower vacancy zones first.

DPD, NHS, NLCCC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association, LCDC

Short-term

2.2 Promote infill development in transitional blocks near areas of strength.

DPD, NHS, NLCCC, LCDC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association

Mid-term

2.3 Stabilize and enhance the attractiveness of blocks in high-vacancy areas with near-and middleterm creative uses.

24th Ward Alderman’s Office, DPD, NHS, NLCCC, North Lawndale
Homeowner’s Association, Agricultural Groups

Long-term

2.4 Create and preserve affordable housing, especially in multifamily focus areas.

DPD, IHDA, CHA, Affordable Housing Developers, NLCCC

Mid-term

3.1 Perform a new greystone and building condition inventory.

NLCCC, DPD, K-Town Historic District, North Lawndale Homeowner’s
Association, Historic Preservation Advocates, Architects, Philanthropies

Mid-term

3.2 P
 ursue a targeted historic resources inventory to explore increasing the number of properties
protected by historic preservation rules.

NLCCC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association, DPD, Historic
Preservation Advocates, K-Town Historic District

Mid-term

3.3 Seek and deploy resources for facade improvements.

24th Ward Alderman’s Office, DPD, NHS, NLCCC

Long-term

3.4 Explore the creation of a North Lawndale Development Committee.

NLCCC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association, 24th Ward
Alderman’s Office

Mid-term

NLCC, North Lawndale Homeowner’s Association, Philanthropies

Mid-term

Strategy 1: Activate homeowners and promote homeownership.

Strategy 2: Use housing resources efficiently.

Strategy 3: Preserve and improve the built environment.

Strategy 4: Initiate a marketing campaign to attract investment.
4.1 S
 eek funding to retain a marketing agency to create a targeted campaign to raise the community’s
profile and attract potential buyers.

NOTE: Short-term: one year
26
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Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years
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ISSUE AREA I

ECONOMIC AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Diverse, sustainable economic and workforce development will enhance our access to quality
jobs, goods, and services, help local entrepreneurs establish successful businesses, and improve
pathways to middle-wage job opportunities and connect residents to local employers.
STRATEGY 1

STRATEGY 2

STRATEGY 3

Increase locally owned and high-quality
retail and service businesses.

Increase the wealth and buying power
of residents.

Market and strengthen North Lawndale as
a business hub.

• Establish an entrepreneurial incubator—including space
for offices, classrooms, and technology resources—and
increase entrepreneurship programs.

• Connect youth and adults to existing vocational
job training and mentoring opportunities.

• Promote North Lawndale assets to the business
community, including promotional video, online
and social media, and a “Buy North Lawndale” ad
campaign.

• Create new construction for commercial development
throughout our commercial areas.
• Open smaller-scale demonstration businesses to
stimulate activity and showcase market potential
for North Lawndale.
• Attract a major grocer, as well as additional amenities
like dry cleaners, healthy entertainment options, and
community gathering spaces, along
a walkable corridor.
• Enforce existing regulations for local businesses
and adopt commercial design guidelines to ensure
high standards along our commercial corridors.
• Use existing municipal incentives such as low interest
loans, tax credits, and savings match to retain, expand,
and attract businesses.
• Decrease the number of liquor stores in the
community through tools such as code enforcement.
Champions: North Lawndale Chamber of Commerce,
City of Chicago (DPD)
28
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• Increase the impact of existing local wealth building
programs to help residents.
• Encourage businesses to hire local residents and
identify and address the barriers to doing so.
• Prepare residents for employment in growing sectors
that offer middle-skill, middle-wage job opportunities.
• Perform frequent site visits and check-ins of clients
at workforce development locations to ensure the
programs’ effectiveness.
• Keep in contact with alumni of workforce development
programs, creating a network who can build off of
each other’s skills, work through challenges, and
celebrate successes together.
Champions: North Lawndale Employment Network

• Set-up neighborhood tours to promote assets to
prospective developers and businesses.
• Preserve and grow local employment opportunities in
industrial and advanced manufacturing sector.
• Improve technology infrastructure, from basic
computer proficiency to broadband Wi-Fi and
fiber optic capacity, to support residents and new
businesses.
Champions: New Covenant CDC, North Lawndale Chamber
of Commerce

WE WILL MEASURE OUR

23.4%

SUCCESS BY:

1. Increased number of
businesses in North Lawndale,
including the number that
locate within targeted
economic development areas

23.4%

North Lawndale’s
unemployment rate
in 2015

76.6%

$71 million:

2. I ncreased circulation of retail
dollars spent within the
community by North Lawndale
residents

amount spent annually by our
residents on goods outside of
the community

3. Increased number of residents
who successfully obtain jobs
that leads to careers
4. I ncreased high-quality jobs
offering a living wage within
our community

North Lawndale is home to the heart of Chicago’s
growing film industry, the city’s largest brewer and
major health care institutions

5. Decreased North Lawndale
unemployment rate that aligns
with the rate across the City of
Chicago

North Lawndale has more

60 acres of vacant
commercially zoned land
than

Economic and Workforce Development
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Economic and Workforce Development

Key Findings
We must prepare for our changing economy.
Chicago is a global city, home to numerous corporate
headquarters and an abundant constellation of
technology, logistics and service industries. North
Lawndale’s location just minutes from Chicago’s Loop,
proximity to two expressways, and an international
airport places the community at the center of global
trade routes and major assets in infrastructure,
information technology and manufacturing. Research
has shown that to achieve greater economic outcomes,
all communities must be included in its growth.
North Lawndale’s untapped labor force represents an
opportunity to enhance the competitiveness of Chicago
as a whole. Since many more of our residents need and
want jobs compared to the rest of Chicago (23.4 percent
vs. 12.1 percent according to 2015 American Community
Survey, five-year estimates), attention should be paid
to educating and positioning residents for jobs in high
growth sectors and occupations that lead to sustainable
careers. Residents of North Lawndale need educational
training opportunities that can improve their quality
of life and prepare them to compete for the jobs of the
future.
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Middle-skill jobs are critical to our community’s long
term success.
In the Chicago region, 44% of jobs are in middle-skill
occupations – jobs that require more than a high school
credential but less than a bachelor’s degree. Of those
middle-skill jobs, half are what we refer to as “target
middle-skill jobs” – high-demand occupations that
also pay a living wage. The Chicago region currently
has more than 980,000 target middle-skill jobs,
representing 23% of all positions. Target middle-skill
jobs pay a median hourly wage of $26.93 – higher than
the region’s living wage of $18.98 per hour. Nearly
28,000 target middle-skill job openings are projected
every year from 2014 to 2019.1 We are committed to
promoting and creating access to middle-skill, middlewage jobs that lead to pathways to advancement,
benefits, and family supportive wages.
North Lawndale could benefit from an additional
grocer.
Although we have numerous convenience and liquor
stores, residents are not well-served with fresh food
options throughout the community. We have more
than twice as many convenience stores, but only half
as many grocery stores per household compared
to the neighboring Town of Cicero. We know that a
lack of access to healthy foods increases the risk of
heart disease, obesity, diabetes and other diseases. 2
Currently residents have to visit stores on the edge of
our community for amenities that could be supported
from within. We would also like to see the products of
some of our local entrepreneurs and social enterprises

on the shelves of new grocery stores. A new grocer,
preferably with a companion pharmacy, could also be an
anchor and catalyst for other supporting developments
like pharmacies, coffee shops, restaurants, and clothing
stores in addition to creating hundreds of new jobs.
Nearly two-thirds of North Lawndale adults are
unemployed or out of the workforce.
Slightly over half (51%) of North Lawndale’s residents
over the age of 16 were not in the labor market in 2015
(American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates),
meaning they are not working nor actively seeking
employment. Of those 49% of adult residents in the
labor force (12,336 residents), 23% are unemployed
(almost twice the rate of unemployment as the city
as a whole). This means that more than 15,000 adult
residents in North Lawndale (or 62%) are out of the
workforce or seeking work.
For North Lawndale to reach the levels of labor force
participation and employment on par with the city,
3,894 more residents would need to join the labor
market, and 1,493 residents currently not working, but
seeking work, would need to find employment. This
means connecting more than 5,000 residents to the
labor market and/or jobs.

Criminal records pose employment barriers.
We believe the high unemployment rate in North
Lawndale is higher than many other communities
because of the impact of mass incarceration in North
Lawndale, and not because residents do not want
to work. Limited skills and social stigma of having a
criminal background remain key barriers to employment
and underscore the importance of certification training,
partnering with industry leaders, and building capacity
to start small businesses to combat these barriers.
In Illinois, 40,000 prisoners are released every year with
20,000 returning to Cook County, including 10,000
who return to only five Chicago ZIP codes including
60623 in North Lawndale. An analysis of five years
(2005-2009) of Cook County conviction data provided
by the Office of the Chief Judge of the Circuit Court of
Cook County shows that during this period 5,001 North
Lawndale residents were convicted of a crime. This is
142 per 1,000 residents and one of the highest rates of
conviction in the metro area while some community
areas in Chicago had as few as 5 convictions per 1,000.
These reports support the importance of identifying
and including industries that are receptive to hiring men
and women who have served time in prison. We also
acknowledge that all jobs serve an important role and
low wage, entry-level jobs allow a job seeker to establish
a work history and development important soft skills
that promote long-term job retention and job/industry
advancement.

Economic and Workforce Development
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Unemployment and poverty restrict opportunity.
A growing percentage of jobs overall are low-wage,
including some middle-skill jobs. Illinois’ average
unemployment period lasts 38.5 weeks; five weeks
longer than the nation’s average. African-American
unemployment (16.5%) is almost twice the region’s
rate; almost one in three African-American lives in
poverty. Latino poverty rate of 21%, despite an 11.1%
unemployment rate, suggests that many Latinos
hold low-wage jobs without economic advancement
opportunities.
16th Street has potential for transformation.
In the first half of our community’s history, 16th Street
served as a neighborhood main street for North
Lawndale residents. The 16th Street corridor remains
central to our community identity and there is a strong
desire to revive a small portion of the corridor as a
neighborhood service center and shopping district. The
area between Pulaski and Central Park has the potential
to serve the community well with the attractive MLK
Legacy apartments, recent infrastructure investments
by the City, and a walkable neighborhood character. We
envision a clustering of unique services and community
assets along the corridor that are complemented by
smaller scale retailers like a pharmacy and personal
services like dry cleaners and restaurants with outdoor
café-style seating that meet daily shopping needs.
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Future Economic and Workforce Development
Framework
Commercial districts and industrial corridors
are important components of North Lawndale’s
identity, providing goods, services, and employment
opportunities to our residents. This map highlights
the physical areas of the neighborhood where
implementation of plan recommendations for attracting
new employers and retailers should be prioritized. These
areas complement the zones identified in Housing
Investment Framework (See Chapter 1: Housing)
to provide for a balanced mix of residential and
employment generating land uses.
Community Commercial Center - These areas are
desired locations for larger retail centers with high
quality anchor stores such as a grocery store and
standalone or outlot restaurants. We also desire to
improve or expand existing community commercial
areas.
Neighborhood Mixed Use Center - These corridors
a desired locations for smaller-scale commercial
development that serves the immediate neighborhood.
They provide opportunities for small and/or local
businesses to establish themselves and can include
mixed use development (residential above ground floor
retail).

!
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North
Lawndale
Economic
Development
Framework Map
Future
Economic
and Workforce
Development
Framework

16th Street Focus Area - The 16th Street corridor
remains central to our community identity and there is
a strong desire to revive a small portion of the corridor
as a neighborhood service center and shopping
district. We envision a clustering of unique services
and community assets along the corridor that are
complemented by smaller scale retailers like a pharmacy
and personal services like dry cleaners and restaurants
with outdoor café-style seating that meet daily
shopping needs. Four Neighborhood Opportunity Grant
awardees are located along 16th Street.
Industrial Corridors - North Lawndale is located within
two designated Industrial Corridors that represent
significant employment centers within the area. The
Industrial Corridor designation protects lands that
are either zoned for industrial activities or are in close
proximity to key transportation infrastructure from
residential and retail development pressures.
!
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North
Lawndale
Economic
Development
Map
Existing
Fiber
Optic Corridors
- In lineFramework
with the
Connect Chicago initiative and the Chicago Technology
Plan, we desire to leverage existing fiber optic networks
to attract and anchor new business.
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Future Land Use Framework
Community Commercial Center
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Franklin
Park

Homan Square Park
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Homan Square Park

Neighborhood Mixed Use
16th Street Focus Area
Industrial Corridors
Windstream Enterprise Fiber Optic Lines

Franklin
Park

Zayo Fiber Optic Lines
16T H S T

Douglas Park
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Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Increase locally-owned and high quality retail and
service businesses.

While the incubator is in development, the community
will take full advantage of our many resources available
to small businesses. These include:

Our community seeks ways to stimulate high-quality
businesses in walkable corridors while attracting
a central grocery store, and encouraging our
entrepreneurs and business owners to succeed.

• New Covenant Community Development
Corporation (CDC) offers an Entrepreneur Training
and Development program and consulting services
for start-ups and businesses of various scales.

1.1 Establish an entrepreneurial incubator and
increase entrepreneurship programs.
North Lawndale is rich with current and aspiring
entrepreneurs and freelancers who are full of creativity
and big ideas. Many however lack basic resources to
compete such as quiet conference spaces to have vital
conversations, or simple internet access and tools to
give a presentation. An entrepreneurial innovation and
business accelerator co-work space should occupy a
vacant existing space or parcel within the community.
This would include space for offices, classrooms, and
technology resources with room to network and listen
to speakers.
The Blue 1647 Tech Innovation Center in the Pilsen
neighborhood could serve as a good model. This
recommendation supports Initiative 21 of Mayor
Emanuel’s Technology Plan for the City by expanding
the number of physical incubator and co-working
spaces in addition to contributing to diversifying the
tech sector and establishing Chicago as a destination
city for technology. 3
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• The North Lawndale Employment Network’s
Pathways to Self-Employment program offers a
small business curriculum specifically for women
reentering society from prison.
• For established programs, we plan to seek
additional funding through the Blackstone Inclusive
Entrepreneurship Challenge (aka “BX Challenge”).
This competition provides grants to innovative
organizations that effectively support entrepreneurs
in diverse communities.
• Other assistance can be sought through
organizations like Accion Chicago, which provides
small business education, coaching, and assistance
with finance.
• The Chicago Urban League’s Center for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship can also benefit our
community with general startup and procurement
training on getting government contracts.
We will also organize a neighborhood “Shark Tank”
competition, inspired by the popular television show,
could provide a platform for local entrepreneurs to
pitch their ideas to investors. A competition like this will
highlight the talent of our residents and reward good
businesses with access to venture capital.

1.2 Create new construction for commercial
development.
North Lawndale has not seen the private investment
evident elsewhere and seeks to foster local small
business development to strengthen our local economy.
As discussed in Chapter 1: Housing Section 3.4, the
proposed North Lawndale Land Use Committee plans
to support potential future public or private initiatives to
attract new commercial development to the commercial
areas identified in the Land Use Framework. In addition
to welcoming development proposals, we should also
identify incentives to attract new investment to targeted
areas.
Some local businesses have already received benefits
through the City of Chicago Neighborhood Opportunity
Fund which awards grants to small businesses to
strengthen commercial corridors. Grants can be used
for site preparation and assembly, public improvements,
project design, employment training programs and
other uses. Currently North Lawndale has six awardees
with several projects located along the 16th Street
corridor.
While we welcome development throughout our
commercial areas, we see the greatest need for
neighborhood commercial reinvestment along
16th street. This corridor was once one of North
Lawndale’s “main streets,” providing shopping and
dining opportunities to the central portion of the
neighborhood. The stretch between Pulaski and
Central Park has been deemed as particularly strategic
to community residents as a walkable, small-scale

commercial corridor and should be considered as a
target for additional economic development incentives
such as the City’s Retail Thrive Zones initiative which
provides streamlined access to a suite of existing
programs.
1.3 Open interim temporary tactical businesses to
stimulate activity and showcase market potential for
North Lawndale businesses.
We realize that short-term projects can create long-term
change. While the market creates the kind of brick-andmortar businesses that will stabilize our community in
the long term, we will look for opportunities to create
smaller-scale demonstration projects to bring our
products to market and display our abundant skills and
talents. We propose getting the proper permitting to
set up “pop-up” style vendors on vacant properties and
streets in order to “previtalize” parts areas where we
would like to see activity as highlighted in the Economic
Development Framework map. This tactical approach
will prove market potential while activating underutilized
spaces. Examples include public markets with microretail businesses, mobile vendors like food trucks, arts
and crafts exhibitions or small scale production and
distribution projects. We realize that in addition to
harvesting our entrepreneurial spirit, this technique will
attract people that will animate commercial voids and
provide a foretaste for future neighborhood vitality.

Economic and Workforce Development
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1.4 Attract a major grocer and additional amenities
like a dry cleaners and healthy entertainment options
with community gathering spaces along a walkable
corridor.
North Lawndale residents desire a high quality grocery
store in the community. Retail data show that North
Lawndale residents are spending one-third of their
money at stores outside of the neighborhood and we
believe a quality development strategically located
in the heart of the community could garner support
needed for a grocer. While there are two grocery stores
located on the fringes, we are not served well without
having to leave the community. There is potential for a
new grocer using existing vacant parcels along corridors
like Ogden Avenue, Pulaski Road, and Roosevelt
Road. 16th Street is particularly desired for a grocery
store given its central location and potential to garner
support from residents throughout the North Lawndale
community.
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Major grocers generally seek between 25,000 and
65,000 square feet. 2 We will work with the City to
identify available parcels for development and seek
additional implementation support from organizations
like Main Street America to help build capacity for
economic growth along recommended commercial
corridors like 16th Street. Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFIs) like LISC can be a good
source of capital. As our goals are in line with the
City of Chicago’s Small Business Growth Strategy,
we will work with The City and aldermen to identify
and market potential parcels for development and to
incentivize a new high quality grocer and reactivate our
commercial corridors.

Local grocery stores should also employ local residents.
The North Lawndale Employment Network (NLEN)
has established a strategic partnership with Mariano’s
Fresh Markets to hire its workforce program graduates
regardless of felony backgrounds. Mariano’s also
distributes NLEN’s Sweet Beginnings beelove™ honey
and skin care products.
1.5 Improve enforcement of existing regulations and
adopt commercial design guidelines to ensure high
standards among new and existing businesses.
North Lawndale residents are concerned that new and
existing businesses adhere to standards that respect
the character of the community. Quickly enforcing
code violations is important to reduce loitering and
add to a cleaner environment. The NLCCC Economic
Development Committee will work with the City of
Chicago Department of Buildings and local aldermen
to ensure that existing businesses adhere to the City of
Chicago’s signage guidelines for storefront and sidewalk
café-style businesses. We will also evaluate coupling
stronger enforcement with a North Lawndale business
award campaign. NLCCC will give awards to showcase
model businesses that have made a significant
contribution to the community. Such a program could
also be used to foster healthy competition among
businesses to provide quality appearance and service

In addition to enforcing existing regulations, we desire
to work with the City of Chicago Department of
Planning and Development to establish commercial
design guidelines for development in North Lawndale.
The guidelines will help ensure that signage, storefront
character, and building are of high quality and promotes
a safe, attractive experience for residents and visitors.
Such guidelines should also be used to emphasize
pedestrian-friendly development and access to transit.
The commercial corridor design guidelines developed
by the City for the Chatham community are an excellent
example of the type of work we envision for North
Lawndale. This project was undertaken in partnership
with the Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU) and
the Driehaus Foundation and we will work with the
City to leverage similar supportive partnerships in our
community.

The Central Park Theatre (3535 W Roosevelt ) is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and is one of the most
historically significant existing movie palaces in the country. It was the first air conditioned theater and was the first major B&K
house, the predecessor to the Chicago, Uptown, Tivoli, and over a hundred other theaters in the Midwest. Reviving historic
structures like the Central Park Theatre are part of our efforts to attract new businesses and retailers to North Lawndale.
Economic and Workforce Development
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• North Lawndale is also comprised of five TIF
districts where property tax base growth can be
reinvested within its boundaries. Current TIF districts
in the community include: 1.) The Midwest TIF, 2.)
The Roosevelt/Cicero TIF, 3.) The Ogden Pulaski TIF,
4.) The Homan Arlington TIF, and 5.) The Western/
Ogden TIF.
• The Roosevelt/Cicero TIF overlaps with a Cook
County Growth Zone which can offer developers
up to $130,000 in assistance for environmental site
assessments and remediation.

North Lawndale Quality-of-Life Plan
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Homan Arthington TIF
Midwest TIF
Roosevelt-Cicero Industrial Corridor TIF
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• North Lawndale businesses are also eligible for
building improvement grants through the City
of Chicago Small Business Improvement Fund.
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We will advertise and assist eligible businesses in
accessing to help stimulate commercial corridors
particularly for infill commercial and industrial
development and to reactivate blighted properties.

North Lawndale TIF Districts

P U L A S K I AV E

• North Lawndale is located in a designated
Enterprise Zone which affords businesses who
locate here numerous incentives like sales tax
exemption for building materials and real estate
transfer tax exemption.

• North Lawndale is within a designated Historically
Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) by the
U.S. Small Business Administration. The program
offers eligible businesses preferences for contracts
with federal agencies, so federal contractors are
businesses we can target in particular.

KOST N ER AV E

1.6 Use existing incentives to retain, expand, and
attract businesses that support local prosperity (i.e.
low interest loans, tax credits, savings match).
The NLCCC Economic Development Committee will
work with partners like The City of Chicago to maximize
the economic development potential of North Lawndale.
The City of Chicago has a number of incentives to retain
and attract businesses that spur economic growth. A
suite of these incentives are listed on the Department’s
website and are applicable to North Lawndale. 4
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Ogden-Pulaski TIF
Western-Ogden Industrial Corridor TIF

1.7 Decrease the number of liquor stores in the
community through code enforcement and other
means.
We recognize that addressing troubled businesses
improves safety. This is particularly important around
liquor stores and small convenience stores where
loiterers can make residents feel less safe. Improper
or haphazard signage on some businesses often block
critical lines of sight and create conditions for unwanted
activity. We will work with the City of Chicago in
support of their Small Business Growth Strategy to shut
down problem businesses that attract crime. We will
rely on the City’s interagency task force comprised of
public safety agencies and city building inspectors to
coordinate police and city inspections to reduce crime
and violations that negatively impact the quality of life
of our residents.

STRATEGY 2
Increase the wealth and buying power of residents.
We seek to grow and retain many different kinds of
businesses while preparing our residents for jobs of the
future and sustainable wages. We want to target our
wealth to support local businesses while dismantling
financial barriers and access to opportunities. Enhancing
the effectiveness of our existing workforce development
resources will be a key aspect to achieving this strategy.

2.1 Connect youth and adults to vocational job
training and mentoring opportunities.
Preparing our residents for the jobs of the future is
essential for them to stay competitive throughout
their careers. The NLCCC Workforce Development
Committee will work with partners like the City of
Chicago Department of Planning and Development’s
Workforce Solutions division, the City Colleges
of Chicago and the Chicago Center for Arts and
Technology to identify training and certification
opportunities in addition to companies that support
career pipeline and mentoring programs. The Chicago
Center for Arts and Technology recommends paying
special attention to fields like maintenance mechanics
in the advanced manufacturing industry. They also
highlight healthcare information technology jobs like
medical billing and coding as particularly productive
career paths. 5 In addition, we will especially promote
programs that connect residents to the target industry
sectors identified in Section 3.3.
Some current available resources include:
• The Chicago Urban League offers a number
of workforce development programs like the
Transportation Construction Apprenticeship
Readiness Training and a Transitional Job Training
program in partnership with the Chicago Housing
Authority.
• The City of Chicago Dawson Technical Institute
(DTI) of Kennedy-King College offers several
certificate programs that lead to unionized
apprenticeships ranging from Bricklayer Certification
Economic and Workforce Development
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to a certificate in Highway Construction.
• The Lawndale Christian MAC House Workforce
Development Program provides transitional housing
services and job training programs for young men in
the community who have come through the criminal
justice system. Their programming includes an
International Union of Operating Engineers (IUOE)
Local 150 union apprenticeship program.
• The North Lawndale Employment Network offers
a customized Diesel Mechanic training program in
additional to their award winning social enterprise,
Sweet Beginnings LLC. which provides transitional
jobs for ex-offenders producing raw honey in a
local apiary. The result becomes beelove™ skin care
products sold in stores like Mariano’s and Whole
Foods.
• A Safe Haven also provides transitional resources
for residents in the community including job training
and case management. They also have successful
social enterprises including Safe Haven Catering and
Safe Haven Landscaping, which has been widely
recognized for planting and maintaining the enviable
lush median gardens along Michigan Ave. and other
main city streets.

Established in 2004, Sweet Beginnings initial mission was to offer full-time transitional jobs in a green industry to citizens
returning from incarceration and the success of the program has spawned the formation of the BeeloveTM brand. Sweet
Beginnings’ beelove brand offers natural honey-based personal care products and premium honey. Sweet Beginnings workers
make, package and ship products, track inventory, fill product orders, sell at retail outlets such as Mariano’s and Whole Foods,
perform quality control, and harvest honey. The program boasts a 3% recidivism rate versus an average rate of 80+% in most
rehabilitation programs. The company manages several apiaries throughout the region including in North Lawndale.
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• The City of Chicago’s One Summer Chicago
Jobs Programs and media literacy programs, like
those offered by Free Spirit Media, expose youth
to programs that utilize math and science and
stimulate innovation early. Similarly, Code Now and
the Girls Who Code Summer Immersion Program
provide youth STEM and computer programming
opportunities.

2.2 Increase the impact of wealth building programs in
North Lawndale.
Our residents want opportunities for long-term
generational wealth creation. Financial management
coaching can lead to increased net worth that can
circulate back to the community to support local
businesses. We will continue to expand and support the
services of key partners within the community.
• The North Lawndale Employment Network offers
a Financial Opportunity Center through the LISC
Chicago network that provides financial coaching
based bundled services to holistically assist in
personal and household financial goals via income
supports, credit building employment services and
digital skills training.
• New Covenant CDC also offers a Financial Literacy
for Business Management program that teaches
entrepreneurs and small business owners’ critical
elements of fiscal record keeping and management.
• The Center for Economic Progress also offers free
tax preparation services out of the UCAN office in
addition to assistance with opening a bank account.
2.3 Encourage businesses to hire local residents and
identify barriers to doing so.
The NLCCC Economic Development Committee wants
to ensure our residents are in the best possible position
to fill available jobs in multiple sectors. As residents are
continuously gaining new skills, we want to ensure they
are not overlooked for opportunities in the meantime.
We realize there can be barriers to employment like
skills gaps and blemished backgrounds. We will set up

discussions with potential employers and identify their
concerns and needs to better prepare residents for
jobs, including coordination with the Lawndale Business
Renaissance Association (LBRA) to foster dialogue with
existing local industrial businesses. We will also expand
use of programs like The City of Chicago’s TIFWorks
program which funds workforce development costs for
companies located in our TIF districts.
2.4 Prepare residents for employment in growing
sectors with middle-skill, middle-wage job
opportunities.
As in many regional economies, some employers in the
Chicago metropolitan region are having difficulty filling
certain middle-skill positions. World Business Chicago
has identified the shortage of middle-skill workers as
a major regional hurdle. Approximately 60% of job
openings require middle-skill credentials, but only 54%
of the region’s workforce has the necessary education
levels. If not addressed, this mismatch could hurt the
region’s economic competitiveness and limit the financial
well-being of hundreds of thousands of people in the
Chicago area.
New programs and policies are needed to address high
rates of unemployment among North Lawndale residents
and support our community’s long term growth. A
targeted approach to workforce development that
matches job-seeker education and skills to the business
needs of emerging sectors will enable us to better
connect local residents to living wage jobs. With criminal
background being a critical issue impacting employment
opportunities, it is also important that target sectors also
have a history of hiring this population.

Several employment sectors have been identified as
potential targets for further workforce development
efforts. They offer middle-skill jobs with significant
potential for expansion, provide opportunities for
advancement and professional development, and several
have demonstrated a receptivity to hiring those with
criminal convictions.
2.5 Perform frequent site visits and check-ins of clients
at workforce development locations.
Our community has an abundance of workforce
development providers serving youth and adults of
all backgrounds. The community is concerned about
showing effectiveness and achievement of measurable
goals among providers. The NLCCC Workforce
Development committee will perform frequent checkins and site visits at workforce development locations
as well as survey clients on their experiences regularly.
Attention will be paid to short and long-term measurable
outcomes from indicators like improved interviewing
and professional skills to job retention and career
advancement. Useful data systems from the Chicago
Cook Workforce Partnership Career Connect system
will be used to help us measure the return on our
investments in workforce development. Since we know
the kind of job matters for long-term success, the quality
of jobs achieved will be measured as well. While some
entry-level retail or health care jobs may be plentiful,
they often don’t lead to kind of stable and permanent
roles we want to prepare our residents for. We must
measure and support progress towards career pathways
that lead to middle and high-wage jobs.
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2.6 Track and keep in contact with alumni of
workforce development programs through social
media and a weekly jobs club.
Building a lasting relationship with graduates of
workforce programs in our community is important
to us. It’s not enough for people to take workforce
development classes and then be left to fin for
themselves in the job market. We seek to create a
network of alumni who can build off of each other’s
skills, work through difficult challenges and celebrate
successes together. The NLCCC Workforce Development
committee will help serve as a central point of contact.
Connections will be made through social media (i.e.
Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.) and weekly job clubs where
information about job opportunities and other resources
can be shared.
STRATEGY 3
Market and strengthen North Lawndale as a business
hub.

dollars circulate within the community and boost the
local economy. We want to further stimulate buying
in North Lawndale by offering financial incentives in
the form of discounts to shoppers for supporting our
businesses. This will work similar to the Groupon.com
model, where people can search for local businesses
and receive discounted prices for patronizing
neighborhood establishments. Shoppers can find
businesses via a website and mobile app.
In addition, the NLCCC Economic Development
Committee will launch a campaign called “Buy North
Lawndale”. This will include print, web, social media,
and video. The video can be prepared from within the
community by our bright and creative youth involved
in media and journalism as a part of the non-profit,
Free Spirit Media, located in Homan Square and North
Lawndale College Prep.
3.2 Set-up neighborhood tours to promote assets to
prospective developers and businesses

We seek to showcase our rich community resources to
attract new investment and encourage fidelity to living
and shopping in our community. We believe that while
the development of commercial space is important,
to ensure our long-term sustainability we must also
capitalize on our community’s rich history as a center of
industry (i.e., Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Dow Chemical
Company). Having more available jobs of this sort within
our community will decrease commute times and costs
for our residents.

The NLCCC Economic Development Committee
wants to showcase our rich investment potential by
letting developers and investors see for themselves.
Neighborhood tours will be coordinated with New
Covenant C.D.C., The Chamber of Commerce, Lawndale
Business Renaissance Association, our aldermen and
other partners to display potential development sites
and encourage investment. In addition to investing
resources, we encourage investors and developers to
live in the community as well.

3.1 Promote North Lawndale assets to business
community including promotional video, online and
social media and “Buy North Lawndale” ad campaign.

These target sectors include:

Residents feel that there is much they can do to reverse
the trend of people leaving the community to shop in
nearby neighborhoods. By showcasing the value of
supporting local businesses and illustrating potential
growth of future assets, we will create a renewed spirit
in North
The brand loyalty
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• Healthcare – Projected to add over 14,000 jobs*;
Above average wages
• Information Technology – 23,000 annual job
openings*; provide mentoring; host internships
• Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics - 5,502
annual job openings; 4% job growth through 2019;
Above average wages; Community is ideal for third

party logistics (3PL) firms.
• Hospital Procurement – Projected to add 99,000
jobs** in the region with a focus on urban areas;
Above average wages
• Paper and Packaging – Large employer with an
increasing share of jobs in urban areas; Above
average wages; On-the-job training; Accessible to
high school graduates
• Business Freight – Projected to add 11,000 jobs** in
the region with a focus on urban areas; Accessible to
high school graduates
• Food and Beverage Manufacturing, Retail, and
Services – Projected to add 31,000 jobs** in the
region with a focus on urban areas; Above average
wages
• Tourism – Projected to add 23,000 jobs** in the
region with a focus on urban areas; Average wages
• Clean Technology – Projected to add 3,800 jobs**
with an increasing share of jobs in urban areas;
Above average wages
NOTES:
* Healthcare Employment projections for the Counties of Cook, DuPage, Kane,
Kendall, Lake, McHenry, and Will, 2014-2019.
** Employment projections for the Chicago MSA, 2014-2024.

3.3 Preserve and grow local employment
opportunities in industrial and advanced
manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing employs more than 350,000 people,
representing 8.4% of the region’s overall workforce, and
is a key sector for Chicago’s economic success. In North
Lawndale, manufacturing is second only to healthcare
with manufacturing businesses providing nearly 1,500
jobs representing 16.7 percent of the all jobs in our
community. While companies like Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Western Electric, and Zenith have long since closed, we
maintain a strong inventory of over 7.5 million square
feet of industrial space with major employers like Dow
Chemical, Nestlé, and Charter Steel Trading.

To ensure our long-term sustainability we must also
capitalize on our community’s rich history as a center of
industry. With existing industrial corridors along Kostner
and Western, proximity to Interstate 290 and I-55,
location within an Enterprise Zone, and our RooseveltCicero Cook County Industrial Growth Zone designation,
we believe that we can be at the center of advanced
manufacturing growth in the city. As outlined in Section
2.2, there are numerous workforce development
opportunities that we will take advantage of to prepare
to fill these jobs with the understanding that in the
rapidly changing economy we will look to continuously
update our skills over time.
Annual Industrial Vacancy and Absorption in
North Lawndale, 2006-2015
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Cinespace Chicago Film Studios specializes in the development, management, and operation of studio space and support
facilities for the film, television, and digital media production industry. Cinespace is located on the 52-acre complex previously
occupied by Ryerson Steel Company in the area near 16th Street and Rockwell Avenue. The studio recently expanded from 22
to 30 soundstages and several major network shows are filmed full-time at Cinespace. Cinespace is currently coordinating with
the City of Chicago to vacate some of the streets adjoining the studios and build streetscapes of other cities that would allow
filmmakers to shoot scenes without leaving Chicago. The new backlots that would be developed could also serve as tourist
attraction for the neighborhood. Lagunitas Brewing also leases space from Cinespace where it operates a 600,000-barrel
production brewery and employs of 200 people.
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We will also support efforts to enhance coordination
between industry, educators, and training providers to
match skills development with industry needs. Examples
of existing programs include:
• The North Lawndale Business Renaissance
Collaborative, which convenes local manufacturing
companies quarterly to provide access to workforce
development recruitment and retention incentives
and wage subsidies;
• Breaking Ground’s APL Teaching Factory, which
provides training for industry trade programs and
nationally-recognized manufacturing credentials;
and
• The Manufacturing Renaissance, which trains
job seekers and exposes youth to manufacturing
careers.
3.4 Improve technology infrastructure to support
residents and new businesses.
Much has been written about the digital divide. We
see technology equity as a basic right like water and
clean air. Increasing connectivity and ensuring that
our residents have full participation in the thriving
global technology ecosystem is vital. Enhancing our
technology infrastructure has different meanings. For
some it means building basic computer proficiency to
search for a job, write a resume or print out a credit
report; while for others it means writing code and
building apps to launch a business. We desire to have
an abundant networking infrastructure including
broadband Wi-Fi and fiber optic.
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We also encourage all businesses who locate in our
community to offer free Wi-Fi to our residents. Our
goals are in line with Mayor Emanuel’s Connect Chicago
initiative and the Chicago Tech Plan’s commitment to
creating smart communities that foster technological
innovation. Additional discussion on this topic can be
found in Chapter 3: Transportation, Infrastructure, and
Technology.
The NLCCC Economic Development and Workforce
Development Committees will also seek to leverage
partners including: Microsoft Chicago, Google Chicago’s
Accelerate with Google program and Black Tech Mecca.
We will additionally leverage the resources of Blue
1647 and Blue Ocean Logic Group. Blue 1647’s tech
innovation center offers numerous programs for nascent
entrepreneurs ranging from leadership, empowerment
and STEM enrichment classes to seminars on writing
code, building mobile apps and starting crowdfunding
campaigns. We will also utilize Blue Ocean Logic Group,
a capacity building tech firm with expertise in all aspects
of technology and business, including internet security.
They consulted with St. Agatha Church for their Tech
Center and offer free workshops and public SKYPE
sessions in economically disconnected communities
throughout the city. The Cook County Workforce
Partnership also lists additional career and one-stop
workforce center sites throughout the city that offer
computer access and training.

PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Increase locally-owned and high quality retail and services businesses.
1.1 Establish an entrepreneurial incubator and increase entrepreneurship programs.

New Covenant CDC, NLEN, BX Challenge, Accíon Chicago, Chicago
Urban League, CDFIs

Mid-term

1.2 Create new construction for commercial development.

City of Chicago (DPD), North Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, LCDC,
CDFIs

Long-term

1.3 O
 pen interim temporary tactical businesses to stimulate activity and showcase market potential
for North Lawndale businesses.

North Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, Lawndale Business Renaissance
Association, LCDC, City of Chicago (Depart. of Business Affairs and
Consumer Protection)

Mid-term

1.4 Attract a major grocer and additional amenities like a dry cleaners and healthy entertainment
options with community gathering spaces along a walkable corridor.

North Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, CDFIs, North Lawndale
Employment Network, City of Chicago (DPD)

Long-term

1.5 Improve enforcement of existing regulations and adopt commercial design guidelines to ensure
high standards among new and existing businesses.

City of Chicago (DOB, BACP), Chicago Police Department

Mid-term

1.6 Use existing incentives to retain, expand, and attract businesses that support local prosperity (i.e.
low interest loans, tax credits, savings match).

North Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, City of Chicago (DPD), LCDC,
CDFIs, Cook County

Short-term

1.7 Decrease the number of liquor stores in the community through code enforcement and other

City of Chicago (DOB), Chicago Police Department (CAPS), Chamber of
Commerce

Mid-term

2.1 C
 onnect youth and adults to vocational job training and mentoring opportunities.

City of Chicago (DPD, One Summer Chicago), City Colleges of Chicago,
Chicago Center for Arts and Technology, Chicago Urban League, LCDC,
International Union of Operating Engineers (Local 150), NLEN, A Safe
Haven

Short-term/Midterm

2.2 Increase the impact of wealth building programs in North Lawndale.

North Lawndale Employment Network, New Covenant CDC, Center for
Economic Progress / UCAN

Short-term

2.3 Encourage businesses to hire local residents and identify barriers to doing so.

NLEN, Lawndale Business Renaissance Association, City of Chicago
(DPD), TIFWorks

Short-term

2.4 Prepare residents for employment in growing sectors with middle-skill, middle-wage job
opportunities.

NLEN

Short-term

2.5 Perform frequent site visits and check-ins of clients at workforce development locations.

NLEN, Chicago-Cook Workforce Partnership

Short-term

2.6 Track and keep in contact with alumni of workforce development programs through social media
and a weekly jobs club.

NLEN

Short-term

means.

Strategy 2: Increase the wealth and buying power of residents.
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

3.1 Promote North Lawndale assets to business community including promotional video, online and
social media and “Buy North Lawndale” ad campaign.

NLCCC, Free Spirit Media

Mid-term

3.2 Set-up neighborhood tours to promote assets to prospective developers and businesses.

New Covenant CDC, Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, Lawndale
Business Renaissance Association, Aldermen

Mid-term

3.3 Preserve and grow local employment opportunities in industrial and advanced manufacturing
sector.

New Covenant CDC, Lawndale Chamber of Commerce, Lawndale
Business Renaissance Association, City Colleges of Chicago, Lawndale
Chamber of Commerce

Short-term

3.4 Improve technology infrastructure to support residents and new businesses.

City of Chicago (Mayor’s Office), NLCCC, Blue 1647, Blue Ocean Logic
Group, Chicago-Cook Workforce Partnership

Short-term

Strategy 3: Market and strengthen North Lawndale as a business hub.

NOTE: Short-term: one year

Data Sources & References
1. EMSI and MIT Living Wage Calculator
http://livingwage.mit.edu/metros/16980
2. Policy Link Equitable development Toolkit: Grocery Stores
http://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/grocery-stores_0.pdf
3. City of Chicago Technology Plan
http://techplan.cityofchicago.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/cityofchicago-techplan.pdf
4. Economic Development Incentives, City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development
https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/dcd/supp_info/economic_developmentincentives.html
5. Adult Programs, CHICAT
http://www.chicat.org/programs/adult-programs/
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Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years
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ISSUE AREA I

TRANSPORTATION, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND TECHNOLOGY

We will lay the groundwork for a prosperous North Lawndale by expanding access to safe,
well-designed, multimodal transportation and infrastructure and harnessing innovative
green technology. From pedestrians to trucks and from manufacturing facilities to schools,
we will strive to balance the needs of various infrastructure users.
STRATEGY 1

Improve transit and ride-share access,
with bus routing and service as the top priority.
• Pursue increased bus service along Ogden Avenue,
such as a route past Mount Sinai Hospital and
extended weekday service time.
• Support improvements to the Blue line stations
at Pulaski and Kedzie-Homan and add a station
at Kostner.
• Facilitate safer, more comfortable transfers
between bus routes and between buses and
trains with improvements to bus stops and
shelter areas.
• Speed up popular bus routes, such as on Pulaski Road,
with dedicated bus lanes, peak hour bus lanes, or
transit signal priority.
• Attract residential and commercial development near
transit with transit-oriented development incentives.
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•E
 xplore resident permit parking in K-Town near
the Kostner Pink Line station to make local housing
more attractive.
• Take advantage of mobile technology to enhance
“first-mile, last-mile” connections to and from popular
destinations by exploring formal partnerships with
established ride-share providers.
Champions: NLCCC, Transportation & Infrastructure Committee,
CTA, CDOT

STRATEGY 2

Increase street safety and comfort for all users
through policy changes, design upgrades, and
technology investments.
• Install and maintain or replace safety treatments to
alert drivers, slow down traffic, and guide pedestrians,
beginning with priority locations.

STRATEGY 3

Invest in innovative green technology to
remake Ogden Avenue as the “Smartest Street
in America.”
• Prioritize North Lawndale as part of city and state
campaigns to install “smart” technology, such as Smart
Street Lights that monitor air quality, manage traffic
and parking, and charge electric vehicles.
• Invest in the latest available signal-timing technology
to improve current long and unpredictable traffic
signals.
• Reconfigure Ogden to the greater benefit of the local
community, after a process that combines input from
residents, community stakeholders,
and government agencies and experts.
• Install green infrastructure in right-of-way for
stormwater management, including bioswales,
small native plantings, and/or permeable pavers.

• Demonstrate the possible impact of tactical urbanism:
temporary street improvements to
make them more oriented toward people than
motorized vehicles.

• Consider designating the area between Millard and
Albany as a tech corridor, using existing fiber optic
lines and zoning to attract tech-related businesses.

Champions: CDOT, IDOT

Champions: IDOT, CDOT

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:
33%

1. Increased number and
visibility of public transit
stops to grow ridership,
including two or more new
developments to priority
station areas
2.	Initiated process to transform
Ogden Avenue
3.	Increased cyclist counts and
bike-related employment, and
reduced auto, pedestrian, and
bike crashes

NEARLY 1/3
OF EMPLOYED
RESIDENTS USE
PUBLIC TRANSIT

67%

Need real numbers
Ogden Avenue was once part
of Route 66

Its wide right-of-way—
six to eight lanes of traffic—
is a legacy of that use

To commute to work or school
or for other necessary daily
trips

4.	Two improved truck routes
to support freight-oriented
businesses

Nearly 19 percent of all jobs held by
North Lawndale residents are served by the
No. 157 bus, which only operates on weekdays

5.	A new community technology
center that houses job and
skills training as well as a free
public Wi-Fi access point

5.4 percent: The vacancy
rate for industrial land in
North Lawndale, 30% less
than the local market
LOCAL MARKET AVERAGE: 8.8%
NORTH LAWNDALE: 5.4%

OVER 30% LESS

Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology continued...

STRATEGY 4

Beautify corridors through streetscaping
and historic markers.
• Plant street trees throughout street network,
prioritizing key commercial corridors: Ogden Avenue,
Roosevelt Road, Pulaski Road and 16th Street.
• Install Route 66 signs and landmarks along Ogden,
with Castle Car Wash as a priority for landmark
restoration.
• Install gateway murals at railway bridge underpasses
on neighborhood borders.

• Grow the on-street bike infrastructure network to
connect to citywide and regional routes, starting with
a further engineering study.

STRATEGY 7

•A
 ttract bike tourists to stop in North Lawndale,
with emphasis on the Boulevards and Douglas Park.

• Acquire capital assets—land, property, building,
internal technology and systems—to establish a central
hub of all things “tech” in North Lawndale.

• Recruit existing or cultivate a new bike shop, an
important landmark and resource for the community.
• Train more residents how to repair bikes, with an
emphasis on teenage students and the re-entry
population.
Champions: Equiticity, CDOT

Champions: NLCCC, Transportation & Infrastructure Committee

STRATEGY 6
STRATEGY 5

Expand biking through new routes, initiatives,
and training.
• Expand educational efforts about bike riding benefits
to raise our bicycling participation rates.
• Expand both the physical and social reach of bikesharing, such as the CTA’s initiative for integration with
Ventra and the Divvy for Everyone program,
as well as options such as dockless electric bikes.
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Support freight-intensive businesses with roadway
investment in key areas.
• Improve truck routes that serve industrial areas, which
can bring jobs and investment with new businesses
such as logistics-oriented warehouse space.
• Prioritize truck routes for pavement management and
maintenance.
Champions: IDOT, CDOT

Develop and launch a community
technology center.

• Launch and promote a computer training lab where
various coding and programming classes could occur.
• Install and configure a neighborhood-wide Wi-Fi
access signal that can serve as a back-up option and
increase the number of internet users across the
neighborhood.
• Create an online community resource portal: a website
with an interactive element for residents and others in
the community.
Champions: Adivi Corp., NLCCC Technology Committee

Ogden Avenue: Existing Configuration

Concept A - Modify Existing Infrastructure

Concept B - Comprehensive Redesign

Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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Key Findings
Public transportation is vital to connect residents
with jobs and essential services such as health care.
Nearly one third of North Lawndale’s (compared to
28.5 percent in Chicago overall) employed residents
use public transportation to commute to work or
school or for other necessary daily trips. Ridership
on routes serving the community has also remained
steady compared to wider system declines. Our
reliance on public transportation means that changes to
service have greater potential to positively impact our
community, or exacerbate accessibility issues.
Changes to bus service on Ogden Avenue could
improve access to jobs and services.
Transit service to south and western portion of the
neighborhood was greatly improved when the Pink
Line began operation in 2006. The CTA has also made
improvements to the No. 18 16th-18th route which
runs east-west on 16th Street through the Lawndale
neighborhood including the addition of midday service,
increased frequency during weekday mornings, and
increase in hours of operation in the evening. Historically
Ogden Avenue was also serviced by a bus route in
various forms until 2009 when the western portion
of the route (between Douglas Park and Cermak
Road) was eliminated and replaced by the No. 157
Streeterville/Taylor bus which terminates at Mt. Sinai
Hospital.
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There is a strong local desire to modify local bus routing
and service times to better connect North Lawndale
residents to Mt. Sinai Hospital and jobs destinations
to the north and east. Sinai Health System reports
regularly paying for ride-hailing trips for elderly and
disabled residents in the neighborhood as a supplement
to local bus service. Furthermore, nearly 19 percent of
all jobs held by North Lawndale residents are located
in census tracts directly served by the No. 157 (Illinois
Medical District, UIC campus, Downtown Chicago, and
Streeterville) which only operates on weekdays. This
service limitation has significant impact on community
workers, as 40 percent of employed residents have
jobs in industries (retail trade, health care and social
assistance, accommodation and food services) that
typically require working evenings and weekends.
The current configuration of Ogden Avenue prioritizes
through traffic and limits the roadway’s ability to
serve as an asset to the neighborhood.
In the 1.16-mile segment between Pulaski Road and
Albany Avenue, Ogden Avenue has a very wide rightof-way with six to eight travel lanes, much of which is no
longer needed with much of the historic Route 66 traffic
now utilizing nearby expressways. Ogden Avenue has
an average annual daily traffic (AADT) between 15,000
and 18,000, which is lower than other routes with fewer
lanes such as Roosevelt Road which has just four travel
lanes but accommodated 26,000 vehicles per day.

The right-of-way could be reconfigured to provide more
space for non-auto purposes such as wider sidewalks
for pedestrians and outdoor café-style seating at eating
establishments, street trees and landscaping, green
infrastructure drainage, and protected bike lanes. There
also may be space to accommodate angle parking and
wider sidewalks, which has been requested by several
Ogden Avenue businesses and institutions.
Portions of North Lawndale have been highlighted for
concerns about pedestrian, cyclist, and automotive
safety.
The greatest concentration of crashes among all types
of roadway users (automobiles, pedestrians, cyclists,
and others) occurs in the “Five Corners” Area of Pulaski
Road, Cermak Road, and Ogden Avenue. Because of
accidents specifically between automobiles and either
pedestrians or cyclists, the Pulaski Road and Roosevelt
road intersection area, as well as Pulaski Road extending
north through the neighborhood boundary and into
Garfield Park, are designated a high-crash corridor.1, 2

North Lawndale is emerging as a testing ground and
early recipient of new infrastructure technology.

Freight-related transportation is necessary to support
growing segments of the local economy.

The City’s ongoing effort to replace its sodium-lamp
orange street lights with more energy-efficient LED
lights began in 2017 in a handful of neighborhoods,
including North Lawndale. As of the end of 2017,
installations had been complete on major thoroughfares
such as Ogden, Cermak, Pulaski, Independence
Boulevard, and segments of Roosevelt. This action
sets a precedent that the city is willing to make North
Lawndale an early recipient, or perhaps experimental
pilot, for infrastructure upgrades that harness new
technology. Similarly, late in 2017 the nonprofit
organization Equiticity announced its intention to bring
100 e-assist bikes—which have an electric mot or that
make them easier to pedal—to the neighborhood to be
available for long-term (months) borrowing though a
bike-share library. These new actions are a complement
to existing assets, such as the fiber-optic lines that are
buried below Ogden Avenue and segments of other
streets in North Lawndale.

A low industrial vacancy rate of 5.4 percent in North
Lawndale compared to 8.8 percent in the sub-market
and 6.9 percent in the region indicates relatively
strong demand for industrial space. In turn, it presents
opportunity for increased future employment in
those industrial spaces. In Summer 2016, developers
proposed building 320,000 square feet of new industrial
space on the vacant site bordered by Fifth Avenue,
Kostner Avenue, Roosevelt Road, and Kildare Avenue.
The developers cited proximity to expressways in an
urban location as meeting “last-mile” logistics demand
generated by companies such as Amazon. Because
industrial-business tenants tend to rely on trucks and
freight rail, North Lawndale must prioritize maintaining
and, when necessary, strategically upgrading this
infrastructure so that businesses can be attracted and
retained.

Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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Future Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
Framework
Our transportation, infrastructure, and technology
vision touches upon several locations within North
Lawndale. This map illustrates where improvements
should be made or, if they are made in many locations,
where they should be prioritized.
Existing On-street Bike Facility - Current facilities
include traditional bike lanes (Central Park, Roosevelt,
California), buffered bike lanes (Independence and
Douglas Boulevards), and protected bike lanes
(Sacramento).
Promote Pedestrian-friendly Design - As the 16th
Street corridor between approximately Springfield and
Central Park realizes its future development vision,
orienting the physical design to focus on pedestrians
will support the success of the desired types of local
businesses.
Ogden Focus Area - Ogden Avenue should be
reconfigured to accommodate through traffic, while
providing a more pedestrian- and business-friendly
environment that betters serve the local community.
See Ogden Avenue recommendation in Strategy 3.
Possible Future Bus Corridor - Re-establishing former
or creating new bus service for segments of Ogden
Avenue will serve the strategy Improve transit and rideshare access, with bus service as the top priority.
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Future Priority Transit Route - The CTA has identified
Pulaski Road as a high priority route that could benefit
from improvements to increase the speed and reliability
of service and help grow ridership.
Possible reopened ‘L’ station. Reopening this station will
serve the proposed industrial-commercial development,
especially riders commuting to work, and may catalyze
residential development in the area. This supports the
strategy Improve transit and ride-share access, with bus
service as the top priority.
Proposed industrial-commercial development Bounded by Kostner Avenue, Fifth Avenue, Roosevelt
Road, and Kildare Avenue, this proposed project will
likely increase demand for transit (the Kostner Blue
Line is currently closed), as employees commute to new
businesses. The development will also increase freight
trucking demand for the roadways that border and
access it.
Proposed On-street Bike Facility - Adding to the
existing network, we propose approximately two miles
of new bike lanes on Ogden Avenue. For the 1.16-mile
segment between Albany and Pulaski, engineers should
consider barrier-protected bike lanes, which would take
advantage of the existing style of the right-of-way style
that has medians separating service roads from the
mainline of the roadway.
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Future Station
Future Potential
Renovation
Infill station
Priority Transit-friendly Development (TFD) AreaWe call this TFD as opposed to transit-oriented
R O OS E V ELT R D
development (TOD) to align with the terms established
in the station typology study for the CTA rail system and
to include a vision for development that, while still being
mixed-use and supporting ‘L’ ridership, may exceed the
ideal on-site parking maximums that are a connotation
R O OS E V ELT R D
of “TOD.” However, space for parking should not be
excessive, as the focus should remain on the developed
units.
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16 T H ST segments of
Priority Truck Routes - We identified
Class II (Roosevelt) and Class III (Kostner) truck routes
support the industrial corridor on the west side of the
neighborhood and the proposed industrial-commercial
development.
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Resilient Corridors Stormwater Projects - In 2017 and
2018, the Department of Planning and Development
(DPD) installed green infrastructure to drain stormwater
and alleviate the risk of neighborhood flooding. The
CER M A K as
R D gathering or
projects, which are designed to serve
play spaces while also storing stormwater, were installed
on small lots adjacent to 16th Street and Ogden Avenue.
Building upon this project with future concepts is
discussed in Section 3.4.
West Industrial Corridor - This important
cluster of
AV E
DEN
OG
businesses should be served by the Kostner truck route,
as well as segments of Roosevelt and Cermak.
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With its flexibility to serve many streets and use among seniors and the disabled, we
view bus service coverage as a critical public transportation option and the first priority
for neighborhood transit improvement. We will seek to coordinate with Chicago Transit
Authority representatives to evaluate potential enhancements or expansions of existing
service. We will also continue our efforts in conjunction with the Active Transportation
Alliance to advocate for the restoration of bus service on the western portion of Ogden
Avenue on a pilot basis. In addition to these ongoing efforts, we plan the following
actions that consider new development and technology that will generate ridership to
support transit and complementary modes.
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STRATEGY 1
Improve transit and ride-share access, with bus routing and service as the top
priority.
North Lawndale has access to several popular bus routes and the opening of the
Pink Line in 2006 greatly improved transit access in the neighborhood. Many of our
residents are transit-dependent and changes to transit service could greatly enhance
their ability to reach jobs and essential services, such as health care. For example, travel
from the southern and western portions of the neighborhood to popular destinations
such as the Medical District, Loop, Michigan Avenue, and Streeterville requires a
transfer or is unavailable during weekends. In addition, lack of direct route service can
serve as a barrier to non-residents commuting to or visiting the neighborhood.

Existing Bus Routes

KOST N ER AV E

Strategies and Projects
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Existing Bus Routes
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1.1 Pursue increased bus service along Ogden Avenue.
The CTA should consider future routes along Ogden
Avenue with the Central Park or Pulaski Pink Line
stations serving as a possible terminus. The existing
No. 157 Streeterville/Taylor route offers an excellent
connection to desired destinations and this route
could be extended to the southwest from its current
terminus at Mount Sinai Hospital. This extension of an
existing route would provide service to and from nearby
Lawndale Christian Fitness Center and Health Center
facilities which are visited by many patrons from outside
of North Lawndale.
Extending weekday service times into the later evening
and offering weekend service on the No. 157 is also
desired. We understand that the CTA is operating with
limited resources and that to be an effective service
provider a structured process must be followed to
demonstrate that sufficient ridership could be generated
to support new or altered routes. We as the community
pledge to organize ridership campaigns upon route
establishment to ensure that any new service, whether a
pilot or permanent, is used to the fullest extent.
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Most Forest Park branch Blue Line stations that can be accessed from two streets have one entry
that is used more heavily. With the exception of Racine, these stations also have bus service on
Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
only one of the streets between which they are located. For this reason, the primary entrances will
be privileged when these stations are rebuilt. Trains will berth close to the primary entrance.
People walking and bicycling will be accommodated at both entrances. Americans with Disabilities
Act access from the primary entrance will be via elevator and, from the secondary, by ramp. Bicycle
racks, for parking, will be installed at both entrances.
Future Potential Blue Line Station Improvements

1.2 Support improvements to the Pulaski and KedzieHoman Blue line stations.
The Forest Park branch of the CTA’s Blue Line is nearly
60 years old and beyond its useful life. Extensive
investment including trackwork, station upgrades, and
other improvements are needed to better leverage
the Blue Line as a community asset in North Lawndale
and throughout
the West
Side.
We Harlem
support the CTA’s
Racine, Pulaski,
Austin, Oak
Park,
and
efforts to continue working with elected officials and
that can bepartner
accessed
from two streets have one entry
agencies to secure the necessary funding
on of Racine,
these
stations
also
have busfrom
service
on
Austin,
Oak
Park,
and
Harlem
to implement the
recommendations
the Blue
are located.Line
For
this Park
reason,
theVision
primary
entrances
will
3
Specifically,
Forest
Branch
essed
from
two
streets
have
oneStudy.
entry
lt. Trains
will
berth
close
to
the
primary
entrance.
we support recommended improvements to the
se stations
alsoandhave
bus service
Pulaski
Homan-Kedzie
stations on
that would include
modated at both entrances. Americans with Disabilities
this reason,
primaryasentrances
such the
improvements
enhanced noisewill
and weather
e via elevator and, from the secondary, by ramp. Bicycle
wider platforms,
ADA compliance.
th close toprotection,
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entrance.

ntrances.

entrances. Americans with Disabilities
Austin Boulevard (primary) Entrance with Plaza Option
d, from the secondary, by ramp. Bicycle

This illustration depicts a station renovation
envisioned for the Austin station along the
Blue Line. The Pulaski and Kedzie-Homan
stations are of similar configurations with
the platform served by two entrances.
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h Plaza Option

Austin Station Berthing and Elevator Access Privileges the Austin Boulevard

Au

The community has long advocated for the
reconstructing a Blue Line station at Kostner Avenue
(where the previous station closed in 1974) and this
remains one of our goals over the long term. In order
to serve this market, the CTA’s Vision Study has
recommended the addition of a secondary entrance to
the Pulaski station at Keeler Avenue.
Providing an entrance via Keeler Avenue would greatly
enhance Blue Line access in the northwestern portion
of the community. This would have the added benefit of
enhancing transit access in proximity to new employers
locating in the planned light industrial development
located at Kostner Avenue between Roosevelt
Road and 5th Avenue. It is also hoped that these
transit improvements would inspire new residential
development in the surrounding areas and increase
ridership.

1.3 Speed up popular
bus routes.
SPEEDING UP
While the Blue and
CHICAGO’S BUSES
Pink Lines provide
excellent access to the
Loop and regional job
opportunities, much
of the North Lawndale
community is located
in excess of a half-mile
from a train station.
This means that most
of our residents rely on
bus service for access
to work and services. Meanwhile, between 2006 and
2016, CTA bus ridership decreased by 16.2 percent and
there is a desire to improve bus service to be more
competitive with other transportation options. The
CTA has identified Pulaski Road as a high priority route
that could benefit from improvements to increase the
speed and reliability of service and help grow ridership.
Improvements might include dedicated bus lanes,
peak hour bus lanes where peak parking restrictions
are in place, or transit signal priority to modify green
light timing to allow a bus to continue through an
intersection when the bus is running behind schedule.
We encourage the CTA to pursue such improvements
and will help provide local input as needed to ensure
that implementation best serves the residents of North
Lawndale.
BACK ON THE BUS:

Funded by

1.4 Facilitate safer, more comfortable transfers
between bus routes and between buses and trains.
North Lawndale’s Pink Line stations provide
opportunities for people from all over the West and
Southwest Sides to switch between routes such as the
No. 53-Pulaski and trains. However, we know from the
community survey and public workshops that people
do not like making these transfers. They feel unshielded
from the winter cold, unsafe, or put off by litter and poor
maintenance of surrounding properties.
We believe improvements to bus stops and shelter areas
will make waiting for a bus a less daunting task. Some
bus shelters in the neighborhood have already been
modernized, such as those at the busy bus intersection
of Roosevelt Road and Pulaski Road (see image). These
types of shelters should be more widespread in our
neighborhood, especially along high-ridership routes
(Pulaski, Roosevelt, Homan, and 16th Street) and at
popular transfer points. Further, Pink Line station
buildings should have sufficiently sized indoor waiting
areas with button-activated heat lamps and a clear
view of arriving buses, to go along with real-time arrival
information.

Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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1.5 Attract residential and commercial development
near transit.
We propose that property within a quarter-mile, or a
five-minute walk for an able-bodied person, from the
Central Park Pink Line and Pulaski Pink Line stations be
the first priorities for attracting and deploying resources
toward transit-friendly, mixed-use development.
However, TFD would be welcome in any of the nearby
station areas (Kedzie-Pink, Kostner-Pink, or any of the
Blue Line stations to the north). Using the framework
established in the Station Area Typology for the CTA rail
system, we desire to upgrade either Central Park-Pink
or Pulaski-Pink from “urban neighborhood” (existing)
to “major activity center,” as described in this Station
Typology Study. 4 A major activity center is more than a
station area; it is a central landmark in a neighborhood.
Elevating a station area to this status requires the
development of desirable housing, employment,
entertainment, or cultural destinations. This change
would help us to realize some of our community-wide
vision. To usher in development necessary to make that
happen, the Alderman’s office as well as development
partners and the proposed North Lawndale Land Use
Committee (See Section 2.4 for more discussion) will
become well-versed in with city ordinances—such as
the Transit-Oriented Development Ordinance, which
would allow a developer to build with less parking if
they choose—and incentives that apply to development
in station areas.

Conceptual illustration depicting Transit-Oriented Development filling in vacant lots along Ogden Avenue near the Central
Park Pink Line Station. Future potential roadway improvements shown here are discussed in Strategy 3 of this chapter.
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1.6 Take advantage of mobile technology to enhance
“first-mile, last-mile” connections to and from
popular destinations.
In recent years to overcome gaps in transit service, our
residents and regular visitors have increasingly turned
to private alternatives such as on-demand ride-hailing
services such as Uber, Lyft, and Via, or informal jitney
operators, who provide rides to residents when they
call and ask. We propose building on these services
and enhancing their capacity and scale so they can
continue to provide vital first- and last-mile service to ‘L’
and Metra stations, especially in the near term as new
traditional bus service is still being studied and bike use
is fledgling. To do this, we envision exploring formal
partnerships between established ride-share providers
and the parent organizations for key destinations such
as Mt. Sinai, St. Anthony’s, and Lawndale Christian
facilities.

1.7 Explore resident permit parking in K-Town, near
the Kostner Pink Line station.
Historic K-Town is a desirable neighborhood for many
reasons and two such reasons are its beautiful stock
of homes and its proximity to the Kostner Pink Line
station. Unfortunately, anecdotal evidence indicates
Kostner Pink Line riders may use residential streets as
all-day parking, creating a shortage for local residents.
We recommend working with the alderman to explore
parking management strategies such as resident permit
parking, hourly restrictions, or perhaps a few blocks of
paid parking.

New partnerships should be structured to be less
expensive than the current pay-as-needed model being
used by, for example, Mt. Sinai. Rides should remain
affordable and focus on group, “pool” transportation
to be as efficient and economical as possible. Because
ride-share driving has already proved to be an important
source of income for some residents, drivers to staff this
initiative could be sourced from North Lawndale. North
Lawndale Employment Network (NLEN) should contact
the ride-share companies with a vision for partnership.

Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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2.1 Install new and maintain or replace existing safety treatments across the
neighborhood, beginning with priority locations.
Upgraded traffic signals, signs, devices, and safety treatments are evidence of
neighborhood investment—that City leaders view a neighborhood as important.
Conversely, aging equipment or faded crosswalks send the opposite message. We
call on the City of Chicago and IDOT to demonstrate a renewed effort to studying
and installing equipment and infrastructure treatment that alert drivers, slow down
traffic, and guide pedestrians. Examples of existing equipment or treatments to focus
on include speed humps, pedestrian countdown timers, high-visibility “ladder-style”
crosswalks that have faded, and Americans with Disabilities Act treatments such
as ramps, tactile domes, and audible crossing announcements. Examples of new
treatments to consider are refuge islands, which allow pedestrians to wait safely in
the center of street during a traffic-light cycle; curb extensions (“bump-outs”), which
shorten crossing distances; and both overhead and pedestrian-scale lighting. Choosing
North Lawndale as an early neighborhood for these types of improvements aligns with
the Vision Zero Action Plan (www.visionzerochicago.org) goal to invest equitably.

Existing Safe Routes to School and Safe Passage routes

P U L A S K I AV E

While improving public transportation will make it easier to get in and out of North
Lawndale, we also need to focus on how we get around within our own neighborhood
and how the different transportation modes can coexist. We are set up to be a place
where people should feel like they can get around safely and efficiently by many means.
But for some, the car is the preferred or the only practical method. We have a mostly
grid pattern of streets and sidewalks that support walking, but we also have speeding
traffic and some wide crossings. We know that data point to our neighborhood having
high-crash corridors and areas, and we propose taking action to improve not only these
numbers (“real safety”), but also how people feel about getting around by non-driving
means (“perceived safety”).

According to IDOT data and Vision Zero designations, Pulaski extending north through
the neighborhood boundary and into Garfield Park is a high-crash corridor. This
designation captures the Pulaski and Roosevelt intersection area, which is the most
common area in the neighborhood for riders to transfer between buses and leads to
a high rate of pedestrian activity. In addition, the Cermak-Ogden-Pulaski intersection
area should be prioritized first for engineering study and then for improvements
and redesign. The Damen-Elston-Fullerton intersection area in Bucktown, which
was redesigned in 2016, may be looked to as an example. After these top priorities,
implementing agencies should look to those corridors and intersection that are parts of
Safe Routes to School or Safe Passage routes.

KOST N ER AV E

STRATEGY 2
Increase street safety and comfort for all users through policy changes, design
upgrades, and technology investments.
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Existing Safe Route
to School
Existing Safe Passage

2.2 Use tactical urbanism to demonstrate
improvements.
Tactical urbanism is a strategy to install temporary
improvements to streets to make them more oriented
toward people than motorized vehicles. These
improvements often serve the framework of complete
streets, which is a policy idea that whenever a roadway
project occurs, the needs of all potential users must
be considered, and space in the roadway must be
allocated for all users as much as possible. During a
tactical urbanism event, volunteers use tape, cardboard,
scrap wood, chalk, and a variety of common materials
to cordon off portions of roadway so that cars will not
use them. They might build a raised crosswalk, which is
a technique to get drivers to be aware of pedestrians.
They might put in a temporary bike lane so that people
can see what one would look like before it becomes a
permanent fixture.
We would like to pursue one or more of these activities
as early action after the plan is complete, and the blocks
near the Ogden-Central Park intersection (the Central
Park station area) would be an ideal location for the
first event. Several groups that have engaged in tactical
urbanism in Chicago in the past and represent potential
partners include Active Transportation Alliance,
Congress for a New Urbanism, and CDOT’s Make Way
for People initiative.

Image of Broadway Boulevard in New York where planters were used to better demarcate public space provide a physical
barrier between bicycle and travel lanes. (Source: NYC Department of Transportation)
Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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STRATEGY 3
Invest in innovative green technology to remake
Ogden Avenue as the “Smartest Street in America.”
Two parts of our community-wide vision are to
become more technologically adept and to reduce our
environmental impact. Our streets and rights-of-way
are among our neighborhood’s most visible places, so if
we want to start making investment toward our vision,
the rights-of-way are a good place to start. Specifically,
as one of our neighborhood’s signature streets with
rich history and importance, Ogden Avenue is a clear
opportunity to begin these investments.
The physical design of some segments and intersections
of the Ogden Avenue corridor have made it unclear to
navigate as well as undesirable and uninviting. The width
ranges from 148 to 160 feet depending on whether at an
intersection or mid-block. The multi-median partitioning
has created service roads in each direction that are
separate from the mainline portion of the roadway.
Just as the City of Chicago boldly declared Cermak
Road in Pilsen as the “Greenest Street in America” upon
embarking on sustainability improvements, they should
aspire to declare Ogden Avenue as the “Smartest Street
in America.” Focusing on the segment between Pulaski
and Albany, we want to establish Ogden as a corridor
that combines technology and sustainable innovation.
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Established complete streets improvements to improve
safety and comfort, such as barrier-protected bike lanes,
can be combined with elements at the experimental
stage, such as the array of things. Recognizing that its
legacy was as Route 66, a true destination with a strong
identity, we want to transform Ogden’s primary function
from road to place.
3.1 Prioritize North Lawndale as part of City and State
campaigns to install “smart” technology.
The City is already installing LED street lights in North
Lawndale before many other neighborhoods. We hope
the City will also consider using the Ogden Avenue
corridor as a testing ground for lighting improvements,
specifically Smart Street Lighting, which is a State of
Illinois initiative. 5 Smart street light fixtures vary, but
they have the potential to brighten and dim dynamically
based on the volume of activity on the street. This
feature saves energy and reduces light pollution.
Smart Street Lights are able to monitor air quality,
manage traffic and parking, detect gunshots, and
charge electric vehicles (EV). Because we want North
Lawndale to be a leader in the expansion of EV, we
suggest designating on-street parking spaces for
electric vehicles along Ogden Avenue, paired with
the on-street charging stations that are part of street
lights. Charging stations can also appear in institutional
parking lots (police stations, city facilities, parks,
schools), at private businesses, and in the parking areas
for newly developed housing.

Similar to Smart Street Lights is the Array of Things,
which should also be considered for installation in the
Ogden Avenue corridor. The City has committed with
Argonne National Labs and the University of Chicago’s
Urban Center for Computation and Data to deploy
Array of Things across the city, and North Lawndale has
been discussed as a deployment location. The Array
of Things can track a variety of environmental data
points, including bike and pedestrian counts, which
are currently very difficult to track. Finally, sensors
that may complement any of the burgeoning forms of
autonomous vehicle technology, such as autonomous
buses, are welcome on Ogden Avenue, if public and
private partners would like to use it as a test corridor.
3.2 Invest in the latest available signal-timing
technology.
Ogden’s alignment combines a mainline roadway and
service roads, which have their own traffic signals.
Therefore, signal cycles can be quite long, and we have
experienced their unpredictability. The City and IDOT
should study Ogden Avenue for the installation of
Adaptive Signal Control Technology, 6 which adjusts the
timing of red, yellow and green lights to accommodate
changing traffic patterns and ease traffic congestion.
The signal timing improvement may help to offset the
removal of through traffic lanes.

3.3 Reconfigure the roadway.
Over the past 10 years, many changes to the Ogden
Avenue right-of-way have been proposed, but none has
been implemented. We still feel strongly that Ogden
Avenue should be reconfigured to the greater benefit
of the local community, but we are not committed to
one exact approach or design. We accept that to have
room for new or expanded street elements, removing
and narrowing travel lanes may be required. This section
presents two potential future roadway concepts ideas
that reflect discussions and community outreach that
has been a part of this planning process along with
input from representatives from IDOT (which owns the
roadway) and CDOT (which maintains the roadway).
We also recognize that follow-up education and
community engagement events will be required to
talk about why changes are being considered and how
they will affect people and businesses, and we expect
that the final concept may blend ideas from both of
proposals.

We looked at several plans and projects: the 2005
Quality of Life Plan; a 2015 idea from the Pilsen-Little
Village Neighborhood Plan; 2015 proposals from the
Lawndale Christian Health center; 2017 ideas from the
UIC Summer Institute on Sustainability and Energy
(SISE) and the 2017 Queens Boulevard project7 in New
York City, where a road with a similar style as Ogden
Avenue was reconfigured.
Elements we’d like included in a redesigned Ogden
Avenue include:
• Consistent striping and widths for travel and center
turn lanes;
• Improved traffic signal timing to better coordinate
center travel and frontage road interactions and
turning;
• Flexible design to accommodate a future potential
bus route;
• Greenery, including street trees, planters, and strips
of bioswales for stormwater drainage;

• Improvements such as median islands and curb
extensions to shorten crossing distances and
provide refuge for pedestrians;
• Widened sidewalks capable of accommodating
amenities for local businesses such as outdoor
seating and dining areas;
• Multipurpose space in key areas to accommodate
amenities such as benches, bike racks, outdoor
cafés, parklets, and food trucks;
• Bike lanes (a fully separated, barrier-protected or
raised option is desired where feasible); and
• Realigned on-street parking from parallel to angle
where width allows to increase the overall number of
parking spaces to benefit local businesses.
The accompanying illustrations provide examples of
how these various desired elements might be combined
within the existing Ogden Avenue right-of-way. Options
A and B illustrate a cross-section for a typical block
along Ogden Avenue where the right-of-way is 160 feet
wide on average.
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Concept A – Modify Existing Infrastructure
This concept retains the existing frontage road widths
and median locations. Striping, freestanding planters,
and other lower cost interventions are used to improve
traffic flow.
•1 Center Travel Lanes. The concept includes two
travel lanes in each direction with a center turn lane.
Where widths currently permit three or more lanes,
striping or a landscaped curb extension can be used
to widen the frontage road median, resulting in
consistent lane widths and interactions throughout
the corridor.

• Bike Lanes. Recognizing that frontage roads are
2
currently used as bike lanes, bike sharrow lane
markers are located within the center of the frontage
travel lanes. As a frontage road approaches an
intersection, the outside parking lane ends two
to three spots before the intersection to allow for
bicyclists to shift to a bike lane and allow cars to
pass before the two lanes merge again after the
intersection.

• Crosswalks. A combination of striping, flexible
4
bollards, pavers, and landscaping (such as
freestanding planters) are used to extend and widen
medians across existing crosswalks and provide
adequate refuge for pedestrians crossing the street.
5• Transit. A portion of the frontage median is widened
to accommodate a bus shelter and waiting area on
the far side of major intersections. This improvement
would only be implemented if future bus service is
provided and could be phased in following other
improvements.

3• Parking. Parallel parking, either on one-side of two
sides is retained depending on width.

2
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Concept B – Comprehensive Redesign
This concept represents a complete and comprehensive
redesign of the entire right-of-way. Frontage roads are
maintained, but shifted farther toward the center of
the roadway to maintain separation between travel and
parking lanes while making room for wider pedestrian
areas.

2• Bike Lanes. Elevated or raised bike paths are shown
traveling adjacent to the frontage road travel lanes.
Bike traffic is separates from the pedestrian portion
of the parkway by landscaping, decorative paving,
and street furniture.

• Crosswalks. Crosswalks connect the parkway with
4
the frontage road and center medians, providing
three opportunities for pedestrians to stop and wait
for traffic to clear. A combination of landscaping
and freestanding planers can be used to provide a
physical barrier to traffic.

3• Parking. Concept B illustrates a hybrid approach
where parallel parking is maintained on oneside, but angle parking is provided on another.
Accommodating angle parking on both sides can
be achieved, but would likely require narrowing of
medians and could increase pedestrian crossing
distances.

•1 Center Travel Lanes. As in Concept A, this concept
also shows two travel lanes in each direction, but
the center turn lane is broken up by a landscaped
median in mid-block locations where turning
movements are not needed.

• Transit. As in Concept A, a portion of the frontage
5
median is widened to accommodate a bus shelter
and waiting area. This improvement would only be
implemented if future bus service is provided and
could be phased in following other improvements.
Otherwise, the median width should be similar to
other intersections allowing for landscaping and a
pedestrian refuge to shorten crossing distances.
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Concept A – Modify Existing Infrastructure
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Concept B – Comprehensive Redesign

Phase 1

Pedestrian
Safety

UIC SUMMER INSTITUTE ON SUSTAINABILITY
AND ENERGY (SISE)
In Summer 2017, participants in UIC’s SISE certificate
program used North Lawndale’s Ogden Avenue as their
study area for a studio planning exercise. Eight teams
of students, whose backgrounds include engineering,
planning, information technology, environmental studies,
and others, studied Ogden intensively for two weeks.
They conducted in-person observations, stakeholder
discussions, and studied source material and data. Then
the teams produced reports and presentations for how
to remake the corridor, both the right-of-way and nearby
land use. These were common themes in their final
presentations, which we used to generate the concepts
shown in the plan:

Phase 2

Creating equitable and vibrant
communities by ensuring access to
green space and healthy foods

Streetscapes

• Streetscaping and placemaking (i.e. trash bins, new
lampposts, benches, native landscaping, new signs,
welcome arch, public art, and historic markers);
• Tactical urbanism to provide immediate
implementation prior to long-term infrastructure
investment;

3554 Ogden Ave Food Truck Lot
Before

• Clean technology (solar lampposts and electric and/or
autonomous vehicles);

After

• Multimodal safety (bike and pedestrian emphasis
through a “complete streets” approach);
• Microtransit and ride-sharing; and
• Small business entrepreneurship inspired by changes
to the right-of-way.

We at NLCCC obtained the full copies of presentations and
reports. Those interested in viewing them should contact
NLCCC (www.nlcccplanning.org).

PHASE 1:
Ogden Ave. Traffic Calming
COMPLETE STREET DESIGN FOR OGDEN AVENUE

Crosswalks
Chicane

CERMAK & OGDEN
ROUNDABOUT

CENTRAL PARK CTA
STATION RENOVATION

REZONING AND
DEVELOPMENT

Curb Extension
Raised Crossing

Group 7: Lainie Collett, Diego Rojas, Harsh Sanghvi,
Jennifer Tribble, and Tony Zhang
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3.4 Install green infrastructure in right-of-way for
stormwater management.
The Resilient Corridors Project through the City of
Chicago’s Department of Planning and Development led
to the installation of attractive, dual-purpose, site-scale
stormwater sites across the neighborhood in 2017. The
North Lawndale projects included five parcels on 16th
Street and four on Ogden Avenue, at the northeast and
southwest corners at Millard Avenue and the southwest
corner at Trumbull Avenue). Though these projects
occurred on adjacent lots, we propose extending the
concept to the right-of-way with linear infiltration and
detention, similar to what was implemented in Pilsen
on Cermak. A strip of bioswales, small native plantings,
and/or permeable pavers should extend through the
corridor and may drain to the newly created off-street
sites if the engineering is sound.
Our neighborhood and volunteer groups will lead
maintenance responsibilities of green elements of the
proposed rights-of-way if the roadway agencies are
willing to make upfront investments.
3.5 Consider designating area between Millard and
Albany as a tech corridor.
This segment of Ogden Avenue has fiber optic lines
from at least two different providers: Windstream
and Zayo. Direct fiber connections can produce a
hyper-fast speed of broadband Internet access, which
means Ogden Avenue has a location-based advantage
for attracting development. After the right-of-way
investments are achieved, this portion of Ogden Avenue
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will be more attractive and as a result have momentum
to recruit new businesses and development. Through
zoning, tech-related space could be added to the list
of permitted uses if not already present. We envision
tech-related office space or perhaps an incubator that
would serve as a complement to the future community
technology learning center (see Action 7.1 for further
discussion), which is introduced in a later strategy
and could be located in this area. We hope City or
State leaders, either through policy or their personal
relationships with entrepreneurs and investors, try to
disperse some of the growing regional tech economy
that is currently heavily concentrated in River North and
Fulton Market to Ogden Avenue.
The City and Alderman may experiment with
development policy to expedite the process for techrelated businesses that wish to locate in this area.
Certainly, businesses would be able to take advantage
of the incentives that already exist in this area, such
as TIF (see Chapter 2: Economic and Workforce
Development for more). In addition, already present is
the new LEED-certified Legacy Charter School facility
in the 3300 block Ogden Avenue. If the tech corridor
vision takes shape, the school could make technology an
enhanced focus area of its curriculum.
Our total cost estimate range for improving the 1.16mile segment of Ogden Avenue is $10 to $20 million,
depending on the final vision for improvement. As such,
we recognize that external grant funding from a variety
of federal, state, and Cook County transportation

sources will be needed to bring this project to fruition.
We also encourage that for construction hiring the
roadway agencies tap into programs through the
Chicago Urban League and City Colleges of Chicago
(IDOT). More discussion is in Chapter 2: Economic and
Workforce Development.
STRATEGY 4
Beautify corridors through streetscaping and historic
markers.
As being a green community is central to our identity,
we want our streets to be full of trees and vegetation,
which not only look nice but also provide shade.
We also want to show off our historic corridors to
visitors and entice them to spend time and patronize
local businesses. Specifically, we want everyone who
travels on Ogden Avenue to know that the roadway
is the second segment of historic Route 66 (the first
being Adams Street in downtown Chicago), which is a
destination for tourists from all over the world.
4.1 Plant street trees throughout street network,
prioritizing key commercial corridors
Through the Oaks of North Lawndale initiative, which
through the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
(SAIC) will result in 7,000 trees planted in our
neighborhood, we want our commercial corridors to be
prioritized for tree installations. Important streets to line
with new trees are Ogden, Roosevelt, Pulaski, and 16th
Street.

4.2 Install Route 66 signs and landmarks along Ogden
Avenue.
Near at least three major intersections along
the roadway (consider Central Park, Pulaski, and
Sacramento in Douglas Park), we would like signs visible
to both drivers and pedestrians that identify Ogden as
Route 66. To accompany installation, Historic Route 66
events, such as classic car cruise-ins, could be organized
in the service road area.
Castle Car Wash, rumored to be a hideout for gangster
Al Capone in the 1920s, should be the top priority for
landmark restoration, as we envision it restored and
re-opened as a Route 66-themed business such as a
restaurant or diner.
4.3 Install gateway murals in various corridors
As part of our 2019 celebration of the neighborhood
turning 150 years old, the North Lawndale
Sesquicentennial Committee will lead a neighborhoodwide effort to paint gateway murals at railway bridge
underpasses on neighborhood borders. We would like
murals to be considered at these locations:
• California Avenue and CSX rail bridge (northeast
side of neighborhood)
• Cermak Road and BRC rail bridge (west side of
neighborhood)

• Independence Boulevard and CSX rail bridge (north
side of the neighborhood)
• Ogden Avenue and CSX rail bridge (east side of
neighborhood)
• Roosevelt Road and BRC rail bridge (west side of
neighborhood)
• Roosevelt Road and CSX rail bridge (east side of
neighborhood)
STRATEGY 5
Expand biking through new routes, initiatives, and
training.
While we see what biking has done to transform streets
and neighborhoods across the city, we have not yet
seen it take root in North Lawndale. Despite bike lanes
through our parks, boulevards, and some key streets
such as Central Park and Roosevelt, and despite the
effort over the past few years to install Divvy bike-share
stations, our bicycling participation is fairly low. This
conclusion is based on both anecdotal evidence and
commuting data. We propose actions that encourage
and educate our community about biking as both
recreation and transportation, as well as expand the onstreet network in a visible way.

• Kedzie Avenue and BNSF rail bridge (south side of
neighborhood)
• Marshall Boulevard and BNSF rail bridge (south side
of neighborhood)
Transportation, Infrastructure, and Technology
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5.1 Expand educational efforts about benefits of bike
riding.
We look to existing groups like Slow Roll Chicago,
which has concentrated on our neighborhood and other
South and West Side neighborhoods, to lead events like
community rides. We also call on established institutions
like the Chicago Public Schools and Chicago Public
Library to provide educational materials to residents,
especially students, about the benefits of biking. But to
reach adults, the NLCCC can encourage its membership
organizations, as well as neighborhood employers, to
participate in Chicago’s Bike to Work Week (usually in
June each year). Active Transportation Alliance, the
regional biking advocacy group, could also provide
guidance on strategies that have worked in other areas
to get more people to try biking.
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5.2 Support efforts to expand both the physical and
social reach of bike-sharing.
Because bike-sharing removes the need to own and
maintain a bike, we believe it has an important role in
furthering biking in our community. We support Divvy’s
2018 initiative for Ventra and CTA integration, which will
make using the service easier and more economical for
our neighborhood’s many CTA users. We invite Divvy
to increase its profile in our neighborhood by deploying
ambassadors to attend our community events and
occasionally staff the docking stations. It is crucial for
Divvy to make sure its Divvy for Everyone program,
which is $5 per year and does not require a credit
card, is well-known in North Lawndale, and we want to
use our community groups to promote sign-ups. The

current closest place to sign up for Divvy for Everyone
is in Garfield Park, and we believe an office should be
established in our neighborhood.
But Divvy is not the only way forward. In 2017 the
nonprofit Equiticity announced plans to make North
Lawndale one of its pilot communities for a dockless
bikeshare library, which unlike Divvy, allows people
to check out bikes for weeks and months at a time.
The library also does not require riders to use docking
stations. The dockless bikes have a battery, which makes
them easier to pedal and allows riders to go faster than
on a regular bike. That eases some of the burden of
biking, and might make our residents more likely to try
biking from North Lawndale to, for example, downtown
Chicago. The battery adds a “cool factor,” too, to biking,
which might encourage more people to try it. We call on
transportation agencies and partners to fully support
the Equiticity pilot program, and we hope it can become
a fixture of the neighborhood.
5.3 Grow the on-street bike infrastructure network to
connect to citywide and regional routes.
Accompanying enhanced outreach and engagement
around biking should be investment in bike
infrastructure. In addition to the bike route desired
for Ogden Avenue as discussed in Strategy 3, a new
bike route or routes should be considered for the
low-traffic residential streets in the western half of the
neighborhood where a north-south route that minimizes
conflicts with truck traffic is needed.

For example, Keeler Avenue could be considered for
a potential future bike route as it has traffic signals
at multiple intersections (so that cyclists do not have
to make dangerous darts across busy roads) and a
bridge over the Eisenhower Expressway, which forms
a straight-line connection into Garfield Park. Such a
route would also provide an alternative to traveling
along Kostner Avenue or Pulaski Road where hightraffic, on-street parking, and trucks combine to create
an uncomfortable on-street biking experience. We will
work with CDOT to engage the community to identify
a preferred north-south bike route and ensure that any
further planning and engineering addresses community
concerns regarding topics such as a safety and parking.
5.4 Attract bike tourists to stop in North Lawndale,
with emphases on the Boulevards and Douglas Park.
Independence and Douglas Boulevards are part of
a city-wide “emerald necklace” of boulevards that
connect Chicago’s world-renowned urban parks. These
roads in North Lawndale have buffered bike lanes,
a best practice to encourage safe on-street biking.
North Lawndale community groups should connect
with Active Transportation Alliance and the Chicago
Architectural Foundation, which hosts a yearly “Bike
the Boulevards” tour in the summer. Though this ride
already passes through North Lawndale, perhaps
the ride could have an encouraged rest stop in the
neighborhood. Organizers of the monthly citywide
Critical Mass ride should also be encouraged to visit
North Lawndale.

5.5 Recruit existing or cultivate new bike shop.
For those who like owning their own bikes, a
neighborhood bike shop is an important landmark.
These are the places that not only sell bikes, but also
provide needed tune-ups and repairs. They tend to
be hang-outs for cyclists and hobbyists. Several small
bike-shop chains exist in Chicago and nearby suburbs.
We believe establishing a rapport with these shops may
lead to a needed bike shop opening in North Lawndale.
5.6 Train more residents how to repair bikes.
Bikes are more than just fun to ride. They can be fun
to fix up, in a similar way that cars are fun to fix up. It
is also a useful repair skill. Therefore, we want to see
a combination of educational and nonprofit partners
involved in teaching some of our residents how to repair
bikes, and connect them with employment where they
can use this skill. The emphasis should be on teenage
students and the re-entry population.
STRATEGY 6
Support freight-intensive businesses with roadway
investment in key areas.
The growth in e-commerce combined with North
Lawndale’s location is leading to increased demand
for logistics-oriented warehouse space. Because this
presents potential for jobs and investment, we want our
infrastructure network to support existing, proposed,
and possible future businesses that rely on freight. While
freight vehicles are not always compatible with priority
bike and pedestrian areas, through careful planning we

would like to designate a few roadways more suited for
freight while setting aside others for bikes, pedestrians,
and buses.
6.1 Improve truck routes that serve industrial areas.
While both IDOT and CDOT designate routes for trucks
and classify and rank them, we believe it is important
to call out two streets segments that should be studied
for potential improvements: Roosevelt (Class II), west
of Kostner, and all of Kostner (Class III) through the
neighborhood. These two roadways serve the west side
of the neighborhood and will serve the proposed project
at Roosevelt Road and Kostner Avenue. Considerations
that might lead to road improvements are viaduct
clearance, roadway width, and turning radii.
6.2 Prioritize truck routes for pavement management
and maintenance.
IDOT and CDOT should be made aware of our local
truck route identification. Maintenance is more likely
to remain a priority if our freight business community
is organized. Together the businesses, with the
leadership of NLCCC, may consider a webpage or other
communication mechanism to compile truck route
complaints such as the need for resurfacing as they
arise. These complaints would then be formally made as
311 phone calls or shared with the Alderman. If CDOT or
the 24th Ward invest in asset management or pavement
management plan, our neighborhood should support
their assessment of street conditions.
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STRATEGY 7
Develop and launch a community technology center.
A technology skills gap exists between the techoriented careers and job opportunities that are indemand and our residents’ skills and knowledge. We
would like to foster a technology culture in North
Lawndale by establishing a central physical place that
is the hub of all things “tech.” In this place, people
will learn skills, explore business opportunities, and
access the Internet for free. This center may be created
in tandem with the entrepreneurial incubator space
proposed in Chapter 2: Economic and Workforce
Development.
7.1 Acquire capital assets: land, property, building,
internal technology and systems.
Working in partnership with the NLCCC, the information
technology small-business Adivi Corp. has already
expressed interest in acquiring a building, likely
City-owned, to house the center. Working with
the Alderman’s office, Adivi Corp. should consider
multimodal access and the location of assets such as
fiber optic lines in selecting a building or parcel. Adivi
Corp. also plans to pursue the development of a “netzero energy” facility, which means there will be minimal
to no new carbon footprint created.
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7.2 Launch and promote a computer training lab.
The community technology center should include
a computer training lab, where various coding and
programming classes could occur. As with many of
our skill-development actions, we want to prioritize
our youth, but we also want to include adults and even
seniors or retirees who might be looking to embark
on a new career but need technology training to get
started. While starting a new training program from
scratch is one option, the center may simply serve as
a facility for existing institutions who already have this
type of programming (for example, the City Colleges of
Chicago, Chicago Public Schools, or NLEN). By putting
these courses in a new facility that is right around the
corner from our residents, we believe more will take
advantage.
7.3 Install and configure neighborhood-wide Wifi
access signal.
Internet access is vital to participation in the modern
economy, but financial hardship limits availability
to many of our households. We believe a public
Wifi network is a key component to our long-term
economic success and will strive to provide the entire
neighborhood with free Internet access. The future
technology center building could serve as an anchor to
a neighborhood-wide public Wifi network. Additional
access points could be established using tower and
rooftop space at various neighborhood partner
organizations as well as smart street lights.

The Wifi signal will be akin to that of Starbucks—not
terribly fast or highly secured, so it may not be ideal for
all users, who could choose to have their own Internet.
However, the Wifi will serve as an important back-up
option and increase the number of internet users across
the neighborhood.
7.4 Create an online community resources portal.
While the NLCCC website already provides a wealth of
information, a reorganized website with an interactive
element—a portal—is desired. We know groups are
already working on creating this at the time of this plan,
with the Technology subcommittee taking the lead, so
we expect it to be complete in the near term after plan
adoption. In the future, the portal could be hosted on
servers at the Community Technology Center.

PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Improve transit and ride-share access, with bus routing and service as the top priority.
1.1 Pursue increased bus service along Ogden Avenue.

CTA | Pace | hospitals | Lawndale Christian

Short-term/
Mid-term

1.2 Support improvements to the Pulaski and Kedzie-Homan Blue line stations.

CTA | Mayor’s Office

Mid-term/
Long-term

1.3 Speed up popular bus routes.

CTA | CDOT

Mid-term

1.4 Facilitate safer, more comfortable transfers between bus routes and between buses and trains.

CTA | CDOT | Chicago Police | JCDecaux

Short-term

1.5 Attract residential and commercial development near transit.

CTA | Pace | DPD | 24th Ward Alderman

Mid-term/
Long-term

1.6 Take advantage of mobile technology to enhance “first-mile, last-mile” connections to and from
popular destination.

RTA | NLEN | neighborhood jitney operators | ride-share businesses

Short-term

1.7 Explore resident permit parking in K-Town, near the Kostner Pink Line station.

24th Ward Alderman

Short-term

Strategy 2: Increase street safety and comfort for all users through policy changes, design upgrades, and technology investments.
2.1 Install new and maintain or replace existing safety treatments across the neighborhood,
beginning with priority locations.

CDOT | IDOT | Vision Zero

Short-term/
Mid-term

2.2 Use tactical urbanism to demonstrate improvements.

CDOT | IDOT | Equiticity

Short-term
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 3: Invest in innovative green technology to remake Ogden Avenue as the “Smartest Street in America.”
3.1 Prioritize North Lawndale as part of City and State campaigns to install “smart” technology.

DSS (Streets & Sanitation) | CDOT | Argonne National Lab | DOIT | Illinois
Department of Central Management Services | DPD | Argonne National
Labs | university partners (i.e. IIT, UIC, Loyola)

Short-term

3.2 Invest in the latest available signal-timing technology.

IDOT | CDOT

Short-term/
Mid-term

 econfigure the roadway.
3.3 R

IDOT | CDOT

Mid-term

3.4 Install green infrastructure in right-of-way for stormwater management.

DPD | Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) | Department of Waste
Management | MWRD

Short-term/
Mid-term

3.5 Consider designating area between Millard and Albany as a tech corridor.

24th Ward Alderman | economic development organizations | 1871 | fiberoptic line owners: Windstream | Zayo

Mid-term/
Long-term

Strategy 4: Beautify corridors through streetscaping and historic markers.
4.1 P
 lant street trees throughout street network, prioritizing key commercial corridors.

SAIC | Homan Grown | NLEN | NLCCC | DPD | block clubs | Morton
Arboretum | US Forest Service | CDOT

Short-term/
Long-term

4.2 Install Route 66 signs and landmarks along Ogden Avenue.

NLCCC and related community groups (including chamber of commerce)
| IDOT | CDOT

Mid-term

4.3 Install gateway murals in various corridors

Historic preservation groups such as Landmarks Illinois | Route 66
Association of Illinois

Mid-term/
Long-term

5.1 E
 xpand educational efforts about benefits of bike riding.

Slow Roll Chicago | Equiticity | CDOT | Divvy | Active Transportation
Alliance | Chicago Public Library (Douglass Branch)

Short-term

5.2 Support efforts to expand both the physical and social reach of bike-sharing.

Equiticity | NLCCC | UCAN | Divvy

Short-term

5.3 Grow the on-street bike infrastructure network to connect to citywide and regional routes.

CDOT | IDOT | CMAP | Active Transportation Alliance | NLCCC (to engage
other community groups)

Short-term/
Mid-term

5.4 Attract bike tourists to stop in North Lawndale, with emphases on the Boulevards and Douglas
Park.

Choose Chicago | Chicago Park District | CDOT | DPD (Historic
Preservation and Landmarks Division)

Short-term

5.5 Recruit existing or cultivate new bike shop.

NLCCC | Chamber of Commerce | 24th Ward Alderman

Short-term

5.6 T
 rain more residents how to repair bikes.

NLEN | BBF Family Services | City Colleges | Chicago Public Schools

Short-term

Strategy 5: Expand biking through new routes, initiatives, and training.
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 6: Support freight-intensive businesses with roadway investment in key areas.
6.1 Improve truck routes that serve industrial areas.

IDOT | Cook County DOTH | CDOT | Industrial developers

Short-term

6.2 P
 rioritize truck routes for pavement management and maintenance.

IDOT | CDOT

Short-term

7.1 Acquire capital assets: land, property, building, internal technology and systems.

Adivi Corp. | 24th Ward Alderman | NLCCC | Neighborhood Opportunity
Fund

Short-term/
Mid-term

7.2 Launch and promote a computer training lab.

Adivi Corp. | IC Stars | Chicago Public Schools | Corporate Internet service
providers/Corporate sponsors

Mid-term

7.3 Install and configure neighborhood-wide Wifi access signal.

Adivi Corp. | 24th Ward Alderman | Cook County Commissioner, 2nd
District | City Colleges | Chicago Public Schools | NLEN

Mid-term

7.4 Create an online community resources portal.

Adivi Corp. | NLCCC

Short-term

Strategy 7: Develop and launch a community technology center.

NOTE: Short-term: one year

Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years

Data Sources & References
1. IDOT Division of Traffic Safety, 2010-2014
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/Assets/uploads/files/About-IDOT/Reports/2014%20
IDOT%20Annual%20Report%20FINAL.pdf
2. Vision Zero 2017-2019 Action Plan (June 2017), Chicago Department of
Transportation
http://visionzerochicago.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/17_0612-VZ-ActionPlan_FOR-WEB.pdf
3. Blue Line Forest Park Branch Vision Study, Chicago Transit Authority
https://www.transitchicago.com/blueweststudy/#moreinfo
4. Transit Friendly Development Guide, Station Area Typology, Chicago Transit
Authority
https://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Planning_and_
Policy/Publications/Transit_Friendly_Development_Guide/CTA_Typology_
Study.pdf

5. Smart Street Lighting, Illinois Department of Innovation and Technology
https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/doit/Strategy/Pages/smartlighting.aspx
6. U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, Center for
Accelerating Innovation
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/everydaycounts/edc-1/asct.cfm
7. Queens Boulevard: Roosevelt Ave. to 73rd St., New York City Department of
Transportation
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/queens-blvd-roosevelt-avemar2018.pdf
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ISSUE AREA I

GREENING AND OPEN SPACE

We will promote greening efforts that beautify our neighborhood and also expand
social and economic opportunities that encourage entrepreneurship, education, social
engagement, and environmental stewardship.
STRATEGY 1

STRATEGY 2:

STRATEGY 3:

Utilize our available green spaces and vacant lots to
promote cohesion, develop North Lawndale as a hub
for the greening industry, promote healthy living, and
environmental awareness.

Empower residents and organizations to
create artistic, beautifully landscaped, clean,
and environmentally diverse streetscapes.

Create and maintain welcoming, safe,
and high-quality parks and recreation
areas throughout the community.

• Create youth-led neighborhood litter and recycling
campaigns.

• Repair, maintain, and improve the facilities at Douglas
Park, Franklin Park, and other public
park spaces in North Lawndale.

• Create a centralized location to provide information on
gardens and parks and identify organizations to adopt
and maintain existing green spaces.
• Foster the success of the North Lawndale greening
industry by creating a welcoming business climate
and by leveraging existing assets and the expertise of
partner organizations.
• Encourage the development of larger urban
agriculture enterprises on contiguous vacant
parcels in high-vacancy areas.
• Continue to activate vacant lots and open spaces
throughout the community by transforming them into
community gardens and parks.
Champions: Neighborspace, Homan Grown, DPD
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• Place permanent, secure trash cans throughout
the neighborhood that can double as public art.
• Plant trees throughout the neighborhood via the Oaks
of North Lawndale project to achieve Arboretum
Status, which will highlight our community’s natural
assets.
Champions: Free Spirit Media, SAIC

• Transform vacant lots into playlots and identify
opportunities to create a new park space to
benefit underserved areas of the community,
especially where infill housing development is
being prioritized.
• Improve public safety and maintenance of
Independence and Douglas Boulevards.
Champions: Chicago Park District, 24th Ward Alderman’s Office

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

1. Percent of vacant lots
transformed into active
community spaces or
open green space
2. N
 umber of trash cans,
street lights, trees, and
planters added to the
community

There are more than 40 documented
garden and agricultural spaces in our
community, including two operational
urban farms and two apiaries

Nearly 18%

of North Lawndale’s land
is open space

3. Two annual environmental
stewardship events
4. Number of community
participants engaged in
environmental programming

Douglas Park, considered a community gem,
is one of 15 North Lawndale parks maintained
by the Chicago Park District

15%
North Lawndale current
tree canopy, one of the
lowest in the city of
Chicago
Greening and Open Space
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Community gardens are valued community assets
and desired by residents in combatting blight.

Current initiatives can spur community involvement
and coordination.

NLCCC’s 2016 Planning Conference attendees shared
that the installation of community gardens on vacant
lots is one of the top three actions for addressing vacant
lots in North Lawndale. Local community groups and
institutions have planted numerous plots across North
Lawndale as a tool to activate vacant lots and beautify
the neighborhood, 19 of which are community gardens,
15 of which are dedicated to beautification of the area,
and 2 of which are urban farm operations. The majority
of these spaces are considered food productive and
were established by nonprofit groups. NeighborSpace,
for example, is an urban land trust that acquires land
and provides basic insurance, access to water, and links
to support networks so that community groups can
focus on gardening.

There are many community groups and institutions
that plan, coordinate, and promote recreation activities
in North Lawndale. However, many feel that there is a
need to strengthen the sense of ownership and resident
involvement. Activities that keep families connected,
encourage residents to become active participants in
recreation, and promote stewardship of open space are
needed to effectively increase the quantity and improve
the quality of parks and recreation in North Lawndale.

Park maintenance and environmental quality are top
concerns.
Community members expressed a need for improved
park maintenance in North Lawndale and concern
over environmental impacts as a result of large-scale
events in Douglas Park. Community members consider
Douglas Park a community gem and is one of 15 North
Lawndale parks maintained by the Chicago Park District.
The upkeep of park infrastructure, including walking
and biking paths, the Douglas Park Field House, and
improved lighting for safety were identified as issues to
address in North Lawndale’s neighborhood plan.
Douglas Park is North Lawndale’s focal point for
recreational activities and leisure space, but residents
would like more parks with facilities throughout
the community. Despite the presence of Douglas
Park, community members would like increased
programmable parks and open space with recreational
amenities closer to their homes. While most open
spaces are located in the community’s central,
northern, and eastern areas, residents of North
Lawndale’s southwest corner may face greater difficulty
in accessing nearby open space relative to other
community members who live elsewhere.
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Greening and Open Space Framework

CALIFORNIA AVE

KEDZIE AVE

HOMAN AVE

SACRAMENTO BLVD

ROOSEVELT RD

CENTRAL PARK AVE

North Lawndale Greening and Open Space Framework Map

INDEPENDENCE BLVD

Existing Campus Parks - Asphalt school playgrounds
that were transformed into spaces with lawns and
playgrounds through the Campus Park Program.

Greening and Open Space Framework

PULASKI AVE

Existing Community Gardens - Current spaces include
community gardens, farms, and campus park program
sites.

KOSTNER AVE

This map illustrates our community’s existing greening
and arts assets as well as where investments should
be prioritized to further the goal of beautifying our
neighborhood.

Tree Priority Corridor - We identified streets where our
community should prioritize as we plant trees through
the Oaks of North Lawndale initiative. While we hope
to plant trees throughout the neighborhood, we should
prioritize planting trees along these streets first.
New Green Space Priority Areas - While North
Lawndale is fortunate to have access to beautiful open
spaces such as Douglas Park and Franklin Park, there
are some areas of our community that are within a short
walking distance of green spaces. We will prioritize the
addition of any new open space in these areas.
Urban Agriculture Priority Sites - These represent large
clusters of vacant lots within Zone 3 of the Land Use
Framework where urban agriculture land uses should be
prioritized.
Urban Agriculture Secondary Sites - These represent
large clusters of vacant lots within Zone 2 of the Land
Use Framework where community gardens should be
encouraged. More intense urban agriculture should also
be considered when no nearby sites within Zone 3 are
appropriate and available for use.
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16TH ST

CERMAK RD

Garden & Farm Locations
Existing Campus Parks
New Green Space Priority Areas
Urban Agriculture Priority Sites
OG

DEN

AV E

Tree Priority Corridor, First Priority
Tree Priority Corridor, Second Priority

Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Utilize our available green spaces and vacant lots to
promote cohesion, develop North Lawndale as a hub
for the greening industry, promote healthy living, and
environmental awareness.
We will continue to transform underutilized sites
throughout our neighborhood into pleasant and
productive green spaces. We will make our existing
community gardens more accessible and enjoyable
to North Lawndale residents, while continuing to
promote urban agriculture businesses as an economic
development initiative.
1.1 Provide information on gardens and parks in a
centralized location and identify organizations to
adopt and maintain existing green spaces.
A number of community members and organizations
dedicate their time creating and tending to community
gardens and parks throughout North Lawndale.
However, it can often be difficult to know the hours of
operation and how to get involved with these existing
green spaces in our community for interested residents.
Building off of the community gardens map created
as a part of the North Lawndale Existing Conditions
Report, we will host this map along with accompanying
information for each of the community gardens in our
neighborhood on the NLCCC website so residents can
take advantage of these community green spaces.

Furthermore, we will conduct outreach to block clubs,
churches, and local organizations to empower these
groups to be responsible for the cleanliness for certain
blocks in our community.
1.2 Create a welcoming business climate to foster the
success of the North Lawndale greening industry.
Home to businesses and organizations such as Sweet
Beginnings, the Hive Chicago, the Chicago Botanic
Garden’s Windy City Harvest Youth Farm, the CCA
Academy Urban Agriculture program, and the Farm
On Ogden facility, our community boasts a budding
urban agriculture industry. We aim to nurture existing
and future greening businesses, such as U-pick berry
patches, orchards, urban farms, apiaries, farm-totable restaurants, and nurseries, in North Lawndale
by providing a supportive environment where these
businesses can flourish.
In the near-term, we aim to leverage the expertise
of our partner organizations and local universities
to provide local trainings on horticulture, landscape
design and maintenance, the benefits of neighborhood
beautification, beekeeping, food safety, business
management, conservation, and other topics as
determined by urban agriculture business owners and
members of the local greening industry. We will also
take advantage of CCA Academy’s commercial kitchen
and the Farm on Ogden’s design as a community hub
to have a centralized entity and location for sharing
information with local urban agriculture entrepreneurs.

As more urban agriculture and greening industry
businesses open shop in our community we will create
a greening business association to further support the
needs of this emerging local industry. We will connect
potential local food entrepreneurs to the resources of
The Hatchery, a new food business incubator slated to
open in 2018 just to the north of our community in East
Garfield Park, as we aim to encourage the development
of new food businesses in North Lawndale.
1.3 Encourage the development of larger urban
agriculture enterprises on contiguous vacant parcels
in high-vacancy areas.
As mentioned in Chapter 1: Housing, Strategy 2.3, we
will continue to encourage the development of urban
agriculture businesses in our community, especially in
areas located within Zone 3 of the Land Use Framework
where there are large amounts of existing vacant land.
Urban agriculture businesses (such as orchards, farms,
and apiaries) can provide a near- and mid-term land
use that improves the appearance and safety of zone 3
areas that have been significantly impacted by vacancy,
while also providing green jobs in our community. To
accomplish this goal we will prioritize adding new urban
agriculture businesses within the urban agriculture
priority sites identified in the Greening and Arts
Framework Map.
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1.4 Continue to activate vacant lots and open spaces
throughout the community by transforming them into
community gardens and parks.
The North Lawndale GROWs committee has been
extremely successful at partnering with NeighborSpace
to transform vacant lots into community gardens. We
will continue to seek opportunities to use this tried and
true method to convert vacant parcels, especially in
zone 1 and 2 areas of the community, to beautify our
community, foster related economic opportunities,
and promote new developments. The NeighborSpace
website 1 outlines how to become a communitymanaged open space, and the GROWs committee will
continue to support and give guidance to organizations
looking to open a community garden in North Lawndale.
We will also work with the NLCCC Youth and Recreation
a committee and the Chicago Park District to activate
existing open spaces with high-quality facilities and
recreational programming that serve the needs of local
recreational organizations. For example, Park No. 534 at
13th Place and St. Louis Avenue could be potentially be
utilized for track and field programming and be a host
site for community events in addition to activities run
through nearby Lawndale Community Academy.
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STRATEGY 2
Empower residents and organizations to create
artistic, beautifully landscaped, clean, and
environmentally diverse streetscapes.
We will continue to empower and enable residents to
beautify our neighborhood. We aim to foster community
pride and stewardship by ensuring our neighborhood is
clean, safe, and green. We hope that as residents learn
to take care of our neighborhood’s streetscapes, their
sense of community pride will grow.
2.1 Create a youth-led neighborhood litter and
recycling campaign.
We can help beautify our neighborhood by
empowering residents to decrease the amount of
litter in our community. Clean streets will make our
community safer, will promote neighborhood pride,
and will encourage more people to live healthier
lifestyles by making it more attractive to spend time
outside. We believe that the young people within
our community possess the drive, enthusiasm, and
creativity to lead the charge on this issue. We will
help facilitate partnerships between the Chicago Park
District, Chicago Department of Transportation, and
organizations that work with youth including North
Lawndale schools, youth organizations, and non-profits
to create a youth-led litter and recycling campaign to
encourage neighbors to keep their blocks trash-free and
to organize trash clean-up events. If successful, such
programs could also be expanded to provide summer
jobs to address maintenance issues of key public areas

such as Independence and Douglas Boulevards as
recommended in section 3.3.
2.2 Place permanent, secure trash cans throughout
the neighborhood that can double as public art.
We can simultaneously promote neighborhood
beautification efforts and foster a sense of
neighborhood pride by increasing the number of secure
trash cans throughout the neighborhood, especially
along main roads. These trash cans should be firmly
secured to the ground, should be regularly emptied,
and can double as community-created art installations.
Trash cans designed to be firmly secured to the ground
will incur a cost beyond what the city typically provides
for, and will entail a discussion with the alderman’s
office. The North Lawndale Coalition of Artists (Chapter
5. Arts and Culture Strategy 1.2) will partner with the
Alderman’s office and the Department of Streets and
Sanitation to secure funding and to mobilize local artists
and community members in the creation and placement
of these trash cans.
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Zoning and Urban Agriculture: In 2011, the City of
Chicago adopted an amendment to the Chicago
Zoning Ordinance that expands and defines the use
of community gardens and urban farms in many
parts of the city. This zoning amendment has helped
to streamline and simplify the process of creating
productive landscapes in the City of Chicago, and
we commend the City for this change. Many areas
identified as Urban Agriculture Priority Areas in the
Greening & Arts framework map are in portions of
the community zoned as Residential (R) or B1 & B2
business districts that do not allow for urban farms,
only allowing community gardens under 25,000 SF in
size. Pursuing urban farming as envisioned by this plan
will entail rezoning in certain areas of the community,
and it is unclear if the City of Chicago is amenable to
those changes. We will need to engage the City in
ongoing conversations about changes to the current
zoning districts in North Lawndale to allow for the
expansion of urban farming where appropriate in our
community.
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2.3 Plant trees throughout the neighborhood via the
Oaks of North Lawndale project to achieve Arboretum
Status.
With 15 percent tree canopy coverage, North Lawndale
has one of the lowest tree coverage of any of the
neighborhoods in the City of Chicago. To help
address this issue, our community is fortunate
to have received the commitment from the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago to plant
7,000 trees throughout North Lawndale over
the course of the next few years. Increased
tree canopy coverage has been linked
to numerous health and social benefits,
including improved air quality, lower crime
rates, temperature reductions, reduced stress
levels, and a whole host of other benefits.
Furthermore, these trees will be grown within
the North Lawndale community and will allow
some residents to develop and hone urban
agriculture skills while fostering a sense of
environmental stewardship.

Additionally, these trees will allow North Lawndale to
work towards Arboretum Status Accreditation which
will highlight our community’s natural assets and serve
as a helpful marketing tool. While ongoing input on
the location of these trees will be necessary, we will

prioritize planting trees along commercial corridors
in our community (16th Street, Ogden, and Roosevelt
Rd), on park district properties and boulevards where
additional trees are desired, and in zone 1 areas.

Source: The Nature Conservancy2
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STRATEGY 3
Create and maintain welcoming, safe, and highquality parks and recreation areas throughout the
community.
We are lucky to be home to numerous formal park
spaces managed by the Chicago Park District including
Douglas Park, which is a great asset to our community.
However the presence of such a large regional park
within our community conceals the fact that some
areas in the Southwest portion of the neighborhood
are not within a short walk to a park. We need to
invest in improvements to our existing facilities while
simultaneously opening new facilities to serve areas of
our community that are not close to recreation spaces
and do not meet the City of Chicago’s Park District
service area standards as outlined in the CitySpace Plan.
Together, these strategies will allow more people in our
community to benefit from the Chicago Park District
resources in our community.
3.1 Repair, maintain, and improve the facilities at
Douglas Park, Franklin Park, and other public park
spaces in North Lawndale.
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Our public parks are some of our neighborhood’s
greatest community assets, yet upkeep of park
infrastructure requires greater attention. While Franklin
Park has benefited from the recent investments of new
basketball courts and a boxing ring, many of our park
facilities are in need of repair, including the Douglas
Park historic Field House, walking paths, and bike paths.
Furthermore, to increase the safety and patronage
North Lawndale Quality-of-Life Plan

of our parks, we need to invest in better lighting and
signage so that residents can easily navigate and
utilize these open spaces. These enhancements will
allow North Lawndale parks to increase their capacity
to host regular community events and larger regional
and national events. We understand that improving
our parks will require significant investment and that
coordination with partner organizations is needed to
achieve our goals. Rebuilding Together of Metro Chicago
is an example of partner organizations with programs
dedicated to community improvement projects such as
park enhancements. We will work with the NLCCC Youth
and Recreation Committee, our local park advisory
councils, and the Chicago Park District to continue to
seek assistance from strategic and corporate partners.
3.2 Transform vacant lots into playlots and identify
opportunities to create a new park space to benefit
underserved areas of the community.
While our community has access to 220 acres of
open space, most of that park space (174 acres) is
concentrated in Douglas Park. To increase park access
to residents throughout the community, the Chicago
Park District should explore options for creating new
park space with programming to serve the park-poor
areas in the southwestern portion of North Lawndale.
Furthermore, we will engage with corporate partners
and the Chicago Park District to identify funding
(potentially through selling vacant city-owned parcels)
and prioritize parcels for the conversion of vacant
lots into playlots, especially in zone 1 and zone 2
areas where infill housing development is also being

prioritized. Should new residents locate in these areas
as envisioned, the need for new park space will only
grow. Millard Park is an example of a quality infill park
that was located on a previously vacant lot. While the
Chicago Park District would be a primary partner in
implementing this recommendation, we understand
the need to foster partnerships with neighborhood
institutions to assist with long-term maintenance. We
will seek to coordinate with our local park advisory
councils and the Chicago Parks Foundation’s Adopt-aPark program to identify such partnership opportunities.
We will also evalute the use of the City of Chicago's
Open Space Impact Fee program to help create public
open spaces in North Lawndale.
3.3 Improve public safety and maintenance of
Independence and Douglas Boulevards.
To increase the safety of Independence and Douglas
Boulevards, we will work with community members,
the Chicago Park District, and the Chicago Department
of Transportation to ensure that these public areas
are well-maintained and cleaned as an expression
of community ownership and to dissuade criminal
activities. Similarly, the walkways and common areas
within the boulevards should be well lit, installing
additional lighting as necessary. NLCCC will work with
the Park District and the Department of Transportation
to formalize an agreement for the maintenance
responsibilities of the boulevards, ensuring that trees
and landscaping are trimmed, the boulevards are
cleaned, lighting is functioning, and snow is cleared.
We will also encourage the residents who live along the
boulevards to report any illegal activities.
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Utilize our available green spaces and vacant lots to promote cohesion, develop North Lawndale as a hub for the greening
industry, promote healthy living, and environmental awareness.
1.1 Provide information on gardens and parks in a centralized location and identify organizations to
adopt and maintain existing green spaces.

Neighborspace, Schools in North Lawndale (Noble, CPS, Kipp-Ascend,
Legacy, CCA), Y-Men, BBF, NL GROWs Committee, churches, Block
clubs, I am Able, Hospitals, Department of Streets and Sanitation,
Chamber of Commerce, Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
(DCASE)

Short-term

1.2 Create a welcoming business climate to foster the success of the North Lawndale greening
industry.

Homan-Grown, Chicago Botanic Garden, North Lawndale GROWs
committee, NLEN, universities (especially UIC, Loyola, and DePaul),
Christy Webber Landscapes, CCA Academy, North Wind Perennial Farm,
Green Corps, SAIC, U.S. Forestry Service, Open Lands, Neighborspace,
University of Illinois Extension program Master Gardeners, Gardeneers,
Tree Keepers, Chamber of Commerce, Alderman’s Office, NLCCC
GROWs committee, USDA, Kimball Musk – Kitchen Communities,
Common Threads, Skyler Dee’s, Glennart Farm, Farm on Ogden, The
Hatchery, DCASE, Department of Business Affairs and Consumer
Protection (BACP)

Long-term

1.3 Encourage the development of larger urban agriculture enterprises on contiguous vacant
parcels in high-vacancy areas.

Homan-Grown, Chicago Botanic Garden, North Lawndale GROWs
committee, NLEN, universities (especially UIC, Loyola, and DePaul),
Christy Webber Landscapes, CCA Academy, North Wind Perennial Farm,
Green Corps, SAIC, U.S. Forestry Service, Open Lands, Neighborspace,
University of Illinois Extension program Master Gardeners, Gardeneers,
Tree Keepers, Chamber of Commerce, Alderman’s Office, NLCCC
GROWs committee, USDA, Kimball Musk – Kitchen Communities,
Common Threads, Skyler Dee’s, Glennart Farm, Farm on Ogden, The
Hatchery, City of Chicago DPD, DCASE, BACP

Mid-term

1.4 Continue to activate vacant lots and open spaces throughout the community by transforming
them into community gardens and parks.

Homan-Grown, NeighborSpace, GROWs committee, Chicago Park
District, NLCCC Youth and Recreation committee, DCASE

Mid-term
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 2: Empower residents and organizations to create artistic, beautifully landscaped, clean, and environmentally diverse
streetscapes.
2.1 C
 reate a youth-led neighborhood litter and recycling campaign.

Free Spirit Media, CAN-TV, public schools, North Lawndale community
newspaper, Austin News, Douglas Park clean-up days, BBF, Alderman’s
office, Men Making A Difference, Chicago Department of Streets and
Sanitation, Chicago Park District, Sal Dunlap, Chamber of commerce,
CPS, GROWs committee, After School Matters, One Summer Chicago

Short-term/
Mid-term

2.2 Place permanent, secure trash cans throughout the neighborhood that can double as public
art.

Department of Streets and Sanitation, Coalition of Artists from Arts and
Culture Chapter 1.2, Chicago Urban Art Retreat, block clubs, SAIC,
public schools, churches, hospitals, Chamber of Commerce, GROWs
Committee, Alderman’s Office

Mid-term/Longterm

2.3 Plant trees throughout the neighborhood via the Oaks of North Lawndale project to achieve
Arboretum Status.

SAIC, Homan Grown, NLEN, NLCCC, GROWs Committee, DPD,
“everybody”, block clubs, Morton Arboretum, US Forest Service,
Neighborspace, public schools, churches, block clubs, hospitals,
Department of Streets and Sanitation, Chicago Park District

Mid-term/Longterm

Strategy 3: Create and maintain welcoming, safe, and high-quality parks and recreation areas throughout the community.
3.1 Repair, maintain, and improve the facilities at Douglas Park, Franklin Park, and other public
park spaces in North Lawndale.

Chicago Park District, DPAC, DPCCC, Rebuilding Together of Metro
Chicago, NLCCC Youth and Recreation Committee

Mid-term

3.2 Transform vacant lots into playlots and identify opportunities to create a new park space to
benefit underserved areas of the community.

Chicago Park District, DPD, alderman’s office, Chicago Parks Foundation

Mid-term/Longterm

3.3 Improve public safety and maintenance of Independence and Douglas Boulevards.

Alderman’s office, Chicago Park District, DPD, CDOT, residents along
Boulevards, NLCCC

Short-term

NOTE: Short-term: one year

Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years

Data Sources & References
1. Chicago Urban Agriculture Mapping Project (including Neighborspace gardens)
https://cuamp.org/
2. Benefits of Urban Trees, The Nature Conservancy
https://global.nature.org/content/funding-trees-for-health
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ISSUE AREA I

ARTS AND CULTURE

We will increase awareness, participation, and expression in the arts, including hosting
annual events. We will continue to partner with other arts-based organizations to build
a network of artists.
STRATEGY 1

Invest in existing spaces and create new spaces where
artists can create, learn, display, and perform their
craft.

• Create an arts district with artist live/work spaces—
an art hub with studio space and artists’ lofts—that
creates arts programming for the community and
attracts outside visitors.

 reate gateway murals and a walking tour that
•C
teach the neighborhood’s history neighborhood,
from Route 66 to Martin Luther King, Jr.’s push for fair
housing to Cobra Records.

• Continue to expand arts and culture events and
programming, notably the North Lawndale Arts
Festival and Gallery Night, as well as new events at
the Douglas Park Cultural Center and SAIC’s Homan
Square facility.

• Create a multi-use art venue in North Lawndale,
including gallery space and equipment to record and/
or perform music, and encourage the development of
other performance spaces in
the community.

• Enhance the business and entrepreneurial skills
of our many talented artists by hosting festivals
and gallery nights to connect artists to collectors.

• Build a coalition of artists in the community to create
a semi-annual networking event for North Lawndale
artists, spurring collaboration amongst artists and
local arts institutions and creating more arts-based
business opportunities.

Champions: NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, SAIC

• Create an inventory of existing local art venues,
stakeholders, and training opportunities to facilitate
additional collaboration, elevate programs’ profiles,
and expose more residents to these resources.
• Increase participation and awareness of numerous
programming opportunities for teenagers and seniors
at Chicago Park District facilities.

STRATEGY 2

Increase the influence of arts and culture in
North Lawndale while expanding and building
the capacity of our local network of artists.
• Activate open spaces and vacant lots
throughout the community with public art,
such as commissioned art installations, pop-up
exhibits and performances, rotating artwork from
neighborhood schools, and performances curated by
local artistic organizations.
• Curate cultural experiences in green and open spaces
such as our community gardens and parks
to build awareness of these community assets.
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• Foster mentorship relationships for youth and local
artists with arts-centered placements in the City’s
summer programs and arts and tech training and by
connecting local artists with each other and artists
outside the community.
Champions: NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee,
24th Ward Alderman’s Office

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

1. 	Growth of our annual public
arts and cultural events:
more annual installations and
events
2.	Number of community
participants engaged in arts
and culture programming
3.	Number of area artists or
residents hired through new
arts and culture programming
4.	Two additional designated
exhibition spaces and the
creation of a multifunctional
space

400-600

visitors annually attend
Open House Chicago at
the Nichols Tower/Power
House in Homan Square

North Lawndale’s arts and
culture programming includes
the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago’s permanent classroom
and festivals at the Douglas Park
Cultural Center

“In North Lawndale for years there’s been a lack
of what I would say ‘engaged beauty’, and I think
that art can bring some engaged beauty into
the community.” — Sheila McNary

Many residents want to
strengthen the sense of
ownership and resident
involvement in local arts
and culture activities and
large-scale events such as the
Westside Music Festival
Arts and Culture
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Key Findings
North Lawndale is home to numerous cultural venues,
historic landmarks and districts, and a wealth of
community service providers. These assets serve
as a source of community pride and are viewed as
key elements of future neighborhood growth. North
Lawndale has numerous ties to the Chicago Blues and
west side music scene, and has hosted prominent music
and arts festivals in recent years. Furthermore, there are
numerous organizations, such as the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago and the Firehouse Community Arts
Center, that are providing local residents with cultural
experiences and arts education.
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High quality arts and culture programming exists in
North Lawndale.
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC)
opened a permanent classroom outside of its
downtown campus in the Nichols Tower, the original
Sears, Roebuck and Co. property, in 2016. SAIC offers
arts education workshops and full courses for local
residents, and their Artist in Residence Program
collaborates with nearby communities around themes
of social and civic engagement, public and community
art, urban studies, and urban agriculture. Furthermore,
the Chicago Park District provides a number of dance,
visual arts, youth camps, and other special interest
festivals at the Douglas Park Cultural Center throughout
the year that are well-attended. These programs are
well-liked, but some residents noted that there needs to
be greater access to these facilities for residents from
throughout the community, and that more arts and
culture programming should be provided to all parts of
the neighborhood.

Douglas Park acts as North Lawndale’s primary
community and cultural center as well as a national
destination for cultural events.
Many local city-sponsored classes and events held at
the Douglas Park Cultural Center provide access to
recreation, arts, and culture programming, while the
park itself serves as an important community gathering
space. In recent years, Douglas Park has hosted popular,
large-scale events such as Riot Fest, Westside Music
Festival, and the North Lawndale Arts Festival, which
attract crowds from both a local and national audience.
Some of these events have attracted hundreds of
thousands to the community and can be leveraged to
foster a greater positive perception of North Lawndale,
as well as to promote the work of Westside artists.
Current initiatives can spur community involvement
and coordination.
There are many community groups, schools, and
institutions that plan, coordinate, and promote arts
and culture activities in North Lawndale. However,
many feel that there is a need to strengthen the sense
of ownership and resident involvement. Activities
that highlight our community’s rich history, provide
profitable outcomes for our local artists and creators,
and teach youth creative skills are needed to effectively
increase the reach of arts and culture programming in
our community.

NLCCC’s arts and
culture efforts
implement city-wide
goals.
The City of Chicago
Cultural Plan (2012) 1
outlines ways in which
neighborhoods can
celebrate and expand
City of ChiCago
their cultural assets.
CULtURaL PLaN 2012
oCtobeR 2012
The Chicago Cultural
Plan states the need
for neighborhood-focused arts and culture efforts,
the importance of access to arts and culture, and the
benefits of sustaining arts and culture activities with a
civic and economic impact. Many of the arts and culture
organizations in North Lawndale are implementing
these larger citywide goals at a local level in our
community, as we work to increase cultural spaces
and assets that celebrate our neighborhood’s personal
culture and heritage.
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NorthCulture
LawndaleFramework
Arts and Culture Framework Map
Arts and

North Lawndale is home to numerous cultural venues,
historic landmarks and districts, and a wealth of
community service providers. These assets serve as a
source of community pride and will provide anchors for
plan recommendations moving forward.

Art and Entertainment Venues - In addition to the
growing attention North Lawndale has received for
hosting popular music festivals, efforts to provide local
residents with cultural experiences and arts education
have taken root in the community in recent years as well
as highlighted by the various arts and entertain venues
in the community.
Potential Future Public Art/Community Garden Lot Vacant lots within 1 block (.125 miles) of neighborhood
institutions that could serve as potential sponsors/
stewards of future art/garden installations.

George’s
Music Room

KEDZIE AVE

HOMAN AVE
Lawndale Cinemas
Entertainment 10

SACRAMENTO BLVD

ROOSEVELT RD

CENTRAL PARK AVE

KOSTNER AVE

INDEPENDENCE BLVD

Possible Viaduct Mural - In celebration of North
Lawndale’s sesquicentennial in 2019, we hope to paint a
number of gateway murals celebrating our community’s
history at the identified locations.

SAIC at
Nichols Tower

PULASKI AVE

Arts and Culture Framework

Cobra Records

Central Park
Theatre

Douglas Park
Cultural and Community Center
(Arts & Culture Festival)
BBF Services
(Black Harvest
Film Festival)
Martin Luther King
Fair Housing Museum
Livin Clean
Entertainment

16TH ST

Arts & Soul

(
K o s tn e r

CERMAK RD

Urban
Art
Retreat
The Gallery
at 3824
Firehouse
Community
Arts Center

Arts and Entertainment Venue

" Venue
Historic
Neighborhood Institution

OG

DEN

AV E

Potential Future Public Art/
Community Garden Lot

"
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Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Invest in existing spaces and create new spaces where
artists can create, learn, display and perform their
craft.
We would like to expand opportunities for artistic
expression and businesses in our community. We will
build upon efforts already happening in North Lawndale,
and will work to make our neighborhood a place where
artists can thrive and create their work profitably. We
hope these efforts beautify our community, provide
jobs, and connect residents with their neighborhood’s
culture and history.

Nichols Tower (the original Sears Tower) is home to numerous community service providers and programs including
SAIC's Nichols Tower Artist-in-Residence program.
Arts and Culture
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1.1 Continue to expand arts and culture events and
programming, notably the North Lawndale Arts
Festival and Gallery Night, as well as new events at
the Douglas Park Cultural Center and SAIC’s Homan
Square facility.
We will build upon the success of the North Lawndale
Arts Festival and Gallery Night to 1) continue to expand
the length and scope of the existing festival, and
2) create additional arts and culture programming
throughout the year. Started in August 2016, the North
Lawndale Arts Festival and Gallery Night has quickly
expanded into a weekend program with local vendors,
an education fair with STEAM/STEM organizations,
and a lineup of three days of music and entertainment
that celebrate North Lawndale’s personal cultural
expression and heritage. We will continue to grow
the existing arts and culture festival to highlight the
cultural resources and talents within our community,
support local business, and connect North Lawndale
youth to educational opportunities. Furthermore, we
aim to continue this programming by creating a series
of community-wide arts and culture events (such as a
holiday festival and an open studio night), that builds
upon the existing arts and culture programming at the
Douglas Park Cultural Center and SAIC’s Homan Square
facility, throughout the year.
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1.2 Build a coalition of artists in the community to
create a semi-annual networking event for North
Lawndale artists, spurring collaboration amongst
artists and local arts institutions and creating more
arts-based business opportunities.
The NLCCC Arts and Culture committee has recently
started an effort to organize the many different artists
within North Lawndale into a single coalition of local
artists. This coalition will communicate regularly to
strategize and work together to advocate for the arts
needs of our community. By speaking with one voice,
this coalition of artists will better leverage resources to
create a dynamic hub for creative practices that benefit
the neighborhood’s residents, businesses, and visitors.
We will create and host a semi-annual networking event
for people interested in doing artistic work within our
community, as well as for Chicago-based arts-related
anchors such as Cinespace Chicago Film Studios, with
the hope that this will spur collaboration amongst North
Lawndale artists and local arts institutions to create
more arts-based business opportunities. This coalition
of Lawndale artists will act as an implementer for many
of the arts and culture recommendations listed in this
chapter.

1.3 Create an inventory of existing local art venues,
stakeholders, and training opportunities to facilitate
additional collaboration, elevate programs’ profiles,
and expose more residents to these resources.
Our community is home to a number of artists, yet there
are few well-known locations within the community
where artists can practice their art. To better facilitate
the production and performance of art within our
community, the NLCCC arts and culture committee in
collaboration with SAIC will create a detailed online
inventory of locations (including hours of operations,
any necessary permits, contact information etc.) within
North Lawndale where artists can perform and display
their work as well as a directory of art and culture
partners and program. This directory of arts and
culture partners and programs will facilitate additional
collaboration, will elevate the profile of these local
programs, and will expose more residents to arts and
culture resources.

1.4 Increase participation and awareness of numerous
programming opportunities for teenagers and seniors
at Chicago Park District facilities.
The Chicago Park District provides numerous
programming opportunities for the residents of our
neighborhood. In some instances accessing park district
facilities can be difficult for those who do not live nearby
and do not drive. Our community will coordinate with
the Chicago Park District to increase participation in
cultural event, including Douglas Park Cultural Center
activities, by improving signage and exploring additional
transportation options to and from the cultural center
for youth and seniors. Similarly, most programming
participants that currently utilize the resources available
through the park district hear about these events and
opportunities via word of mouth. The newly formed
Douglas Park Cultural Center Council aims to increase
the awareness of programming by publicizing events
and classes through community partners and by posting
information throughout the community.

Arts and Culture
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1.5 Create an arts district with artist live/work spaces
that creates arts programming for the community and
attracts visitors from outside the community.

1.6 Create a multi-use art venue in North Lawndale
and encourage the development of other
performance spaces in the community.

Building off the success of SAIC’s arts programming at
Nichols Tower, we aim to create an art district with artist
live/work spaces in our neighborhood. The presence
of an art hub with studio space and artists’ lofts will
give the North Lawndale arts community a home base
for the arts community and will create an environment
conducive to the creation and teaching of art in our
neighborhood. As recommended in Chapter 1: Housing
Action 3.4, the proposed North Lawndale Land Use
Committee will support potential future public and
private initiatives to bring artists’ lofts and studio spaces
to the community and should work to ensure that it
is built in a manner that addresses the needs of local
artists and works to expand art in public spaces.

Our neighborhood lacks a venue with the necessary
audio-visual equipment for musicians to record and/
or perform their work in front of an audience, creating
a barrier for the conversion of creative talent into a
viable means of making a profit. Numerous artists
within our community desire a performance space,
along the lines of The Promontory venue in Hyde Park,
where patrons can attend a live performance in a
space with a liquor license. Furthermore, artists in our
community also want this multi-use art venue to have
gallery space where local artists can display their visual
art. To attract the highest number of visitors, this new
multi-use art venue should be accessible by transit
and would ideally be located near the Central Park or
Kedzie pink line stations. While this multi-use indoor art
venue is our first priority, we will also work to promote
additional performance spaces, both indoor and
outdoor, throughout North Lawndale so that our artists
have spaces to profitably display their craft and we can
celebrate our community’s culture.

STRATEGY 2
Increase the influence of arts and culture in North
Lawndale while expanding and building the capacity
of our local network of artists.
We will continue to transform underutilized sites
throughout our neighborhood into community spaces,
develop the business skills and influence of our local
artists, and bolster the reputation of North Lawndale
as an arts destination. Furthermore, we want to display
our community’s history and culture for residents and
visitors to learn about and celebrate this history
2.1 Activate open spaces and vacant lots throughout
the community with public art.
We aim to beautify our neighborhood by utilizing vacant
spaces as places for community gathering and public
art. As recommended in Chapter 4: Greening and
Open Space Action 3.2, the North Lawndale GROWs
committee will continue to support the permanent
conversion of vacant land into community spaces with
commissioned art installations, pop-up exhibits and
performances, rotating artwork from neighborhood
schools, and performances curated by Greater West
Side and other local artistic organizations.

The NLCCC Arts and Culture committee will work with
GROWs to better understand the process for converting
vacant land into community spaces and to identify a
small number of parcels that are ideal candidates for this
type of conversion. Then the NLCCC Arts and Culture
committee will work to identify and set-up agreements
with local organizations and community groups to act
as stewards of these new community spaces. In the
interim while vacant parcels are being acquired, we
will encourage local artists to beautify vacant lots with
temporary art installments such as the murals created
along 16th Street in partnership with the Firehouse
Community Arts Center.
2.2 Curate cultural experiences in green and open
spaces to build awareness of these community assets.
We would like to create a series of events in our
community gardens and parks to make people more
aware of these spaces and to foster community
stewardship of these resources. The Oaks of North
Lawndale kickoff event on September 23, 2017 with
artist Pedro Reyes’ “Palas por Pistolas” (Guns Into
Shovels) work, is the perfect example of the type
of cultural events we would like to encourage in our
community’s green spaces. This event brought members
of the community together to transform pieces of
weapons into shovels, which were then used to plant
trees in Homan Square. community and environment.

We will also explore opportunities to partner with the
Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
and the Chicago Park District Chicago Park build on
successful neighborhood-based arts programs such as
Night Out in the Parks. These types of events illustrate
the power of bringing the neighborhood together to
exercise our stewardship over our community and
environment.
2.3 Support the North Lawndale sesquicentennial
event in 2019.
Founded in 1869, our neighborhood will celebrate our
150th anniversary in 2019. To mark this momentous
occasion, in collaboration with the North Lawndale
Sesquicentennial committee and the North Lawndale
Historical and Cultural Society, we will support events
that celebrate our community’s history and culture
throughout the 2019 year. We will ensure that artists
and youth from throughout the community contribute
to the events, public art, and time capsule that will be
hosted and created throughout the sesquicentennial
celebration. We will also integrate the history of the
community within branding and marketing efforts for
the community discussed in Chapter 2: Economic and
Workforce Development.
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2.3 Create gateway murals and a walking tour that
teach the history of the neighborhood.
Our community has a rich history, with historic
resources such as Route 66, the site of Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s push for fair housing in the north, the Central
Park Theater, the original locations of Cobra Records
and George’s Music Room, and many others. However,
much of this history is not visually celebrated in the
community and many residents are not aware of this
source of local pride. We aim to nurture community
pride by celebrating this history through the creation
of gateway murals on viaducts at the entrances to the
community, paired with a designated walking tour
route that highlights historic sites throughout North
Lawndale. We will work with CDOT and the owners of
the railroad viaducts at desired mural locations to sign
indemnification letters that will allow for the long-term
installation of these public murals that acknowledge
North Lawndale’s history and welcome visitors into our
community.
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In 2017, the National Geographic Out of Eden Walk
project expanded to Chicago thanks to a grant from the
Robert R. McCormick Foundation. The Chicago Out of
Eden Walk project kicked off in October with a North
Lawndale neighborhood walk led by local artists and
community members and highlighted the local history
and community assets in North Lawndale. This is a great
example of the type of authentic, community-driven
walking tours we would like to happen on a semi-regular
basis going forward. 2.5 Enhance the business and
entrepreneurial skills of area artists by hosting events
connecting artists to collectors.

2.4 Enhance the business and entrepreneurial skills
of area artists by hosting events connecting artists to
collectors.
Our community is home to many talented artists,
however they oftentimes lack outlets to forge
connections and foster a market for their crafts. We aim
to create opportunities for interaction between artists,
existing organizations with resources, and potential
clients to bolster the economic outcomes of our local
art entrepreneurs. The North Lawndale Arts and Culture
committee will work to host festivals and gallery nights
for artists to practice talking about and selling their
work, to find opportunities for collaboration and costsharing with other artists, as well as to engage potential
buyers.
Furthermore, we will work to add art gallery
components to existing events that draw potential
buyers from outside the community – such as adding
a gallery component to the Homan Square sites that
participate in Open House Chicago, as well as working
to include local artists at high-profile events in Douglas
Park such as Riot Fest. Our local artists will greatly
benefit from exposure to buyers with capital from
outside the neighborhood.

2.5 Foster mentorship relationships for youth and
local artists.
We aim to increase the skills and business acumen of
both youth and local artists in North Lawndale. We
will work with After School Matters and One Summer
Chicago to secure arts-centered placements that benefit
the North Lawndale community for youth participating
in these paid summer programs. In addition, we will
work to connect local youth with existing arts and tech
training programs in the city, such as CHICAT, SAIC, and
Free Spirit Media, to equip talented youth with resources
to pursue these talents.
In addition, we will foster a sense of community
between local artists of all ages so that artists can
support, mentor, share resources, and coach each
other. We hope to connect local artists with each other
as well as with other artists outside the community
so that they can share and learn artistic and business
skills. We will advocate for additional teaching artists
in our community and will support existing efforts to
sustain a support group for artists in North Lawndale.
These efforts combined with other face-to-face arts and
culture events will result in a more prosperous and rich
artistic community in North Lawndale that reflects the
talents of our neighborhood.

Arts and Culture
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Invest in existing spaces and create new spaces where artists can safely and profitably create, learn, display, and perform
their craft.
1.1 Create an inventory of existing art venues, stakeholders, and training opportunities in North
Lawndale.

SAIC, Chamber of Commerce, alderman’s office, NLCCC information
committee, Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
(DCASE), Lawndale Christian Development Corporation (LCDC), IFFHoman Square, Douglas Park Cultural Center Council

Short-term

1.2 Create a coalition of artists in the community to identify arts needs and create a semi-annual
networking event for local artists.

NLCCC arts and culture committee, SAIC, Douglas Park Cultural Center
Council

Short-term/Midterm

1.3 Continue to expand arts and culture events and programming.

NLCCC arts and culture committee, alderman, Douglas Park Cultural
Center Council (DPCCC), Douglas Park Advisory Council (DPAC),
Chicago Park District, Homan Square Foundation, SAIC, coalition of artists
(see 1.2), DCASE

Short-term/longterm

1.4 Increase participation and awareness of programming for teenagers and seniors at Chicago
Park District facilities.

Chicago Park District, Alderman’s office, DPAC, DPCCC

Mid-term

1.5 Create an arts district with artist live/work spaces that creates arts programming for the
community and attracts visitors from outside the community.

Alderman’s Office. Coordinate with Little Village Chamber of Commerce
on Open Studio nights, Pilsen on 2nd Fridays, and 3rd Fridays at the
Bridgeport Art Center and Zhou B Art Center. Homan Square, CUARC,
NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, DPCCC, Free Spirit Media, DCASE

Long-term

1.6 Create a multi-use art venue in North Lawndale with a liquor license and encourage the
development of other performance spaces in the community.

NLCCC arts and culture committee, Chamber of Commerce, Universities
(especially Loyola, UIC, DePaul, Roosevelt, Columbia, and SAIC),
Firehouse, LCDC, NLCCC Econ-Dev Subcommittee, Coalition of artists
(see 1.2, esp. Alexie and Haman), Chicago Artists Coalition, Chicago
Artist Resources (CAR), Women’s Coalition of Artists, Urban Gateways,
Cinespace, Chi-Cat, CAN-TV, Free Spirit Media, DCASE

Long-term
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 2: Increase the influence of arts and culture in North Lawndale while expanding and building the capacity of our local network
of artists.
2.1 Activate open spaces and vacant lots throughout the community with public art

NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, Alderman’s Office, GROWs
committee, Neighborspace, Firehouse Community Arts Center, SAIC,
DPCCC, Chicago Park District, DCASE

Mid-term

2.2 Curate cultural experiences in green and open spaces to build awareness of these community
assets.

NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, Alderman’s Office, GROWs
committee, Neighborspace, Firehouse Community Arts Center, DCASE

Long-term

2.3 Create gateway murals and a walking tour that teach the history of the neighborhood.

Out of Eden Walk Chicago , NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee,
Sesquicentennial Committee, Chicago Historic society, Chicago History
Museum, SAIC, UIC, The Firehouse Community Arts Center, Railroad
Companies, CDOT

Mid-term

2.4 Enhance the business and entrepreneurial skills of area artists by hosting events connecting
artists to collectors.

NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, Homan Square, SAIC

Short-term/
Long-term

2.5 Foster mentorship relationships for youth and local artists.

NLCCC Arts and Culture Committee, Homan Square, SAIC, Free Spirit
Media, CHICAT, After School Matters, One Summer Chicago, 1.2 Coalition
of artists.

Short-term/
Long-term

NOTE: Short-term: one year

Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years

Data Sources & References
1. City of Chicago Cultural Plan 2012
https://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/city/depts/dca/Cultural%20Plan/ChicagoCulturalPlan2012.pdf
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ISSUE AREA I

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

We will address health inequities in North Lawndale by educating residents
and advocating to improve the overall health and wellness of the community.

STRATEGY 1

STRATEGY 2

STRATEGY 3

Increase our resident’s healthcare access.

Widen the scope and increase the availability
of mental health services in the community.

Establish new programs and systems that
support physical wellness.

• E stablish West Side community-based mental health
center to provide a variety of free services
in the community.

• Provide nutrition education to teach residents
about how to find and prepare affordable, healthy
foods.

• Host mental health-related outreach events
to help connect social and emotional learning
programs with mental health services.

• Host regular fitness events and programs, such
as a walk-a-thon or yoga in the park, to publicize
community resources and foster a greater sense
of safety when exercising outdoors.

• Use community outreach to increase health insurance
coverage, including an annual campaign during the
Affordable Care Act’s open enrollment period.
• Host health screenings at community events such
as festivals and resource fairs to detect and prevent
conditions such from diabetes to asthma.
• Train TR4IM block leaders as community health
workers: members of the community who educate
local residents on health issues and connect them with
health and social service resources.
Champions: Sinai Health System, St Anthony Hospital

• Host annual trauma conference events to educate
families on how to respond to negative community
events and trauma in a productive and healthy way.
• A ssess resident knowledge of and interest in a holistic
wellness center that would join counseling with
therapeutic activities such as aromatherapy, art, yoga,
and healthy-cooking classes.
• E stablish a community-wide program to limit
the number of youth who start smoking, and include
tobacco treatment in local mental health services.
Champions: Sinai Behavioral Health
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• Create community partnerships with local
gardens and farms and expand the number of
backyard gardens.
Champions: Sinai Community Institute, The Farm on Ogden

57%

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

1. Number of North Lawndale
residents accessing services
at a new community mental
health center and fewer
reporting a lack of services
due to cost
2. N
 umber of North Lawndale
residents enrolled in holistic
health services and in nutrition
education programs

57%

1 in 4 North Lawndale
adults currently have PTSD
symptoms, but fewer than
1 in 10 has been diagnosed
with PTSD

of North Lawndale
residents eat less than
one serving of
vegetables daily

45%

That is less than a quarter
of the recommended daily
intake

3. Number of residents
participating in community
fitness initiatives

“You can’t have somebody who has a problem
take three buses for mental health services.
That’s just way too much of an effort.”

4. More residents who receive
a routine check up
5. More residents who report
having one or more servings
of fruit and/or vegetables
daily and fewer adults who
report no leisure-time
physical activity

— Dr. Carolyn Vessel, I AM ABLE Center for Family

Resident who had a diabetes
blood test screening in the
past three years:

39% of men and
58% of women
Health and Wellness
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Key Findings
Access to healthcare is a key issue impacting health in
North Lawndale.
With one-in-six residents in our community lacking
insurance as well as one of the lowest median household
incomes in the City, access to healthcare is a key issue
impacting health in North Lawndale. Indeed, the Sinai
Community Health Survey (Sinai Survey 2.0), released
in 2017, revealed that nearly 1 in 4 adults in North
Lawndale did not get needed prescriptions or dental
care and 1 in 6 did not get needed eyeglasses due to
cost. Limited access to healthcare associated with
financial barriers, inadequate insurance coverage, and
inaccessible or limited-capacity services has contributed
to a high burden of unmet health needs and preventable
hospitalizations. For example, more than twice as many
North Lawndale women visited the emergency room
for their own care compared to the national average.
We need to enhance connections to existing resources
and identify new mechanisms for bringing accessible
healthcare services to the neighborhood.
Mental health issues are widespread, but too few
residents seek help.
Biological, social, and environmental factors all influence
mental health in North Lawndale. In particular, we
recognize the detrimental impact of repeated exposure
to violence on the mental wellbeing of our community.
In North Lawndale, 1 in 4 adults has current PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) symptoms and 1 in
6 has current depressive symptoms (Sinai Community
Health Survey 2.0, 2017).
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Despite the widespread nature of the problem, mental
illness continues to be stigmatized and there is limited
knowledge of available resources. Those who suffer
from mental illness are also more likely to smoke which
can compound other health issues such as asthma and
coronary artery disease (mostly caused by hypertension
& diabetes). We must educate and equip our community
with tools to improve mental health by highlighting
local resources and remove the stigma by facilitating
discussions about the importance of self-care,
counseling and therapy.
Healthcare Institutions are anchors within the North
Lawndale community.
North Lawndale is home to several active partners
working to address health issues including Mount
Sinai Hospital and Sinai Health System, Saint Anthony
Hospital, and the Lawndale Christian Health Center.
These healthcare institutions address the unique needs
of our community through tailored services and centers
such as the Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital, the Sinai
Community Institute (SCI), the Ogden Campus Health
and Fitness Center, the Young Doctors Club, Saint
Anthony Community Wellness Center, and Sinai Urban
Health Institute (SUHI). We will strive to build upon the
success of these programs to increase awareness and
utilization of neighborhood services addressing our
chronic and acute health needs.

It’s difficult to stay healthy when confronted by a
combination of neighborhood safety concerns and a
lack of fresh food options.
The physical environment plays an important role in
the physical wellness of those living in our community.
About twice as many low income people in North
Lawndale live more than half a mile from a supermarket
as compared to the city as a whole. Almost half of all
North Lawndale adults report feeling unsafe alone in
our neighborhood at night. These statistics reflect the
environmental barriers to adequate nutrition, physical
activity, and overall healthy lifestyles in our community.
The limited availability of fresh produce contributes
to low rates of fruit and vegetable consumption in our
neighborhood while feeling unsafe outdoors limits
local exercise activity. We hope to address these
barriers to physical wellness by expanding community
programming and partnerships where neighborhood
residents can find fresh, healthy food, and safe outlets
for physical activity and exercise.

Health Behaviors
Health behaviors are the actions people take that influence their health. Although these behaviors are
traditionally considered the primary cause of health outcomes, they are often the result of economic
and environmental factors which must be addressed at the city, state, or national level.

The TR4IM Model should be used to pilot programs
that connect local residents to healthcare resources.
Coordinated by I AM ABLE Center for Family
Development, Inc., Trauma Response and Intervention
Movement (TR4IM) is a network of community partners
committed to providing clinical, social and educational
services to families within targeted 8-block sectors
in North Lawndale. Since the focus of TR4IM is on
geography, and not individual specialties or areas of
service, TR4IM can serve as the conduit for residents
to receive services from multiple community partners,
each with their own unique mission or mechanism for
serving the community.

32%

of women

15%

report ever being emotionally or
physically abused by their partner
or someone important to them
This likely underestimates
intimate partner violence,
which is often underreported

of men

TR4IM is listed as a partner for numerous strategies
within this plan. We envision the preliminary TR4IM focus
area (which is bounded by 16th Street, Central Park
Avenue, Ogden Avenue, and Ridgeway Avenue) being
used to pilot various neighborhood health interventions.
Once proof of concept has been demonstrated within
the TR4IM area, each strategy can be expanded to other
areas of the community with a greater certainty of
success. This TR4IM model will also enhance pursuits for
grant funding since partners will be able to demonstrate
that the dollars they receive will be spent wisely and
have multiplying effects that benefit other service
providers in the TR4IM area. Lastly, TR4IM and I AM ABLE
can serve as a conduit for collecting neighborhood
health data and tracking several of the measures of
success identified at the outset of this chapter.

In the past year:

10%

used cocaine, crack cocaine,
heroin, methamphetamine, or
prescription painkillers that
were not prescribed by a
medical professional

21%

used marijuana

Every day:

52%

eat less than
1 serving of
fruit

57%

eat less than 1
serving of
vegetables

39%

37%

drink 1 or
more soda

13%

report excessive
alcohol use in the
past month1

30%

report no physical activity outside
of work in the past month2

smoke

Health and Wellness
Per CDC, excessive drinking is binge drinking (4+ drinks for women, 5+ drinks for men during a single occasion) or heavy drinking (8+ drinks for women/week, 15+ drinks for men/week).
500 Cities Project (CDC, BRFSS, 2014).
All results on this page are for adults aged 18 years and older unless otherwise specified.
1
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Source: Hirschtick J, Roesch P, Monnard K, Mante A. Sinai Community Survey 2.0: Community Health Profiles, Hermosa. Sinai Urban Health Institute,
Sinai Health System. Chicago, IL. January 2018. Available online at: https://www.sinaisurvey.org/community-health-profiles.
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Lawndale Health
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Mental Health - There are few mental and behavioral
health service providers. Meeting the needs of our
community will require an expansion of these resources
and connecting residents to new and existing programs.

Deer Rehabilitation
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Night Ministry
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Leamington Foods

New Age
Services

Lawndale
Christian Health
Center
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I AM ABLE

Mount Sinai
Medical Group

Night Ministry Health
Outreach Bus

Physical Wellness - The residents of North Lawndale
have access to 220 acres of open space, including the
174-acre Douglas Park, as well as dozens of community
gardens that can provide access to recreation and
healthy food.
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Homan Square
Fieldhouse
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Lawndale
Medical Center
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Future Potential
Grocery Store
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Healthcare Access - Two hospitals and numerous clinics
and support facilities provide North Lawndale residents
with access to healthcare services.

Lawndale Christian Health
Center Homan Square

H O M A N AV E

While North Lawndale faces a number of community
health concerns and is influenced by a variety of
socioeconomic and environmental factors that impact
health, our community is also fortunate to be home to
several significant health institutions and care providers.

P U L A S K I AV E

Health Resources

DEN

AV E

Save-A-Lot
Grocery Store

Healthcare Access
Mental Health
Physical Wellness

Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Improve access to healthcare programs and facilities.

1.1 Undertake community outreach to increase health
insurance enrollment.

North Lawndale is home to a variety of health-related
programs and resources, but accessibility is a challenge
due to diminishing city and state investment in these
services and as a result our community has limited
knowledge of and contact with these local services.
Limited access to adequate health insurance is an
additional barrier to obtaining needed preventative
care and treatment. We will educate and connect
our community with existing resources, leverage the
TR4IM model to bring resources directly to residents
at the neighborhood level, and gauge interest in
additional wellness services that community partners
do not currently offer. We believe these strategies
that will engage the community in a neighborhood
and household setting will enable service providers
to better serve with the senior population and people
with disabilities. We also recognize that our schools are
significant community anchors and we will partner with
these institutions to provide environments in which to
educate and connect the North Lawndale community to
healthcare resources.

Healthcare decisions are significantly influenced by
whether a person has access to health insurance.
Despite the fact that the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
has provided financial subsidies to help lower the cost
of coverage and expanded eligibility for Medicaid
assistance, one in six adults in North Lawndale remain
uninsured.
We will organize an annual outreach campaign in
concert with the annual open enrollment period
to promote healthcare insurance enrollment. This
campaign will leverage data already gathered by
partner institutions such as Sinai Health System and
Saint Anthony Hospital to identify targeted groups for
engagement such as existing patients who already pay
discounted rates based on family income. We will also
organize healthcare enrollment fairs where residents
can receive expert assistance in enrolling in the federal
insurance marketplace, accessing food and childcare
benefit programs, and identifying potential financial
assistance. We will also remain informed of any changes
made at the federal level to the ACA and modify our
approach as necessary.

1.2 Host health screenings at community events.
By continuing to provide screening services in our
neighborhood, we increase our chances of detecting
and preventing life threatening conditions such as
diabetes, prostate cancer, asthma, and hypertension.
We will also ensure that mental health assessments
and referrals are incorporated into community health
screenings. Data from Sinai Survey 2.0 highlight the
need for screenings, coupled with education, to help
connect North Lawndale residents with the healthcare
resources they need. For example, only 39 percent
of men and 58 percent of women in North Lawndale
have had a diabetes blood test screening in the past
three years (Sinai Community Health Survey 2.0,
2017). Infrequent screenings may be a factor in our
community’s disproportionately high diabetes mortality
rate, which is 62 percent higher than the national
average.
We will coordinate with service providers and churches
throughout North Lawndale to host health screenings
as components of larger existing community events
such as festivals and resource fairs. Such screenings
will be free and include educational materials and
referral resources that equip our community with the
knowledge necessary to address the relevant health
issues. As a component of community events we will
also provide health surveys for individuals to self-report
on their health, behaviors, and access of services.
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1.3 Train TR4IM block leaders as community health
workers (CHWs).
Community health workers (CHWs) are members of
the community who have been trained to connect local
residents with health and social services and educate
the community on various health issues. We intend
to leverage the cultural and community expertise of
CHWs in North Lawndale to improve access to needed
healthcare resources. CHWs are also well positioned
to provide education and informal counseling that
increases the community’s capacity and self-sufficiency
and provides for a healthier home environment. For
example, a CHW can help identify strategies for
reducing asthma triggers in a home or the presence of
toxins such as lead and asbestos. TR4IM participants and
leaders are ideal for this position, given their existing
connections within the community. We will work with
local healthcare institutions to train TR4IM leaders
and other North Lawndale residents as CHWs. CHWs
will serve a key role in assessing and referring North
Lawndale residents to a range of assets including mental
health services. We also strongly encourage health care
providers to focus on looking to the community for
hiring including CHWs.
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STRATEGY 2
Promote mental health and prevent substance abuse.
Members of our community report that the cumulative
trauma from repeated exposure to violence undermines
mental health and keeps people in “survival mode.”
We acknowledge that there are social stigmas around
mental health issues that prevent people from seeking
out services. We must reduce social barriers for those
needing to seek professional help through increased
dialogue and connection to programs. New language
is needed to wrap mental health within the umbrella of
overall health and wellness.
2.1 Establish West Side community-based mental
health center.
In November 2016, residents of North Lawndale, East
Garfield Park, West Garfield Park, and the Near West
Side approved a referendum to create a West Side
Expanded Mental Health Services Program (EMHSP).
This program, approved with the support of over 86
percent of voters, has the ability to provide a variety of
free mental health services to individuals throughout
our community. A community mental health assessment
undertaken in September 2017 by the Coalition to Save
Our Mental Health Centers documented the West Side
community's mental health needs to enable the new
West Side EMHSP and future mental health efforts to
effectively serve the community.

With funding now secured by the referendum, the
West Side Expanded Mental Health Services Program
and Governing Commission is currently in the process
of identifying the best approach to establishing a new
mental health center. We will continue to stay informed
of the EMHSP process and work with our local partners
to ensure that the community is informed about the
development of this important local asset.
We know that people are more likely to get needed
mental health services when referrals come from
trusted sources. Once the West Side EMHSP center is
established, we will support its long term success by
fostering partnerships to increase access to the mental
health services it provides. We will also work with North
Lawndale’s schools, churches, and other community
organizations to ensure that residents are made aware
of the resources available to them. It is also important
that visitors to the West Side EMHSP receive referrals
and are connected to primary care providers to ensure
they are receiving holistic care within our community.

2.2 Host mental health-related outreach events to
promote connections to social and emotional learning
(SEL) and mental health services.
While mental health is immediately associated with
disorders like depression and PTSD, close relationships
with family and neighbors, self-care strategies,
mindfulness and spirituality are also important
contributors to mental wellbeing. In light of the existing
misconceptions and stigma around mental health issues,
we aim to use community discussion and education
as to promote mental health in our community. For
example, Saint Anthony Hospital has worked with
Dvorak Technology Academy (which is located within
the TR4IM target area) to implement SEL on a pilot basis.
In the program, the teacher first gains parent approval
and evaluates student behavior, then they deliver a
series of 10 lesson plans based on SEL, and re-evaluates
student behavior. In both occurrences of the SEL
program, almost all students showed a positive change
in behavior.
We will bring community awareness to mental health
issues and needs through institution- and communitybased panels, festivals and grassroots campaigns. By
leveraging the expertise of providers at mental and
behavioral health institutions like Sinai Health System,
Saint Anthony Hospital, I AM ABLE Center for Family
Development, and the future West Side EMHSP center,
we will educate our community on mental health topics,
strategies and local services.
Health and Wellness
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2.3 Host annual trauma conference events.
The impact of trauma can take many forms from
violence and unemployment, to substance abuse and
food insecurity. With so many North Lawndale residents
showing signs of depression and stress, it is important
that our residents and families know that they are not
alone in their struggles and that there are resources
available to help them regardless of the source of their
trauma.
Building off the success of prior events hosted by
I AM ABLE Center for Family Development, we will
continue to host a semi-annual trauma conference
to educate families on how to respond to negative
community events and trauma in a productive and
healthy way. These conferences will convene experts
in health, wealth, politics, relationship-building,
and youth engagement alongside North Lawndale
residents, providing a venue for discussing the factors
contributing to trauma and fostering connections to
community resources. This effort will also include a
youth trauma conference that rotates to various school
sites in the community to engage youth in a familiar
environment where they can openly discuss issues with
neighborhood violence.
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2.4 Conduct a survey to assess resident knowledge of
and interest in holistic wellness center.

2.5 Establish a community-wide program for tobacco
use prevention and control.

While traditional one-on-one counseling is a valuable
mental health service, we believe a holistic, communitybased approach to mental health will further improve
community wellbeing. We want to establish a holistic
wellness center that joins counseling with therapeutic
activities such as aromatherapy, art, or music, as well
as yoga, fitness, and healthy-cooking classes. We
believe such a center could help equip North Lawndale
residents with the tools needed to relieve stress while
becoming mentally and physically fit.

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, individuals with mental and/or substance
use disorders account for 40 percent of all cigarettes
smoked in the United States and quitting smoking
can improve mental health outcomes. We will work
to expand smoking prevention and include tobacco
treatment within mental health services provided to
North Lawndale residents.

We will conduct a survey to explore the possibility
of developing a wellness center as a community
hub promoting physical, mental, social and spiritual
wellbeing. Provided that interest in such a center
exists in North Lawndale, we believe school buildings
that have recently closed or are scheduled for closure
are well-suited for adaptive reuse as holistic wellness
facilities. Having served as neighborhood anchors for
decades, former school buildings in North Lawndale
are accessible to much of the community. Reuse as a
wellness center will enable some of these buildings to
serve that anchor role once more.

It is important that smoking and substance abuse
prevention be incorporated into existing youth
programs to limit the number of individuals who start
smoking. We will explore partnerships between youth
and education groups such as the North Lawndale
Athletic and Recreation League or UCAN, and local
healthcare providers to educate North Lawndale youth
regarding the costs of smoking (monetary, social, and
health related), encourage healthy independence, and
provide tangible rewards for not adopting smoking as a
personal habit and helping encourage peers to stop.

In addition to prevention, we will seek to establish a
quit-smoking program targeted at North Lawndale
residents. A previous initiative called Breathing Freedom
conducted by Sinai Urban Health Institute utilized local
churches, or “health ministries” to provide local support
to residents trying to quit smoking. The program
also provided free access to workshops, physician
counseling, support group sessions, and a helpline.
We will evaluate this program for lessons learned and
identify the best local mechanism, whether it be faithbased groups or CHWs, to provide education and access
to resources such as support groups for members of
our community who smoke and are willing to try to
change their habits. Similar to the City-led “Check the
Stamps” campaign in 2016, we also call for a renewed
enforcement to stop the illegal sale of tobacco to
minors, failing to post warning signs of tobacco use to
minors, and selling single or loose cigarettes.
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STRATEGY 3
Foster physical wellness through a supportive
community environment.
Many North Lawndale residents struggle with chronic
health issues such as diabetes, stroke, and heart
disease, which are all heavily impacted by diet and
physical activity. We recognize the many barriers to
healthy lifestyles in our community: lack of access to
healthy foods, cultural /nutritional traditions, and safety
concerns regarding outdoor physical activity. In addition
to economic development efforts and investments in
infrastructure, we will support several complementary
programs needed to address the physical aspects of
community health.
3.1 Implement programs focused on shifting
community health behaviors through nutrition
education.
Health education can have a major impact on the health
and wellbeing of those affected by non-communicable
diseases like obesity. Through community events and
regular community programs, we will provide nutrition
education to teach North Lawndale residents about
how to find and prepare affordable, healthy foods.
Specific program examples include a label reading
course and healthy cooking classes, in addition to
promotion of existing neighborhood WIC programs. We
will coordinate these programs in partnership with local
social service agencies, urban farms and grocery stores
to make healthy nutrition habits a community reality.
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3.2 Host community fitness events and programs.
North Lawndale residents face an array of challenges to
achieving a healthy lifestyle. More than half of women
and a third of men in our community have reported
feeling unsafe while alone in their neighborhood at night
and many don’t engage in physical activity outside of
work (Sinai Community Health Survey 2.0, 2017). Safety
concerns limit our residents’ ability to engage in physical
activity outdoors. Lack of time, personal motivation,
and education about fitness may prove further barriers
to engaging in health exercise activities. The high rates
of physical inactivity in North Lawndale have troubling
implications for the mental and physical health of the
community.
Increased pedestrian activity is an important step in
making North Lawndale a healthier and more active
community. Studies have shown that exercise can
improve mental and physical health outcomes. We seek
to organize regular fitness events, such as a walk-athon or yoga in the park event, to publicize community
resources and foster a greater sense of safety when
exercising outdoors.
3.3 Create community produce partnerships with
local gardens and farms/expand backyard gardens.
Identified as a food desert, a general lack of access
to fresh, healthy foods is a barrier to eating healthier
within the North Lawndale neighborhood. Compared to
neighboring Town of Cicero, we have more than twice
as many convenience stores, but only half as many
grocery stores per household. There is a strong desire

among residents to attract additional grocery stores
and improve access to healthy foods, including fresh
fruits and vegetables. While Chapter 2: Economic and
Workforce Development highlights strategies to attract
additional retail development including a grocery store
to the neighborhood, we also desire to strengthen the
connection between our local suppliers of fresh food
and our residents.
The Farm on Ogden Development, which is a
partnership between Lawndale Christian Health
Center, Windy City Harvest, and Chicago Botanic
Garden, offers an example of how this connection
can be accomplished. In addition to an aquaponics
system, greenhouse, and commercial kitchen, the
30,000-square-foot development will feature a healthy
corner store. Windy City Harvest will aggregate food
produced at its 13 other sites and then distribute from
the Farm on Ogden. We will promote community use
of the Farm on Ogden through local health and social
sector institutions.
Given the impact of community gardens on local fruit
and vegetable consumption, we plan to utilize the
expertise of neighborhood agricultural organizations to
increase the number of local and backyard gardens in
our community. By identifying potential sites for future
gardens and engaging community members in the
process of cleaning lots and planting produce, we will
convert the many vacant lots in our neighborhood into
assets for physical wellness.

The Farm on Ogden development is a partnership between Lawndale Christian Health Center, Windy City Harvest, and
Chicago Botanic Garden that leverages greening for economic development.
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PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

1.1 Undertake community outreach to increase health insurance enrollment.

Sinai Health System, St Anthony Hospital

Short-term

1.2 Host health screenings at community events.

Sinai, St Anthony Hospital, SCI

Short-term

1.3 Train TR4IM block leaders as community health workers (CHWs).

SUHI, St Anthony Hospital, I AM ABLE

Short-term/Midterm

2.1 Establish West Side community-based mental health center.

Coalition to Save our Mental Health Centers

Mid-term

2.2 Host mental health-related outreach events to promote connections to social/emotional
learning and mental health services.

UCAN, Deer Rehab, CDPH, I AM ABLE, Sinai Behavioral Health, New Age
Service Corp.

Short-term

2.3 Host annual trauma conference events.

I AM ABLE

Short-term

2.4 Conduct a survey to assess resident knowledge of and interest in holistic wellness center.

Sinai Behavioral Health, St. Anthony Hospital, I AM ABLE

Mid-term

2.5 Establish a community-wide program for tobacco use prevention and control.

Sinai Behavioral Health, SUHI, St Anthony Hospital, I AM ABLE, UCAN

Mid-term

Strategy 1: Improve access to healthcare programs and facilities.

Strategy 2: Promote mental health and prevent substance abuse.

Strategy 3: Foster physical wellness through a supportive community environment.
3.1 Implement programs focused on shifting community health behaviors through nutrition
education.

SCI, UCAN, Local Schools

Mid-term

3.2 Host community fitness events and programs.

NLCCC Health & Wellness Committee, Chicago Run, Working Bikes

Short-term

3.3 Create community produce partnerships with local gardens and farms/expand backyard
gardens.

Fresh Moves Mobile Produce Market, Chicago Botanic Garden, LCHCFarm on Ogden, North Lawndale Greening Committee, Homan Grown,
Local Schools, Gardeneers

Short-term

NOTE: Short-term: one year
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Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years
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ISSUE AREA I

PUBLIC SAFETY

We will create and maintain trustful relationships within the community to
properly engage those who are in need of support to increase peace and safety.

STRATEGY 1

Increase street outreach and violence interruption to
mediate all potential conflicts and to disrupt crime by
connecting individuals to the resources they need.
• Deploy community “navigators” to disrupt crime, stop
violence, quell conflict, and dismantle the complex
cycle of retaliation and shootings.
• Connect at-risk members of our community
to a supportive network of counseling and case
management services for issues such as mental health,
addiction, homelessness, and more.
• Organize the community in a public response
to violence to ensure such activity does not
become normalized.
Champions: Lawndale Christian Legal Center, St. Agatha’s, UCAN
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STRATEGY 2

STRATEGY 3

Support a range of incarceration diversion tactics that
limit youths’ interaction with the traditional criminal
justice system and reduce recidivism.

Connect residents to existing sources of spiritual and
emotional support that promote peace.

• Promote restorative justice as a less punitive,
more productive way of addressing crime that
produces healing and reconciliation.
• Help formerly incarcerated individuals integrate into
the community and not become repeat offenders by
expanding affordable and transitional housing and
workforce development services.
• Build stronger community relationships with law
enforcement through expanding their participation in
the Bridging the Divide program, which places officers
in local schools.
Champions: Cook County Restorative Justice Community Court, A
Safe Haven, 10th and 11th District

• Identify church and spiritual resources within and
outside the community and partner with them to
create dialogue and promote peace.
• Create a directory of the constellation of resources and
services available in North Lawndale and make it easily
accessible through a mobile online app.
Champions: NLCCC Communications & Technology Subcommittees

WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

1. Reduction in the total number
of shootings per year
2. I ncrease in the annual number
of participants in the Bridging
the Divide program
3. More violence intervention
street outreach workers

North Lawndale’s violent
crime rate was 2.4 times

higher than the city
average from 2010 to 2016

North Lawndale is served by
nonprofits dedicated to helping
residents find jobs, address
mental illness, and reintegration
after incarceration

4. More participants in the
North Lawndale Restorative
Justice Community Court
and Circle Keepers in schools

Peace circles, restorative justice, and street
intervention mediators working with the Chicago
Police Department have had a significant effect
on reducing violence in North Lawndale

More than half of local
adults have had some
experience with the criminal
justice system, according
to estimates
Public Safety
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Key Findings
Violent crime must be addressed for long-term
prosperity and success.
North Lawndale has seen a decrease in the total number
of crimes since 2011. There has been an increase in
violent crime in the past five years however that mirrors
the rest of the city. Crime ebbs and flows depending on
the type of offense at various cycles.
North Lawndale is served by the 10th and 11th
Districts of the Chicago Police Department.
There is a desire to see changes made in policing efforts
throughout the community, including how officers
handle crime across North Lawndale’s two Police
Districts and how police facilities interact and connect
with the surrounding community. Steps have been taken
to bridge social gaps between residents and police
through the Civilian Office of Police Accountability
(COPA) and community policing. Peace circles,
restorative justice, and street intervention mediators
working with the Chicago Police Department have
shown a significant effect on reducing violence in North
Lawndale.
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The formerly incarcerated population in North
Lawndale is significant and the community has
stepped up to help them.
Some estimates have shown more than half of North
Lawndale adults have had some experience with the
criminal justice system. This has required that efforts
to provide jobs and encourage upward mobility center
on stabilizing this population socially and economically.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics has estimated this
population is at high-risk of recidivism if they do not
have the scaffolding of community services to support
them. The community has numerous organizations
committed to helping this population prepare for a
productive future.
North Lawndale is home to many organizations
addressing different aspects of public safety.
From youth engagement and job placement for exoffenders to community-police relations and case
management, numerous groups in North Lawndale have
organized around crime prevention and mitigating the
social impacts of crime. With so many groups engaged
around similar and complementary topics, there is a
need to better integrate programs and services. Groups
like UCAN and the Restorative Justice Hub have used
this planning process to build stronger relationships
between one another, but all are welcome to participate
in the NLCCC Public Safety committee and it is hoped
that this process only marks the beginning of longerterm collaboration.

North Lawndale Public Safety Framework Map

Religious Institutions - The North Lawndale community
benefits from an abundance of service providers and
faith-based institutions. We are committed to continuing
to activate the vital resources these
community anchors
CER M A K R D
have as well as elevating their role in increasing public
safety in the community.
Police Stations - The majority of North Lawndale
is served by the 10th District of the Chicago Police
Department with the station located at
3315 W Ogden
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Avenue. Areas north of Roosevelt
O G Road are served by
the 11th District.
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Public Safety Resources - In a community touched
by violence, every community member is impacted.
North Lawndale stakeholders have invested in creating
opportunities for success among the neighborhood’s
at-risk youth and supporting ex-offenders succeed at
16 T H ST
re-entry into the community. Stakeholders from local,
corporate, and government backgrounds have each
pioneered initiatives to promote the types of positive
environments to address obstacles, heal, and move
forward.

P U L A S K I AV E

This map illustrates the wide variety of service providers
R O OS E V ELT R D
and institutions located within North Lawndale that
are dedicated to reducing violence, helping residents
find jobs, address mental and emotional illness, and
reintegrate into society from prison.
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Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Increase street outreach and violence interruption to
mediate all potential conflicts and to disrupt crime by
connecting individuals to the resources they need.
Being intentional about stopping the spread of
destructive social norms is at the heart of our approach
to safety. Violence is not natural. It must be treated as
a health issue and a by-product of trauma that stems
from a spectrum of negative experiences and stress that
can start from an early age.1 People who perpetuate
violence in North Lawndale are not bad people in a
bad place. Many suffer from preventable traumas from
being exposed to violence in some form themselves
that cascade into shootings and gun violence later in
life, blurring the underlying origin. Studies have shown
that many people who suffer early trauma end up facing
criminal records, joblessness and obesity later in life. 2
Exposure to violence increases one’s risk of becoming
violent. This is often described in the imagery of a
spreading septic disease that can eat at the fabric of
a community. The good news is that violence can be
cured. The North Lawndale community is committed to
preventing and curing violence at every level.
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1.1 Increase street outreach and violence intervention
and interruption by deploying community
“navigators” to disrupt crime and provide services.

1.2 Perform case management to at-risk members
of our community (including clinical, addictions,
housing, etc.)

We understand that the success of any of our
revitalization efforts hinge on maintaining a safe and
peaceful environment. Direct intervention can be a
critical approach to stopping violence, quelling conflict
and dismantling the complex cycle of retaliations and
shooting that often stem from basic misunderstandings.
Neighborhood “violence interrupters” have proven
to be effective in reducing violence 3 by integrating
into the network of gang members and people at-risk
for violent behavior. It is imperative that intervention
and prevention initiatives and programs are available
to individuals from early childhood ages through
adulthood.

North Lawndale has an abundance of service providers
that can help at-risk members of our community
heal and overcome clinical challenges. The NLCCC
Public Safety committee will work with our partners
to create a supportive network of counseling and case
management services to provide a seamless continuum
of care for residents. We will support our families in
improving clinical functioning, school attendance and
performance, and decreasing recidivism among the
formerly incarcerated. Some of our partners include:

We recommend working with UCAN, Lawndale Christian
Legal Center, MMAD Men, St. Agatha’s, and other
North Lawndale organizations that are implementing
similar violence intervention and interrupter models,
to organize and place community leaders including
former gang members skilled at conflict resolution into
potential conflict zones to detect and interrupt violence
before it escalates. In addition to being mediators,
violence interrupters can help identify behavioral health
issues and serve as community ambassadors - directing
residents to partner hospitals, social service agencies
and non-profit organizations for needed services. They
can also alert law enforcement of potential risks early
on.

• I AM ABLE which provides counseling for families
burdened by substance abuse, violence, divorce, and
child welfare to reduce anxiety and foster stable and
supportive relationships. This organization’s Trauma
Response and Intervention Movement (aka TR⁴M)
intentionally addresses the needs of residents who
have experienced life-altering trauma as a result of
violence.
• Healthcare providers are crucial partners in
identifying mental illnesses and other root causes.
• UCAN offers case management and clinical services
for youth and families. As a clinical provider, UCAN’s
services are able to accommodate individuals and
families based on their specific needs and financial
resources, including Medicaid.

• Community Wellness Program at Saint Anthony
Hospital provides strengths-based, culturally
responsive counseling services and emotional
support to adults and families who have limited or
no access to health insurance. Help is available for
those experiencing depression, anxiety, the effects
of trauma, or who are going through a difficult
time or life transition. The Family Support Program
promotes strong, healthy, parent-child relationships,
as well as the social, emotional and intellectual
development of young children.
1.3 Organize the community in a public response to
violence.
Having a collective community response to each and
every shooting and violent incident is vital to ensuring
such activity does not become normalized. The NLCCC
Public Safety committee will work with residents, block
clubs, community leaders and law enforcement to
organize a march, rally or other direct response when
incidents of violence occur in our community. This is not
only a symbolic show of solidarity for the victim’s family
but a united expression of outrage and healing from a
community that refuses to tolerate such behavior within
our borders.

Strategy 2: Support a range of incarceration diversion
tactics that limit interaction with the traditional
criminal justice system and reduce recidivism.
A 2013 U.S. Department of Justice Report showed that
up to 92% of juveniles in the Cook County Juvenile
Temporary Detention Center have experienced trauma.
For this population, additional punishment often does
not achieve the desired effect, inadvertently leading to
additional exposure to trauma within the correctional
system. The stress caused by the trauma can in turn
increase the likelihood of becoming a repeat offender.
According to a study conducted by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics, rate of recidivism is high amongst
released prisoners, with nearly 68 percent of released
prisoners facing re-arrest within the first three years of
release. We must support efforts to divert our youth
from the criminal justice system as well as programs
that reintegrate formerly incarcerated individual into the
North Lawndale community. 4
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2.1 Promote restorative justice as a less punitive, more
productive way of addressing crime.
North Lawndale’s Restorative Justice Community Court
(RJCC) empowers us to take collective responsibility
for offenses in our community. Rather than punishing
a person in traditional court, we want the opportunity
to hold violators accountable and give them an outlet
for correction that produces healing and reconciliation.
The method is simple, instead of facing a criminal trial,
the perpetrator of a crime engages in a roundtable
discussion, or “Peace Circle” with a facilitator that
include the victim and members of the community.
The group led by a lead facilitator or “Circle Keeper”
collectively decides how the perpetrator will be held
accountable for the harm committed which could
include, completing a drug rehabilitation program,
getting a GED or going through a job training program.
If the individual who committed harm follows through
with the plan, all charges are dropped.
The method has been successful in healing offenses at
many levels. North Lawndale College Prep High School
holds peace circles with students in place of suspension.
Peace circles are adapted from a Native American
tradition of community justice through reconciliation. 5, 6
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The RJCC is the first of its kind in Illinois and opened
in 2017 in North Lawndale to residents from 18 to 26
accused of non-violent offenses. The court legitimately
functions outside the regular court system in
partnership with the Circuit Court of Cook County. It is
the product of the Restorative Justice Hub (RJ Hub):
a coalition of community groups, police, and elected
officials led by Lawndale Christian Legal Center. The
RJ Hub works together to help prevent our youth
from experiencing the devastation of lasting criminal
records through a process of collective healing and
accountability. We believe that restorative justice is a
less punitive, more productive way of addressing crime
compared to incarceration or fines. The Lawndale
Christian Legal Center also offers a Court Advocacy
Apprenticeship Program with mock trials that train
youth on the criminal justice process while deterring
them from its negative effects.
2.2 Help formerly incarcerated individuals integrate
into community and not become repeat offenders.
Our community understands that access to jobs and
opportunities will improve our chances of success by
decreasing crime and shootings and increasing incomes
in our neighborhood.7

We also believe there is a relationship between health
and housing and that the two go hand-in-hand in
establishing strong families and a stable community.
We support partnering with and expanding the services
of the numerous agencies that provide affordable
and transitional housing and workforce development
services to the community and particularly the formerly
incarcerated.
• The North Lawndale Employment Network
offers a four week U Turn Permitted Program to
help ex-offenders reintegrate into society. 75% of
graduates secured employment in 2017 (source:
North Lawndale Employment Network Dec. 2017
Newsletter).
• A Safe Haven also performs case management and
helps with transitional housing to prevent formerly
incarcerated persons from becoming homeless.
• Safer Foundation also houses up to 200 inmates
in a facility in the community in transitional housing
with services to reintegrate them into productive
society.

2.3 Build stronger community relationships with law
enforcement through expanded participation in the
Bridging the Divide program by law enforcement.
The Bridging the Divide Program is an important
partnership between our community and law
enforcement and should be encouraged and supported
as an effective tool to building healthy relationships
between the two. The program places officers in local
schools where they engage in activities including: chess
matches, peace circles, and classes that build mutual
trust in a comfortable environment. The program
supplements the restorative justice peace circles by
creating and enriching bonds of understanding. We
encourage the program as a safe forum to discuss
struggles and help youth practice conflict resolution
through exercises that help them dissolve conflagrations
before they start. Expanding this program and having
the police engaged is critical to our long term success.
We also support the development of youth advisory
councils and other outreach programs to better connect
police officers with the community.

• We will also continue to support partnerships with
Lawndale Amachi Mentoring Program (LAMP) to
provide trained mentors for children of incarcerated
parents to develop leadership skills and offer positive
role models.

Public Safety
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Strategy 3: Connect our community members to
existing sources of spiritual and emotional support
that promote peace.
The North Lawndale community benefits from an
abundance of service providers and faith-based
institutions. We are committed to continuing to activate
the vital resources these community anchors have as
well as elevating their role in increasing public safety in
the community. We understand that it takes a village
to raise a child. Preventing violence and ensuring that
our residents are safe requires a sturdy scaffolding
of support at multiple levels. We believe that having
quality, readily available information about important
services is vital for at-risk residents to know where to
turn for help.
3.1 Identify church and spiritual resources and utilize
them to create dialogue and promote peace.
We encourage utilizing faith based institutions to
promote peace in North Lawndale. Churches allow
multiple generations to interact and empathize with
one another. We believe there is much that at-risk
youth can learn from the accumulated wisdom and
experience of elders and vice versa. Churches can
also form relationships that can bring resources that
go beyond neighborhood borders. Old St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church near downtown Chicago partnered with
our community to form the North Lawndale Kinship
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Initiative to heal racial, social and generational divides.
Each month the sister churches unite their members
over community dinners (cooked by a local chef and
entrepreneur) followed by peace circle-style discussions
where stories are shared about their experiences with
race and identity. The partnership has also resulted in
the formation of an athletic association.
3.2 Create a directory of service providers in North
Lawndale accessible through a mobile online app.
Many people in our community suffer needlessly
because they don’t know about the constellation
of resources available to them. Easily accessible
information about social services and employment
resources are vital for our residents. The NLCCC Public
Safety Committee has partnered with The Peace Hub
to access their resource portal that provides a database
of citywide resources, including North Lawndale. This
portal showcases service providers in the community
and provides an inventory of all service providers by
category. The resource portal can be accessed at
http://www.chicagoresourcehub.com/.
As recommended in Chapter 3: Transportation,
Infrastructure, and Technology, the public safety
resources identified on the hub should be integrated
within the proposed North Lawndale community
resources portal.

Data Sources &
References
1. End the Violence Epidemic
www. http://violenceepidemic.com
2. CityLab “The Long Shadow of Childhood Trauma
https://www.citylab.com/equity/2017/12/the-longshadow-of-childhood-trauma/547388
3. Cure Violence: An Evidence-Based Program
http://cureviolence.org/results/scientific-evaluations
4. National Center for Mental Health and Juvenile
Justice “Trauma Among Youth in the Juvenile Justice
System”
https://www.ncmhjj.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/09/Trauma-Among-Youth-in-theJuvenile-Justice-System-for-WEBSITE.pdf
5. Peacemaking Today: Highlights of a Roundtable
Discussion Among Tribal and State Practitioners
https://www.courtinnovation.org/sites/default/files/
documents/Peacemaking_Today.pdf
6. Village of Kake Keex’ Kwaan Judicial Peacemaking
Code
http://www.tribaljustice.org/sites/default/files/
Kake_judical_peacemaking_code.pdf
7. MPC Cost of Segregation
http://www.metroplanning.org/work/project/33

PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Perform violence intervention to identify problems, decrease youth mortality, and prevent incarceration.
1.1 Increase street outreach and violence interruption by deploying community “navigators” to
disrupt crime and provide services.

Lawndale Christian Legal Center | St. Agatha’s | UCAN

Mid-term

1.2 Perform case management and focus groups (including clinical, addictions, housing, etc.)

A Safe Haven | Deer Rehabilitative Services | Family Focus Lawndale | I
AM ABLE | Lawndale Christian Health Center | Lawndale Christian Legal
Center | Sankofa Safe Child Initiative | UCAN

Short-term

1.3 Organize the community in a public response to violence.

Lawndale Christian Legal Center | St. Agatha’s | UCAN

Short-term

Strategy 2: Support a range of incarceration diversion tactics that limit interaction with the traditional criminal justice system and reduce
recidivism.
2.1 P
 romote restorative justice as a less punitive, more productive way of addressing crime.

Cook County Restorative Justice Community Court | Lawndale Amachi
Mentoring Program (LAMP) | Lawndale Christian Legal Center Community
Restorative Justice Hub | National Association of Community and
Restorative Justice | NLCCC Public Safety Committee | North Lawndale
College Prep High School | St. Agatha Catholic Church | Steans Family
Foundation | UCAN

Short-term

2.2 Help formerly incarcerated individuals integrate into community and not become repeat
offenders.

A Safe Haven | Hope House Lawndale Christian Legal Center | North
Lawndale Employment Network | Safer Foundation | UCAN

Short-term

2.3 Build stronger community relationships with law enforcement through expanded participation in
the Bridging the Divide program by law enforcement.

10th and 11th District | Chicago Police Department

Mid-term

Strategy 3: Connect our community members to existing sources of spiritual and emotional support that promote peace.
3.1 Identify church and spiritual resources and utilize them to create dialogue and promote peace
and create intergenerational dialogues between youth and seniors.

NLCCC Public Safety Committee

Short-term

3.2 Create a directory of service providers in North Lawndale accessible through a mobile online
app.

NLCCC Public Safety Committee | The Peace Hub | NLCCC Technology
Committee

Short-term

NOTE: Short-term: one year

Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years

Public Safety
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ISSUE AREA I

YOUTH, EDUCATION AND RECREATION

North Lawndale will be a community where all children have the opportunity to learn
and play in a safe and nurturing environment. We will ensure access to high-quality education
and recreational programming that equips youth to become leaders in our community.
STRATEGY 1

STRATEGY 2:

STRATEGY 3:

Improve school facilities and establish a Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics
(STEAM) education network.

Expand resources to support parents and
raise strong families.

Develop the North Lawndale Athletic and Recreation
Association (NLARA) to unify the local youth sports
delivery sys3tem and to coordinate fundraising to
meet the needs of all children in
the community.

• E stablish a STEAM Partnership Academy in
North Lawndale, a preschool through 8th grade
that incorporates research-based STEAM teaching
strategies and interventions.
• Form partnerships between the Chicago Public
Schools, community partners, area universities
and corporations to collaborate on the design and
operation of the STEAM Academy.
• Transition a local high school into a STEAM
high school to serve as a pipeline for talent in
local industry.

• Create a standalone Parent Engagement Center, an
afterschool destination for students and parents to
support families and student learning, complemented
by home visits to families.
• Integrate mentoring and family services within future
STEAM schools, from an in-school health clinic to
enrichment programs such as robotics.
• E stablish community dialogue forums about
major decisions that affect the future of our
youth between the community and Chicago Public
Schools.
Champions: North Lawndale CAC, CPS

• Centralize and coordinate community-driven sports
and recreation programming in North Lawndale so the
system is easier to navigate for youth and families.
• Build the capacity of youth recreation organizations to
provide top-quality programming and create a culture
of compassion amongst NLARA organizations.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of NLARA so the
organization can evolve and best serve the youth
of North Lawndale.

• Use future STEAM schools as venues for training and
professional development for undergraduate and
graduate students from local universities.

• Foster a cooperative partnership with the Chicago
Park District to ensure its programs are fully utilized by
the community.

Champions: North Lawndale CAC, CPS

• Work closely with local health care providers to
promote physical wellness in North Lawndale.
Champions: NLARA
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WE WILL MEASURE OUR
SUCCESS BY:

1. More North Lawndale
students enrolled at schools
within the community
2. I ncreased academic
achievement on national
standardized tests and
average school attendance
rising to at least 96%

North Lawndale has nine
traditional public schools, five
schools run by the Academy for
Urban School Leadership, and
six charter schools

More than a third of
the residents of North
Lawndale are under
the age of 19

3. More students graduating
from high school and
completing post-secondary
education
4. More local youth participating
in a diversity of after-school
athletic and recreational
activities, and an equal
participation of girls and boys
in NLARA activities

“We need more activities to keep families
connected and youth busy and off the streets.”
— Vernie Wilson, parent

5. More Head Start and
other early childhood
programs operating in the
neighborhood, with more
children enrolled

31 percent of K-8 students
and 69 percent of high school
students living in our community
are enrolled in a school outside
of North Lawndale
Youth, Education, and Recreation
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Key Findings
Student Performance

Need for STEAM

Parent Engagement

The successful education of youth is a critical issue
facing the community and a necessary component of
attracting and retaining families in the neighborhood.
Yet some of our neighborhood schools still do not
match city, state and national averages in the Northwest
Evaluation Association’s (NWEA) Measure of Academic
Performance (MAP), the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), and ACT
scores.

Today’s youth will be tomorrow’s leaders with their
thoughts and behaviors shaped by what they learn
and experience in their formative years. Advances
in computer science and artificial intelligence are
automating many forms of middle-skills work and the
National Science Foundation estimates that 80% of the
jobs created in the next decade will require some form
of mathematics and science skills. Our education system
needs to rise to the challenge in assisting our North
Lawndale students in developing an engaging learning
environment that promotes student leaders who are
capable in making evidence-based critical thinking
decisions, understanding technological principles,
developing problem-solving skills, and solving digital
literacy solutions for real complex world situations in the
21st century. By ensuring that students have knowledge
and interest in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
and Mathematics (STEAM), we will prepare them to
meet the challenges of the workplace.

Parent education is an ongoing process that involves
close collaboration with parents, schools, and the
community-at-large. The word “parent” is used to
convey all of the people that play a parenting a role in
a child’s life and a partnering role with school staff. This
includes fathers, mothers, grandparents, caregivers,
guardians, expectant parents, teen parents, and families
with diverse structures. We believe that more parents
would be involved in the lives of their children if barriers
to participating in school meetings and volunteer
activities were eliminated, including:

Educational Findings
For more than two decades, there have been several
school reform efforts in the community. In 2013, two
schools in North Lawndale were closed due to low
enrollment. In the years prior, five schools were turned
over to the Academy for Urban School Leadership
(AUSL), a Chicago nonprofit school management
organization, and six charter schools were started in the
community. Today, there are currently nine traditional
public schools, five AUSL Schools, and six charter
schools in the North Lawndale Community. There are
a total of 20 schools, three of which are high schools.
Of the five highest-achieving elementary schools,
according to the NWEA results for the 2017 school year,
one is an International Baccalaureate public magnet
school, three are traditional public schools, and one is a
public charter school.
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• Schedule conflicts such as work, family, religious,
and community activities.
• Mobility challenges (lack of transportation) and
limited family resources.
• Feelings of discomfort resulting from negative
personal experiences from when they were in school
or unfamiliarity with the school culture.
• Limited support for school staff to work with parents
to sustain relationships and parent engagement
efforts.
• Difficulty sustaining financial support for parent
engagement.

Connecting Parents to Existing Resources
Many organizations in North Lawndale provide
resources for parents.
• UCAN has a well-rounded program that offers
assistance for adult and teenage parents. This
support ranges from classroom parenting and
family education classes that encourage safe and
nourishing parenting practices to providing a teen
parenting network that supports pregnant and
parenting youth in DCFS care.
• Sinai Community Institute provides valuable
training for parents including, The Parenting
Institute, The School for Parents, and The Family
Development Initiative. These programs provide
parents with the skills, knowledge and resources
they need to raise children of varying ages.
• Rush University conducts The Chicago Parent
Program for parents with young children from 2-5.
• Metropolitan Family Services offers “Parenting
Fundamentals” classes and support groups
throughout the city for parents in English and
Spanish.

• Herzl School of Excellence Child Parent Center
provides parenting classes and training that
empower parents to provide tutorial and other
supports to the 3 and 4 year old pre-school pupils.
• Webster Child Parent Center provides parenting
classes and training that empower parents to
provide tutorial and other supports to the 3 and 4
year old pre-school pupils.
Youth and Recreation
North Lawndale has 27 sports organizations serving
over 2,500 children ages 7 to 19. This youth sports
delivery system is fragmented and many of these
organizations lack a sustainable source of long-term
funding. Cuts to public spending in the last few decades
have shifted the burden of financing youth sports
organizations from the public sphere to individual
families, excluding many youth from the health,
social, leadership, and academic benefits of sports
participation. There are not enough programs available
throughout the year to meet the demand for safe,
healthy, and enriching sports activities.

• The Learning Center supports adults in their
pursuit of an educational path to more confident
and effective living. It provides free GED, ESL and
computer classes for parents.

Youth, Education, and Recreation
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Youth, Education, and Recreation Framework Map

Youth,
Education, and Recreation Framework Map
North Lawndale Youth, Education, and Recreation Framework Map

Chicago West Side
Christian School
Association

Community Services
West High School
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Franklin
Park
Fieldhouse

Chalmers Specialty
Elementary School

Collins Academy High School
& North Lawndale College
Preparatory Charter

Frazier Preparatory Academy
Elementary School
Theodore Herzl
Elementary School

Douglas Park
Fieldhouse
KIPP Ascend
Primary School

Hughes C.
Elementary School

Johnson
Elementary
School

Dvorak Technology
Penn Elementary School
& Kipp Ascend Academy Academy Elementary School
Charter Elementary School

Gad’s Hill
Learning Center
Plamondon
Elementary School

North Lawndale College
Preparatory Charter Christiana

16 T H ST

Les Finch’s
Learning Tree
Day Care

Great
Expectations

C A L I FO R N I A AV E

K EDZ I E AV E

Learn Charter Elementary School Romano Butler Campus

Legacy Charter
Elementary School

Mason Math &
Science Academy
Crown Community
Academy of Fine Arts
Center Elementary School
Lawndale Christian Health Center

Residential Framework Zones - Schools serve as
anchors to the community and it is important that
future investment in North Lawndale's schools parallel
investment in our community's housing. Zones 1 and 2
from the Residential Land Use Framework (see Chapter
1: Housing) represent areas of focus for infill housing
and residential redevelopment that will create additional
support for local schools.

Magic Johnson
Bridgescape
Academy

Lawndale Elementary
Community Academy

School Grounds - There are currently nine traditional
public schools, five AUSL Schools, and six charter
schools in the North Lawndale Community. There are a
total of 20 schools, three of which are high schools.
Early Childhood Centers - These centers play a key role
in preparing our children for success in the classroom.

Manley
High School

DRW
College Prep

S ACR A M EN TO B LV D

R O OS E V ELT R D

UCAN Gym

Homan Square
Fieldhouse

H O M A N AV E

Frazier International
Magnet Elementary School

CEN T R A L PA R K AV E

Holy Family
Lutheran School

I N D EP EN D EN CE B LV D

KOST N ER AV E

Recreation Facilities - North Lawndale has 27 sports
organizations serving over our children, many of which
rely on the recreation facilities shown here.
Closed Schools - Between 2005 and 2013, CPS closed
two elementary schools, turned five elementary schools
over to the Academy for Urban School Leadership
(AUSL), a Chicago nonprofit school management
organization, and six charter schools were started in the
community. The former Pope Elementary was acquired
by the Chicago Housing Authority to be repurposed as
CHA offices and affordable apartments for seniors and
veterans. Others schools remain vacant and represent
opportunities for reuse.

Altus Academy
Chicago

Sumner
Elementary School

P U L A S K I AV E

This map illustrates the location existing school and
recreation facilities that should be leveraged as we strive
to foster a safe and nurturing environment for North
Lawndale's youth.

CER M A K R D

Recreation Facilities
School Grounds
Closed Schools
Early Childhood Center

Residential Framework Zones
OG

DEN

AV E

n Zone 1 - Owernship & Rehab Target
n Zone 2 - Infill Target
n Zone 3 - Stabilize & Enhance Target

Strategies and Projects
STRATEGY 1
Improve school facilities and establish a STEAM
education network.
It is important that our children have a well-balanced
education that includes a focus on design process
understanding, industry experiences and activities,
career awareness, and ability to engage positively with
others. We will work to establish a Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics (STEAM) education
network within the North Lawndale community. In
addition, it is critical that we work with Chicago Public
Schools and other partner organizations to bring
additional resources to North Lawndale and ensure that
every school in our community, not just the envisioned
STEAM schools, is brought up to a high standard.
1.1 Establish an elementary STEAM Partnership
Academy in North Lawndale.
As education, corporate, non-profit and community
leaders, we collaboratively envision the creation of an
educational environment for the students of North
Lawndale created through collective community
engagement and a recombination of resources. This new
learning environment, a preschool through 8th grade
student neighborhood partnership academy, would
have a Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics,
and Arts instructional focus. The North Lawndale
STEAM Partnership Academy will incorporate researchbased STEAM teaching strategies and interventions
that deepen student learning for mastery of curricular

skills and concepts. Whether the STEAM partnership
repositions an existing school facility or occupies a new
facility, the school should draw most of its students from
within the North Lawndale community with a smaller
portion of students applying to attend from outside of
the community.
1.2 Form partnerships between the school district
and area universities, corporations, and local service
providers.
We will foster the creation of a North Lawndale STEAM
Partnership to collaborate on the design and operation
of a STEAM school. This unique approach will seek to
incorporate the resources and intellectual capital of the
school district, local universities, corporations, nonprofits, and an engaged community.
Led by partners representing Aurora University, the
University of Illinois at Chicago, Exelon and other
corporate partners, the Steans Family Foundation,
NLCCC Education Committee, and the Chicago Board
of Education/Chicago Public Schools, we propose a
program of study for Pre-K through 8th grade students
aligned to the Next Generation Science Standards, the
Common Core Standards, the Supply Chain Process,
College to Career Readiness Standards and the Chicago
Public Schools Curriculum, which will include AfricanAmerican history and culture classes. This program,
developed by teachers, faculty, corporate, not-forprofit and community partners, would be implemented
by Chicago Public School teachers with support
Youth, Education, and Recreation
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from Aurora University and the University of Illinois
at Chicago faculty, as well as four to five new locally
committed corporate, not-for-profit and university
partners.
This concept for a STEAM Partnership Academy within
the North Lawndale Community aligns with our broader
mission to engage and empower parents, educators,
and community stakeholders around a commitment to
high-quality education utilizing all available resources
to enhance the students’ educational experiences
as lifelong learners. Our community’s children who
graduate from North Lawndale STEAM Partnership
Academy will possess the intellectual competencies and
confidence to be well-informed citizens and successfully
enter careers within the global economy.
1.3 Transition local high school into a STEAM high
school to serve as a pipeline for talent in local
industry.
In addition to establishing a STEAM program to serve
K-8 students, we believe establishing a STEAM high
school will help keep North Lawndale students in
North Lawndale schools. Repositioning one of our
existing high schools as a STEAM high school would
enable K-8 STEAM students to transition into a local
high school while maintaining a continuum of learning
around a STEAM curriculum. In turn, the nature of
STEAM education with a unique combination of arts and
technical skills building, will position North Lawndale
students well for the 21st century workforce.
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Establishing a STEAM high school would provide a clear
path for talented elementary students to employment
in local industry. New employers like the Lagunitas
Brewing Company and a growing number of television
productions at Cinespace represent growing economic
opportunities in our neighborhood that are well-suited
for STEAM graduates. We will also seek to partner
with programs in area universities such as DePaul
University’s School of Cinematic Arts which has formed
a partnership with Cinespace.
1.4 Use future STEAM schools as venues for training
and professional development.
We desire a multi-generational learning environment
at future STEAM schools. The STEAM model provides
opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students
from local universities to immerse themselves in the
community while gaining practice and leadership skills
in an innovative classroom environment. In addition to
teaching experience, the school will also provide a venue
for social work and nursing students to gain valuable
experience. By establishing a strong relationship with
partner universities, STEAM students would benefit
from a routine influx of new teaching practices and
innovations. To ensure academic achievement for
all students we will create a system for the ongoing
research and evaluation and modification of the STEAM
program.

STRATEGY 2
Expand resources to support parents and raise strong
families.
We believe good things happen when parents are
involved in their children’s lives and when there’s an
open line of communication between the community
and our local school district. Parents need support to
raise strong families. Parent education and resources
for parents should continue to be expanded both in
our schools and at programs offered throughout the
neighborhood.
2.1 Establish a standalone Parent Engagement Center
complemented by home visits to families.
We believe the most accurate predictor of a student’s
achievement in school is the extent to which parents
are actively involved in a child’s life. We will work
to establish a centrally located, standalone Parent
Engagement Center designed to service all of the
parents in the North Lawndale community. The center
should offer programs that are tailored to meet parents’
needs and interests and include computer literacy, fiscal
literacy, career guidance, and GED classes.

The center should provide an after school destination
for students and parents alike to support families
and student learning. We will also seek out partners
to provide transportation, so that more parents can
participate in these opportunities and provide home
visits where necessary to identify issues and evaluate
care at home.
2.2 Integrate mentoring and family services within
future STEAM schools.
By leveraging the use of university students
and prospective partners, supported through a
recombination of resources, additional services could be
provided to PreK-8 students and their families through
after-school, summer, and Saturday programming
within future STEAM schools. These services involving
university students and prospective partners might
include interning within the in-school health clinic,
mentoring students on school related issues both
academic and extracurricular, and leading/instructing
enrichment programs in areas such as coding, robotics,
the arts and recreational activities. Programs designed
to improve academic proficiency in mathematics and
reading would also be led by teachers with strong
partnership support. We will promote the new STEAM
elementary and high school programs as a mechanism
for focusing partner resources with the mission of
building strong families.

2.3 Establish community dialogue forums between
the community and Chicago Public Schools.
North Lawndale residents must be at the table for
major decisions that affect the future of our youth. We
will conduct monthly meetings open to the public with
an invited guest from CPS to hear our concerns about
the future and quality of schools in our community.
Our desires include combatting the school-to-prison
pipeline and strengthening public education. We would
like to create a strategic plan to improve educational
opportunities and provide guidance in developing and
recommending a community vision for a cradle-tocollege/career pipeline. Additional programming is also
needed to address child development from infancy to
age 5 and prepare children to succeed in the classroom.
To do this, we need the support and attention of
Chicago Public Schools at the highest levels.
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CASE STUDY: JOHN C. DUNHAM STEM
PARTNERSHIP SCHOOL
While it is important that the proposed academy be
uniquely designed to meet the needs of the North
Lawndale Community’s children, the John C. Dunham
STEM Partnership School in Aurora is shared as an
example of a partnership school model that has resulted
in strong academic achievement for students, including
performance on state tests that exceed state averages.
Students selected by lottery for the John C. Dunham
STEM Partnership School have expressed a strong
interest in science and mathematics. Since the opening
of the school, the demographics have mirrored that of the

Aurora area, with the largest groups being Hispanic, Asian
(Indian) and Caucasian and approximately 50 percent
of students have qualified for free or reduced lunch. The
curriculum is implemented through a collaborative process
that engages higher education, corporations, nonprofit
partners and teachers.
The course of study used at the STEM Partnership
School infuses engineering and design principles into
student learning experiences. Six topics are embedded
in the curriculum and spiral through the grades: matter
and energy; forces and motion; structure and function of
organisms, ecosystems and adaptations; geology and
space; and weather, climate and human impact.

Students are taught to view learning from an integrated
perspective, so curriculum in fields from reading and
writing through art, music and social science are organized
around these topic areas. The program is structured to
stimulate learners to investigate, analyze, solve problems
and to work in teams as they acquire, integrate and apply
new knowledge. These teaching and learning strategies
have yielded positive results for the students. For three
years (year four has not yet been evaluated), the student
performance, as measured on PARCC state testing, has
been significantly above the state averages and above the
overall averages of the participating school districts.

Source: AIA Chicago (Photography by Steinkamp Photography)
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STRATEGY 3
Develop a North Lawndale Athletic and Recreation
Association (NLARA) to unify the youth sports
delivery system in North Lawndale and to coordinate
fundraising focused on meeting the needs of all of the
children in the community.
The NLARA is charged with ensuring that all children
in the community have the opportunity to participate
in year-round sports programs in a safe and nurturing
environment. The NLARA will continue to work with
community partners including Old St. Pat’s Church, Play
Like A Champion, UCAN, and the Chicago Park District
to promote collaboration among its members, develop
comprehensive sports and recreational programming,
strategize for sustainable long-term operations, prepare
athletic administrators and coaches to become effective
mentors and character educators, and to assess
program effectiveness.

Youth, Education, and Recreation
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3.1 NLARA will work to increase youth participation
in sports and recreation activities and events in North
Lawndale.
NLARA will centralize and coordinate the delivery of
community-driven sports and recreation programming
in North Lawndale so that the system is easier to
navigate for youth and families. By centralizing these
resources we will work to drive more youth participation
to North Lawndale area Chicago Park District activities
and classes, as well as other recreation organizations
operating in our community. Additionally, NLARA will
work to create a positive youth development culture
that encourages youth to play multiple sports, to
engage in regular physical activity, and promotes to
promote character development. Many youth learn
about teamwork, practice, the importance of a healthy
lifestyle, and resiliency through sports, and it can be
used as a powerful tool to help youth to develop the
values and skills that will serve them throughout their
lives. Organizations such as The Bloc have already
seen impressive academic outcomes amongst their
students, and the NLARA will continue to emphasize
the importance of educational attainment and career
development.
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3.2 Help build the capacity of youth recreation
organizations to provide top quality programming
and create culture of compassion amongst NLARA
organizations.
The NLARA will improve the delivery of recreational
athletics in our community by working to enhance
professional standards for coaches and administrators
and by helping with organizational needs. NLARA will
coordinate ongoing clinics for athletic directors and
coaches to ensure that they are not only providing
healthy physical activities for the youth in our
community, they are also serving as mentors fostering
a culture of compassion and respect amongst their
players.
Furthermore, NLARA will provide assistance to
member organizations by helping them to develop
long-term sustainable business plans for their programs
addressing the necessary administrative, fundraising,
and staffing management. The NLARA will coordinate
and streamline fundraising and administrative work
across the member organizations. This will encourage
the sharing of resources among the NLARA member
organizations and provide more comprehensive and
programming for our youth.

3.3 Evaluate effectiveness of NLARA to better
understand how the organization can evolve and
better serve the youth of North Lawndale.
As NLARA is launched, the organization will gather
baseline assessment data, and will continue to do so
into the future, so that the organization can evaluate
its performance and adjust accordingly. NLARA will
develop a data management system and strategy,
and will administer evaluations to coaches, youth,
and parents on an ongoing basis. The Association will
partner with Play Like a Champion Today and Notre
Dame faculty for program evaluation and will use the
results of these evaluations for continuous program
improvement to better serve the youth of North
Lawndale.
3.4 Foster a cooperative partnership with the Chicago
Park District.
The Chicago Park District maintains over 220 acres
in 15 parks and numerous open space areas in North
Lawndale. The Park District also operates dozens of
athletic and recreation programs each season and
many of the programs that will be run by NLARA
members utilize Park District facilities. It is vital that
the NLARA and Chicago Park District work together
to best meet the needs of North Lawndale’s youth. As
a one-stop-shop for programming in the community,

the NLARA can help promote and drive participation
to Park District programming and work to identify
potential improvements to Park District programming
and scheduling that may better meet the needs of
North Lawndale residents. This will ensure that Park
District programs are fully utilized by the community.
With a high demand for facilities like basketball courts,
gymnasiums, and swimming pools, communication
between the NLARA and Park District will also ensure
efficient scheduling and use of Park District facilities by
both Park District and NLARA member programs.
3.5 Work closely with Healthcare Providers to
promote physical wellness in North Lawndale.
Youth sports are an effective way of reducing childhood
obesity and fostering physical and mental health
outcomes. The NLARA should work closely with the
NLCCC Health and Wellness committee and partners
such as Lawndale Christian Health Center and Sinai
Health System in assuring that all children develop the
habits of regular exercise and sound nutrition needed
for a healthy lifestyle through adulthood. Additional
discussion of physical wellness and hosting community
fitness events is location in Chapter 5: Health &
Wellness.
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Youth, Education, and Recreation
PROJECT

LEAD | PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES

TIMEFRAME

Strategy 1: Improve school facilities and establish a STEAM education network.
1.1 Establish an elementary STEAM Partnership Academy in North Lawndale.

North Lawndale CAC/ NLCCC Education Committee | CPS | Corporate
Sponsors

Mid-term

1.2 Form partnerships between the school district and area universities, corporations, and 		
local service providers.

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee | CPS | Aurora
University | Exelon | Corporate Partners | Steans Family Foundation |
LAMP

Short-term

1.3 Transition local high school into a STEAM high school to serve as a pipeline for talent in local
industry.

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee | CPS | Local
Employers (Arts) | LSC’s

Mid-term

1.4 Use future STEAM schools as venues for training and professional development.

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee | CPS | Network 5

Long-term

Strategy 2: Expand resources to support parents and raise strong families.
2.1 E
 stablish a standalone Parent Engagement Center complemented by home visits to families

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee, CPS

Mid-term

2.2 Integrate mentoring and family services within future STEAM schools.

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee | CPS | LAMP | BBF
Family Services | YMEN | UCAN

Long-term

2.3 Establish community dialogue forums between the community and Chicago Public
Schools.

North Lawndale CAC/NLCCC Education Committee | CPS

Short-term

Strategy 3: Develop a North Lawndale Athletic and Recreation Association (NLARA) to unify the youth sports delivery system in North
Lawndale and streamline funding resources.
3.1 NLARA will work to increase youth participation in sports and recreation activities and events in
North Lawndale.

NLARA | North Lawndale Football Eagles | Endless Energy Sports | The
Darren Group

Short-term

3.2 Help build the capacity of youth recreation organizations to provide top quality programming
and create culture of compassion amongst NLARA organizations.

NLARA | North Lawndale Football Eagles | Endless Energy Sports | The
Darren Group

Short-term

3.3 Evaluate effectiveness of NLARA to better understand how the organization can evolve and
better serve the youth of North Lawndale.

NLARA | North Lawndale Football Eagles | Endless Energy Sports | The
Darren Group

Mid-term

3.4 Foster a cooperative partnership with the Chicago Park District.

NLARA | Chicago Park District

Short-term

3.5 Work closely with Healthcare Providers to promote physical wellness in North Lawndale.

NLARA | NLCCC Health & Wellness Committee

Mid-term

NOTE: Short-term: one year
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Mid-term: two to three years

Long-term: three to five years

NLCCC

LISC Chicago

The North Lawndale Coordinating Council (NLCCC) is a group of North Lawndale
stakeholders, including community-based organizations, business owners, elected
officials, residents and individuals, that have come together to guide comprehensive
planning and implementation in North Lawndale (Community Area 29). We develop
innovative solutions that will improve the built environment and increase the
capacity of local organizations to make a positive impact on the community.

With residents and partners, Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) Chicago
forges resilient and inclusive communities of opportunity across America - great
places to live, work, visit, do business and raise families.

The Coordinating Council’s work is led by a steering committee that guides the
strategic direction of the group; develops mechanisms for decision making; provides
a framework for comprehensive planning and related processes and makes policy
recommendations. The “nuts and bolts“ of the Coordinating Council’s work is
carried out by sub-committees that are organized along various quality of life
sectors. New Covenant CDC serves as a fiscal agent for NLCCC and is a LISC lead
agency.

CMAP

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) is our region’s
comprehensive planning organization. The agency and its partners developed
and are now implementing ON TO 2050, a new long-range plan to help the seven
counties and 284 communities of northeastern Illinois implement strategies
that address transportation, housing, economic development, open space, the
environment, and other quality-of-life issues.

Embedded in LISC’s founding, and strengthened over the last two decades, we
are committed to comprehensive community planning. This planning process is
essential to building the local capacity to effectively connect to the right resources
to achieve fundamental change and long-lasting results in our communities. In
the late 1990s, LISC, with leadership support from the John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation, created the New Communities Program (NCP), a
groundbreaking, bottom-up, comprehensive community planning effort in which
LISC supports the development of Quality-of-Life Plans (QLPs) by community
leaders and residents in Chicago neighborhoods.
In each neighborhood, a designated lead agency brings together a diverse
group of organizations and residents to identify priorities ranging from better
education, housing, broader job choices, safer streets, new economic opportunities
and stronger personal finances. LISC invests in, coaches and champions each
effort from the earliest building of local relationships, through plan creation,
implementation and continual evaluation.
As of 2018, 27 QLPs have been created, garnering more than $827M in new
investments aligned in support of community visions in neighborhoods across the
city.
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